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SUMMARY

The Fin Field-Effect Transistor (FinFET) technology became the most promising approach
to enable the downscaling of technological nodes below the 20 nm threshold. However,
the introduction of new technology nodes for embedded memories such as SRAMs, es-
pecially for even smaller nodes such as 10 and 5 nm, gives rise to new manufacturing
failure mechanisms; these could both impact the yield and the outgoing product quality
in the absence of appropriate diagnosis and test solutions. Therefore, there is a need for
effective yet cost-efficient test and diagnosis solutions. This thesis contributes to fault
modeling, test development, and diagnosis of FinFET based SRAM.

Fault Modeling: although a lot has been done on memory fault modeling, the focus
has been mainly on easy-to-detect (ETD) faults; these are faults for which the detection
can be guaranteed by march algorithms, i.e., writing and reading the memory. The be-
haviors of hard-to-detect (HTD) faults, which are the main focus of this thesis, are by
far much more complex; these faults may even require dedicated hardware to facilitate
their detection, i.e., design-for-testability (DFT) circuits. This thesis provides a complete
analysis of hard-to-detect faults in FinFET based SRAMs and validates them using cir-
cuit simulations. Deriving realistic fault models is the key enabler for high-quality test
solutions. Hence, it requires a deep understanding of how the defects may impact the
memory.

Test Development: existing test solutions focus on the detection of ETD faults. They
do not require special tests; their detection is guaranteed by writing and reading the
memory. Nevertheless, HTD faults are not deterministic, i.e., they have a random nature.
Therefore, their detection is not guaranteed by simply applying operations – additional
solutions that employ special stressing are needed. This thesis proposes multiple test so-
lutions based on the results obtained during the fault modeling stage. First, it discusses
test solutions for random read faults (RRFs). These faults’ detection is improved by op-
timizing test algorithms to provide the maximum stress possible. An insufficient fault
coverage was observed by only applying testing algorithms; thus, dedicated DFTs are de-
veloped. A similar procedure is carried out for undefined state faults (USFs); these faults’
coverage can only be improved by using dedicated DFTs. Finally, a test methodology for
parametric faults is proposed; the methodology consists of monitoring the memory’s pa-
rameters and comparing measurements from different parts of the memory. However,
its implementation does not tolerate process variation (PV) effects. Therefore, a novel
way to implement the methodology is needed.

Diagnosis: production test solutions do not provide any information regarding fault
location or nature. However, during the development of a chip, more information re-
garding failure mechanisms is often necessary. Thus, diagnosis procedures are employed
to understand what must be improved in the chip’s design and manufacturing process.
This thesis proposes a diagnosis methodology that hierarchically diagnoses all types of
faults (e.g., static, dynamic, ETD, HTD) coming from all parts of the memory (e.g., cell
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array, decoders, peripherals). First, a comprehensive algorithm is applied to detect faults
in the entire memory. Once the faulty block is identified, another algorithm is applied to
discern whether the fault is static or dynamic. Finally, multiple short algorithms are ap-
plied to identify the fault model. The proposed methodology is easily extensible; new di-
agnostic capabilities can be easily added by integrating new diagnostic algorithms with-
out impacting existing capabilities. Furthermore, it is platform-independent; it does not
rely on a specific memory implementation or architecture.



SAMENVATTING

De Fin Field-Effect Transistor (FinFET) werd de meest veelbelovende technologie om
transistorschaling voorbij de 20 nm-drempel mogelijk te maken. De introductie van klei-
nere transistortechnologieën, vooral voor nog kleinere technologieën zoals 10 en 5 nm
nm, voor ingebedde geheugens zoals SRAM’s, leidt echter tot nieuwe bezwijkmechanis-
men bij de fabricage. Deze mechanismen kunnen zowel het productierendement als de
uitgaande productkwaliteit beïnvloeden bij gebrek aan geschikte diagnose- en testop-
lossingen. Er is daarom behoefte aan effectieve en kostenefficiënte diagnose- en testop-
lossingen. Dit proefschrift draagt bij aan foutmodellering, testontwikkeling en diagnose
van op FinFET’s gebaseerde SRAM’s.

Foutmodellering: hoewel er veel is gedaan aan geheugenfoutmodellering, ligt de
nadruk vooral op eenvoudig-te-detecteren (ETD) fouten; dit zijn fouten waarvan de de-
tectie kan worden gegarandeerd door marcheeralgoritmen, d.w.z. simpelweg het schrij-
ven en het uitlezen van het geheugen. Het gedrag van moeilijk-te-detecteren (MTD) fou-
ten, die de focus van dit proefschrift zijn, is veel complexer. Om deze fouten te detec-
teren, kan het zelfs nodig zijn om speciale detectiehardware, d.w.z. ontwerp-voor-test
(OVT) circuits, te gebruiken. Dit proefschrift biedt een volledige analyse van moeilijk-te-
detecteren fouten in op FinFET gebaseerde SRAM’s en valideert deze fouten door middel
van circuitsimulaties. Het afleiden van realistische foutmodellen is de belangrijkste fac-
tor voor hoogwaardige testoplossingen. Het is daarom vereist om een diep begrip te
hebben van hoe defecten het geheugen kunnen beïnvloeden.

Testontwikkeling: bestaande testoplossingen richten zich op het opsporen van ETD-
fouten. Ze vereisen geen speciale tests; hun detectie wordt gegarandeerd door naar het
geheugen te schrijven en het vervolgens uit te lezen. MTD-fouten hebben een wille-
keurig karakter en zijn daarom niet deterministisch. Hierdoor kunnen deze fouten niet
gedetecteerd worden door gebruik te maken van simpele geheugenoperaties - er zijn
aanvullende oplossingen nodig die speciale stresscondities gebruiken. Dit proefschrift
presenteert meerdere testoplossingen op basis van de resultaten die zijn verkregen uit
de foutmodellering. Ten eerste worden testoplossingen voor willekeurige leesfouten be-
sproken. De detectie van deze fouten wordt verbeterd door testalgoritmen te optimali-
seren om de maximaal mogelijke stress te bieden. De foutendekking die behaald wordt
door enkel testalgoritmen te gebruiken is echter te laag. Hierom worden speciale OVT
circuits ontwikkeld. Iets soortgelijks wordt gedaan voor ongedefinieerde toestandsfou-
ten, omdat de dekking van deze fouten alleen kan worden verbeterd door speciale OVT’s
te gebruiken. Ten slotte wordt een testmethodologie voor parametrische fouten geïntro-
duceerd. De methodologie bestaat uit het controleren van geheugenparameters en het
vergelijken van metingen van verschillende delen van het geheugen. De implementa-
tie hiervan tolereert echter geen effecten van procesvariaties. Daarom is er een nieuwe
manier nodig om de methodologie te implementeren.

Diagnose: productietestoplossingen geven geen informatie over locatie of aard van
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de fout. Tijdens de ontwikkeling van een chip is echter vaak meer informatie over be-
zwijkmechanismen nodig. Daarom wordt diagnostisering gebruikt om te begrijpen wat
er moet worden verbeterd in het ontwerp en in het fabricageproces van de chip. Dit
proefschrift presenteert een diagnostiseringsmethodologie die op hiërarchische wijze
alle soorten fouten (bijv. statische, dynamische, ETD, MTD) diagnosticeert in alle delen
van het geheugen (bijv. in de geheugenmatrix, decoders, randcircuits). Eerst wordt een
uitgebreid algoritme toegepast om fouten in het gehele geheugen te detecteren. Zodra
het defecte blok is geïdentificeerd, wordt een ander algoritme toegepast om te bepalen
of de fout statisch of dynamisch is. Ten slotte worden meerdere korte algoritmen toege-
past om het foutmodel te identificeren. De voorgestelde methodologie is gemakkelijk uit
te breiden; nieuwe diagnostische mogelijkheden kunnen eenvoudig worden toegevoegd
door nieuwe diagnostische algoritmen te integreren zonder dat de bestaande mogelijk-
heden beïnvloed worden. Bovendien is de methodologie platformonafhankelijk; het is
niet afhankelijk van een specifieke geheugenimplementatie of architectuur.
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1
INTRODUCTION

1.1 THE FINFET TECHNOLOGY

1.2 VLSI TEST PHILOSOPHY

1.3 THE STATE OF THE ART IN MEMORY TESTING

1.4 THE STATE OF THE ART IN MEMORY DIAGNOSIS

1.5 RESEARCH TOPICS

1.6 CONTRIBUTIONS OF THE THESIS

1.7 THESIS ORGANIZATION

The Fin Field-Effect Transistor (FinFET) technology became the most promising approach
to enable the downscaling of technological nodes below the 20 nm threshold. Nevertheless,
this technology also brings forward behaviors that must be well understood to achieve the
quality demanded by FinFET devices’ applications. Therefore, effective yet cost-efficient
test solutions are of great importance to ensure high-quality FinFET products. The main
topics of this dissertation are the modeling of FinFET Static Random Access Memories
(SRAM) faults and the development of high-quality test and diagnosis solutions for Fin-
FET SRAMs. This chapter serves as a brief introduction to this dissertation. We start by
introducing the FinFET technology. Second, we highlighting the role of VLSI test, its im-
portance, and basic concepts. Then, we present the state of the art in both memory testing
and memory diagnosis. Following, we explain the research topics explored throughout
this Ph.D. project. Next, we present this dissertation’s main contributions to advance the
state-of-the-art in the field of FinFET SRAM testing and diagnosis. Finally, we detail the
thesis organization.

1
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2 1. INTRODUCTION

1.1. THE FINFET TECHNOLOGY
In the last few decades, the semiconductor industry has undergone tremendous im-
provements mainly attributed to the aggressive downscaling of transistors in Integrated
Circuits (ICs); it is expected that the transistors integrated per unit area roughly dou-
ble every two years [1]. Such a trend was first observed in 1965 by Gordon Moore [2]
and became known as Moore’s Law. While not an actual law but rather an observation or
projection, it has become widely accepted and serves as a road map for the semiconduc-
tor industry due to its innovative and economic benefits. Two distinct types of transistor
downscaling can be defined:

• Conventional Scaling: the transistor’s dimensions are downscaled by a specific
factor (typically k = 0.7 ). In constant field scaling, the supply voltage is also down-
scaled by the same factor. Voltage downscale is not always feasible as it might
impact the device’s performance, e.g., frequency, leakage. Thus, constant voltage
scaling refers to only scaling down the device’s dimensions [3].

• Innovative Scaling: new techniques and implementation strategies are used to
enable further downscaling. It includes new enhancement techniques, e.g., chan-
nel strain engineering to improve the movement of electrons and holes in the
channel [4], the introduction of new materials, e.g., using high-k materials as the
gate-dielectric to reduce the gate leakage [5], [6], and finally, new transistor struc-
tures, e.g., Silicon-on-Insulator (SOI) [7] and Fin Field-Effect Transistor (FinFET)
[8].

The continuous downscaling of devices posed a significant challenge, particularly
below the 32 nm threshold. One of the most prominent challenges was related to short
channel effects, i.e., the gate cannot completely control the channel due to the short
distance between drain and source, resulting in higher sub-threshold leakage, threshold
voltage (Vth) roll-off, and punch-through between the drain and source [9]. While some
innovative scaling enabled the downscale down to 28 nm [10], [11], it became clear that
a new device, i.e., a new physical structure, was necessary to push Complementary Metal
Oxide Semiconductor (CMOS) devices towards the 20 nm threshold and lower. Thus, the
FinFET device was proposed. The device aims to extend the gate’s control over multiple
sides of the channel by elevating the latter vertically into the gate, as shown in Fig. 1.1.
This 3D structure reduces leakage and enables constant field downscaling even further.

In 2011, Intel reported, for the first time, the successful manufacturing of commercial
22 nm FinFET-based SRAM devices [13] – at that point, still coined as “tri-gate” CMOS de-
vices. The following year, they launched their first processors (desktop and mobile) using
the FinFET technology in their Ivy Bridge microarchitecture [14]. By 2014, all major chip
manufacturers, e.g., GlobalFoundries, TSMC, Samsung, had started using the FinFET
technology in their state-of-the-art products, e.g., 16 and 14 nm devices. Now, more than
ten years since the release of the first-ever FinFET-based processor, the FinFET tech-
nology has undergone many innovative scalings. New materials have been used, e.g.,
germanium-based channels [15], and new structures have been proposed, e.g., Nega-
tive Capacitance FinFETs (NC-FinFETs) [16], Gate-all-around (GAA) nanowire FETs [17].
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Figure 1.1: Structural comparison between (a) planar CMOS and (b) FinFET [12].

Both Samsung and TSCM have entered volume production of 5 nm1 FinFET-based chips
[20], [21]. As the semiconductor industry begins its quest towards even smaller FinFET
devices, it is still uncertain to what extent the FinFET and the CMOS technology can be
downscaled.

1.2. VLSI TEST PHILOSOPHY
This section introduces the VLSI test philosophy together with fundamental concepts
and terminologies. It first defines the role of VLSI tests within the electronic testing
scope. Then, it presents a classification of VLSI tests. Finally, the concepts of test es-
cape and yield loss are introduced.

1.2.1. POSITION AND ROLE OF VLSI TESTS
Very large scale integration chips are essential in any modern electronic system. For ex-
ample, consider a typical smartphone. It contains multiple chips that will carry out the
many functions expected from such a device, e.g., voice and video encoding, internet
connection, touch screen. The most critical chip in a smartphone – and any electronic
system, in fact – is the system-on-chip (SoC). As the name suggests, an SoC combines
multiple functionalities into a single silicon chip. Therefore, it contains a variety of mod-
ules to carry out its functionalities. An example of a state-of-the-art SoC is the A14, the
first commercially available product manufactured on a 5 nm process node [22]. Re-
leased in 2020, the A14 contains a central processing unit (CPU), neural processing unit
(NPU), graphics processing unit (GPU), 5G modem, on-chip memories, among other
modules. The A14 integrates 11.8 billion transistors in a single chip of 88 mm, with a
transistor density of 134 million transistors per mm2 [23] using TSMC’s 5 nm process.
Naturally, fabricating such an intricate VLSI chip is a complicated and time-consuming
process prone to manufacturing defects. Therefore, to guarantee the quality and relia-
bility of semiconductor chips, it is essential to rigorously test them in different ways at
different phases of their lifetime.

1At this point, referring technology nodes by their size has no relation to transistor’s physical features any-
more. It is only a commercial/marketing term to designate a new, improved technology node with increased
transistor density, increased speed, and reduced power consumption [18], [19].
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The manufacturer unquestionably carries out the most critical testing steps. They
are responsible for defining the semiconductor chip’s specifications and subsequently
designing2 and mass producing them. By the end of the manufacturing process, it is ex-
pected that the manufacturer has conducted various manufacturing tests to eliminate
defective parts and guarantee that the chips being shipped to customers are indeed per-
forming as designed for its life start, i.e., t=0, and with the demanded quality require-
ments. The quality of VLSI chips is evaluated using a metric called defective part per
million (DPPM). For instance, ten DPPM means that statistically, ten parts out of one
million parts are defective. The manufacturer’s effort to test the chip varies significantly
depending on the chip quality requirements demanded by the application, e.g., an elec-
tronic component used in a plush toy has much less severe demands than an electronic
component used in the automotive or avionic fields. Thus, the testing procedure applied
for the latter case is much more strict than for the former.

Besides guaranteeing the application’s demands, the manufacturer also has finan-
cial motivations to deliver a high-quality chip. First, there is an exponential increase in
the cost of detecting a defective chip after being integrated into increasingly more com-
plicated systems. A widely accepted rule of thumb in test economics in the electronics
industry is the rule of ten [24]. It suggests that if a defective chip is not detected by chip-
level testing, finding it at the printed circuit board level costs ten times more than at the
chip level. This cost factor continues to apply when the defective chip is incorporated
into higher-level systems. Second, selling defective chips to customers and receiving
them back harms the manufacturer’s reputation and potential customers and income.
In a worst-case scenario, a system failure due to a defective chip may lead to a catas-
trophic accident with loss of human lives, resulting in lawsuits and class actions.

The above emphasizes the importance of VLSI tests during the development and
manufacturing phase, i.e., before t = 0, carried out by the manufacturer. There are two
aspects of VLSI testing: fault detection and fault diagnosis. The role of fault detection
is to detect whether something went wrong, while fault diagnosis is to determine what
went wrong precisely and where the process needs to be altered. Both testing processes
involve applying test patterns to the circuit and comparing the circuit’s response with a
precomputed expected response. If a product is designed, fabricated, tested, and fails
the test, then there must be a particular cause for the failure [24]:

• The test procedure was incorrect or inappropriate;

• The manufacturing process was faulty or imprecise;

• The chip’s design was incorrect;

• The chip’s specification was inaccurate.

Therefore, the correctness and effectiveness of VLSI testing, i.e., fault detection and
diagnosis, are of utmost importance to deliver high-quality products. Since testing car-
ried out by the manufacturer, i.e., before t = 0, plays a critical role in determining the chip

2A semiconductor chip may be designed by a company and manufactured by another. It is a typical business
model in the semiconductor industry to have fabless companies specializing in designing and manufacturing
companies that focus solely on manufacturing process technology.
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quality, it receives a substantial financial investment, which leads to research opportu-
nities. Due to this reason, this thesis will be focused on this domain, i.e., fault detection
and diagnosis throughout the development and manufacturing of semiconductor chips.

1.2.2. CLASSIFICATION OF VLSI TESTS
Various tests will be performed throughout developing a VLSI chip to determine what
leads to a chip failure. Depending on the test objectives and the development stage of a
VLSI chip, different test procedures are applied [24]:

1. Characterization: also known as design debug or verification testing. This form
of testing is performed on any new design before sending it to production. Its pri-
mary objective is to verify the design’s correctness and whether it meets its spec-
ifications, i.e., determine the exact limits of the device operating values. Func-
tional tests alongside comprehensive AC and DC parametric measurements are
performed at this stage to determine the limits of chip operation conditions such
as supply voltage, temperature, and speed. Shmoo plots are used to identify the
conditions in which the test has passed and failed. Secondary objectives include
measuring chip characteristics for setting final specifications and determining spe-
cific details for the final production test program.

2. Production: every manufactured chip must undergo productive tests; it is a sign-
off test right before being shipped out of the manufacturer. Its primary objective
is to enforce the quality requirements by determining whether the chip under test
meets all specifications. Production tests are based on go/no-go decisions. There-
fore, they are less comprehensive than the previous characterization tests. Fur-
thermore, fault diagnosis is not attempted. The tests at this stage may not cover all
of the chip’s functions, but they must guarantee a high coverage of modeled faults
such that defective chips can be identified and eliminated out with high confi-
dence. The time spent testing each chip must be brief to minimize equipment
cost, as every chip must be tested. Therefore, a great deal of effort is focused on
optimizing the testing routine to be fast and effective.

3. Burn-In: while production testing guarantees that the chip under test met de-
sign specifications at t = 0, it does not guarantee that they perform their functions
as long as expected when getting to actual usage. Burn-in tests ensure the reli-
ability of those chips by applying production tests once again, but this time un-
der high temperatures and increased voltage supply continuously or periodically.
This additional stress will force weak chips to fail at an accelerated speed. Burn-in
tests can isolate two types of failures: infant mortality and freak failures. Infant
mortalities are screened out by a short-term burn-in (10-20 hours) in standard or
slightly stressed conditions; they are often caused by weak defects, process varia-
tion (PV), or a combination of both. Freak failures are devices with the exact failure
mechanisms as reliable devices but require long burn-in time (100-1000 hours) in
stressed conditions. Compared to production tests, burn-in tests are much more
expensive and time-consuming. Therefore, a manufacturer must consider eco-
nomics and make a trade-off between test overheads and chip reliability depend-
ing on the target application.
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4. Incoming Inspections: these tests are performed on purchased semiconductor
chips right before integrating them into a system. The primary goal of incoming
inspection tests is to avoid placing a defective chip in a system, where the cost of
testing and diagnosis may far exceed the cost of incoming inspection. Compared
to previous manufacturing tests, e.g., production, incoming inspections are per-
formed with much less effort and time; usually, only a certain number of selected
samples of purchased VLSI chips undergo incoming inspection; this amount de-
pends on the chip quality and system requirements. However, this practice is grad-
ually disappearing, as companies nowadays expect the received chips to be high-
quality and are often pressured by time to market requirements.

1.2.3. TEST ESCAPES AND YIELD LOSS
During the manufacturing process of semiconductor chips, they may be affected by
physical defects. Thus, by the end of manufacturing, a chip can be either OK or not OK
(OK). After manufacturing, a production test, i.e., a short and go/no-go decision-making
process, is applied to every manufactured chip. There are two possible outcomes of this
test: the chip can either pass the production test and is afterward shipped to the cus-
tomer, or it can fail the test and is discarded or used for yield learning and design im-
provement. Naturally, it is expected that all OK chips will pass, and all OK chips will fail.
However, due to inaccurate test procedures, other outcomes may arise:

1 OK, pass: chips that have passed the test and are indeed defect-free.

2 OK, pass: chips that have passed the test but are defective, i.e., test escapes.

3 OK, fail: chips that have failed the test but are defect-free, i.e., yield loss.

4 OK, fail: chips that have failed the test and are indeed defective.

Set 2 contains defective chips that have passed the test; these are known as test es-
capes. They will be delivered to customers, along with the defect-free chips in set 1 . A
defective chip passes a production test because the said test was not developed to de-
tect the fault caused by the defect affecting the chip. In other words, the test program
was not complete and did not consider all the defects that could have emerged from the
manufacturing process. If not detected by incoming inspections, these defective chips
will be mounted onto electronic systems and subsequently distributed to the market.
The may lead to user complaints, and in the worst case, to accidents and loss of hu-
man lives. Some of these defective chips will be sent back to their manufacturer; these
chips are known as customer returns. Manufacturers use customer returns to diagnose
and understand failure roots and improve the chip design and manufacturing process.
Furthermore, customer returns have a significant influence on the business-to-business
relationship and may damage the reputation of established chip manufacturers.

Set 3 contains the chips that have somehow failed the production test; these are
known as yield loss. They are due to excessively rigorous tests that will also cause defect-
free chips to fail, e.g., an IDDQ test with inappropriate margins may overkill some defect-
free chips by mistakenly identifying the increased leakage current due to PV as defects.
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Figure 1.2: Relation between test escapes and yield loss.

This set of chips directly increase the average cost of manufacturing a chip, as defect-
free chips that could be sold to customers are being tossed away. Additionally, rejecting
good chips also indicates that the test program needs to be adjusted so that this set is
minimized as much as possible in future batches.

All chips in sets 3 , 4 , alongside the customer returns in 2 , have not met design
specifications and thus should be directed to failure analysis. Investigating and under-
standing the failure mechanisms of chips is essential for the yield learning process, i.e.,
fixing and improving the design and manufacturing process to maximize the number of
chips belonging to 1 . Fig. 1.2 shows the relation between all sets, illustrated in a Venn
diagram. Sets 2 and 3 are mainly due to inappropriate test programs. Thus, perform-
ing failure analysis on these chips will help identify failures that are not covered by the
test program and subsequently enhance it to cover these failures. From an economic
point of view, the two circles, i.e., OK and fail, must be as closely overlapped as possible
to reduce test escapes and yield loss. Since these lease to higher-quality devices and a
cheaper manufacturing process, identifying the real defective chips is the unchanging
goal of R&D investment in VLSI tests.

1.3. THE STATE OF THE ART IN MEMORY TESTING
The requirements involved in testing combinational (i.e., logic) and sequential (i.e., mem-
ory) circuits are very different. When testing combinational circuits, the test program
applies one or two test vectors to detect each fault. On the other hand, when targeting
faults in sequential circuits, the test program may be required first to bring the circuit
into a state in which the fault may be sensitized and observed. Nevertheless, a memory
contains millions (if not billions) of states, and so exhaustively testing all possible states
in a memory chip is an impossible task. Therefore, dedicated and specific memory test-
ing techniques have to be developed and applied to guarantee the quality of memory
chips.

Memory testing has gone through a long development process. Before the 1980s, test
procedures applied to memories were considered ad-hoc due to their absence of formal
fault models and proofs [25]. These tests have a very long test time (in the order of O(n2),
where n is the number of bits in a memory) for relatively small fault coverage. Examples
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of ad-hoc tests are the Zero-One test, GALPAT test, and Walking 1/0 test [25], [26].

In the early 1980s, memories grew exponentially in size, i.e., capacity. Thus, to reduce
the test’s time and cost per memory chip, test development focused on investigating the
possible faults that can occur in the memory. This led to the introduction of many fault
models. Their main advantages are that they enable a formal fault coverage proof, and
they significantly reduce the test time to the order of O(n), i.e., linear with the size of the
memory. Some key functional fault models introduced at that point were the Stuck-At
Fault (SAF), the Address decoder Fault (AF) [27], the Coupling Fault (CF) [28]–[30], and
the Neighborhood Pattern Sensitive Fault (NPSF) model [31], [32]. March tests became
the dominant type of tests for SAFs, AFs, and CFs [26], [29], [33]; while special linear tests
were designed for NPSFs [26], [34].

The above functional fault models were abstractions based on the memory’s behav-
ior rather than on actual memory designs and defects. The lack of connection with real
memory chips led to the introduction of Inductive Fault Analysis (IFA) [35], [36]. IFA is
a systematic procedure to predict the faults in an integrated circuit by injecting spot de-
fects in a simulated circuit netlist; this enables the development of fault models based
on simulated defects in actual memory designs. The introduction of IFA led to a variety
of new functional fault models [33], such as State Coupling Fault (CFst ), Data Retention
Fault (DRF), and Stuck Open Fault (SOF).

In the early 1990s, memories experienced an extraordinary increase in size; conse-
quently, test programs with linear time became less and less acceptable. Furthermore,
the increased use of embedded memories turned testing even more complex by limiting
the controllability of inputs and the observability of outputs. Built-in-self-test (BIST) was
the proposed solution to overcome this problem [37]–[41]. BIST solves the controllabil-
ity issues of embedded memories and alleviates test requirements regarding test speed
and the number of input and output (I/O) pins. An additional advantage of BIST is its
at-speed testing, i.e., at the maximal clock period, allowing for a higher fault coverage,
especially for faults with complex timing characteristics. An additional technique used
to improve memory testing was Design-for-Testability (DFT) circuits, which are auxiliary
circuits introduced into the memory to reduce test time and enable active tests for cell
stability faults such as DRFs [42].

All test solutions previously discussed were functional solutions, i.e., they aim at ob-
serving faults by checking for incorrect functionalities, such as an unexpected output.
Parametric memory test solutions, which rely on measuring the memory’s parameter
and identifying out-of-the-ordinary measurements, have also been proposed. A widely
used parametric test is the IDDQ test, which measures the quiescent power supply cur-
rent while the memory is idle [43], [44] For example, if there is a short connection in the
memory, the current may be higher than usual, and a discrepancy will be detected, thus
enabling the detection of defects that do not cause any functional impact and cannot be
detected with functional test solutions.

In the late 1990s, experimental results based on DPPM screening of many tests ap-
plied to a large number of memory chips indicated that the existing fault models were
not sufficient to explain many of the detected faults [45], [46], indicating the existence
of additional fault models not yet covered. Therefore, there was a need to find innova-
tive fault modeling techniques. This stimulated the introduction of a new fault modeling
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approach based on linear resistor defect injection and SPICE simulation [47], [48]. The
new approach led to the establishment of faults models still used in today’s test solu-
tions, such as read destructive faults, write disturb faults, transition coupling faults, and
read destructive coupling faults.

As the CMOS technology scaled down to more advanced nodes, the industry has kept
the same approach of modeling manufacturing defects through resistances. Neverthe-
less, these advanced nodes introduce new materials, fabrication steps, and failure mech-
anisms. It became widely recognized that a growing number of defects and the increased
variability in the device’s characteristics represent a significant challenge to the overall
quality and reliability of the system, especially when considering high-quality levels, e.g.,
in the range of defective parts per billion (DPPB) [3]. Furthermore, it is known that faults
in these chips are dominated by transient, intermittent, and weak faults rather than hard
and permanent faults [49] As the existing approaches only target resistive defects (e.g.,
opens and bridges) at the terminals and interconnect of devices, its effectiveness in de-
tecting defects in deep-scaled technologies such as FinFET remains uncertain.

1.4. THE STATE OF THE ART IN MEMORY DIAGNOSIS
Memory fault diagnosis has not been given as much interest as the testing of memory
chips. However, with the continuous technology downscaling and the stricter quality re-
quirements imposed by customers, it became necessary to understand new fault mech-
anisms. This led to the introduction of the first diagnostic methodologies in the early
1990s. These first approaches were probability-based fault analysis methodologies [50],
[51]. By performing many random experiments, fault sites could be narrowed down by
appropriately overlapping the faulty areas and distinguishing them by comparing the
pass/fail data with statistically generated fault probabilities. These methods are not de-
terministic, have a low fault coverage, and have a significantly long test time (in the order
of O(n2). Thus, there was still a need to improve the diagnosis methodologies applied to
memory chips.

This improvement came from using signatures for specific sets of fault models. A
signature-based diagnosis methodology applies diagnostic tests and uses the results to
identify the fault; it provides a unique signature for each targeted fault. When applying
the diagnostic test on the memory, all the failed read operations are recorded alongside
failing memory cells’ addresses. Signatures are generated based on the fail status of each
operation and are then grouped into a fault dictionary. Faults are then diagnosed by
distinguishing faults with unique signatures. Signature-based diagnosis schemes are,
up to this day, the most efficient and most well-received manner to diagnose memory
faults. Many solutions using this methodology were published in the 2000s [52]–[56],
which enabled the diagnosis of static faults in the memory cell array. Some of these
solutions also included the use of Design-for-Diagnosis circuits, i.e., additional hardware
introduced into the memory with the sole purpose of facilitating diagnostic tests. More
recently, the diagnosis of dynamic faults in the memory array also became a research
topic [57].

However, existing solutions based on signatures also have some drawbacks. These
solutions have a pre-defined dictionary; thus, their signatures are hardwired to a prede-
fined diagnostic test. Consequently, if the memory is affected by a fault not considered
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in the fault dictionary, the diagnosis phase fails to provide any result or may even provide
a wrong response. Any modification to the set of targeted faults needs a new diagnostic
test with a new set of fault signatures. This increased complexity of march tests can be
excessive if used for industrial purposes. Furthermore, they also assume knowledge of
every read operation’s pass/fail status of a diagnostic test, which is not always available
in testing equipment [56]. Finally, most solutions only focus on memory array cell faults,
even though a fault can occur in any part of the memory system, e.g., address decoders,
cells, sense amplifiers, write drivers. As the existing approaches’ scope is limited, it be-
comes impossible to determine which memory component is defective; such informa-
tion is critical for guiding the designers on improving the design and the manufacturing
process. Thus, identifying which memory block is defective leads to considerable time-
saving during the yield ramp-up phase. While some signature-based solutions proposed
to diagnose other parts of the memory chip [58], [59], they still suffer from limitations
such as limited fault scope and extensibility. Therefore, an appropriate methodology to
diagnose memory chips that overcome the limitations of signature-based techniques is
still missing.

1.5. RESEARCH TOPICS
The performed research in this thesis focuses on three main areas:

1. Fault Modeling

2. Test Development

3. Memory Diagnosis

Each of these topics is explained in further detail next.

1.5.1. FAULT MODELING
As the name suggests, fault modeling consists of observing, analyzing, and modeling
faulty memory behavior to generate fault models. These fault models are used to develop
test solutions later in the testing process. Therefore, developing accurate and realistic
fault models that capture a memory cell’s faulty behavior in the presence of a defect is
the key to high-quality tests. To this end, the following four topics are explored in this
thesis.

1) Complete fault space: it is necessary to investigate whether existing fault models
developed from planar CMOS apply to FinFET SRAMs, considering all the components
in a memory design and possible unique faults in FinFET SRAMs. In other words, the
complete fault space dedicated to FinFET SRAMs has to be defined; it should contain all
possible faults that may occur in FinFET SRAM chips.

2) Fault analysis procedure: based on the circuit simulation platform, a sound fault
analysis validation procedure must be developed. This procedure must include defect
injection, i.e., inserting defect models into the memory, and stimuli generation, i.e., gen-
erating operation sequences, to verify the faulty behavior and validate the defined fault
space.
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3) Circuit simulation platform: typically, fault modeling is performed by SPICE-
based circuit simulations. Therefore, a practical circuit simulation platform has to be
built. It must include a complete SRAM design with the central cell array and all neces-
sary peripherals, such as decoders, write drivers, and sense amplifiers. Write and read
functions should be verified.

4) Accurate and realistic faults: finally, the above procedure must be applied to all
injected defects to obtain accurate and realistic faults. This step aims to clearly distin-
guish what could theoretically occur in the memory and what indeed occurs in defective
memories.

1.5.2. TEST DEVELOPMENT
Test development consists of developing strategies targeting the faults identified during
the fault modeling procedure. In this step, the following three topics are explored to
generate optimal test solutions for FinFET SRAMs.

1) Appropriate March algorithms: March tests are the most commonly used test
solutions for memory testing. We aim to develop March algorithms that cover all the
previously-observed fault models in FinFET SRAMs. Optimization of the tests by apply-
ing appropriate stressing conditions for efficient test time will also be explored.

2) DFT and BIST solutions: March solutions are not always able to provide satisfac-
tory test results. For example, they may be too long or have inadequate or insufficient
fault coverage. In this phase, we will address the issue of how to improve the test pro-
cedure by introducing special hardware into the memory to increase the fault coverage
and reduce test time.

3) Validation of test solutions: this phase aims at validating and evaluating the pro-
posed solutions. Experiments will be conducted in the form of simulations to quantify
the gains provided by the additional hardware circuits. Furthermore, variation analysis
will assess whether the additional testing circuits lead to yield loss.

1.5.3. MEMORY DIAGNOSIS
Production tests provide a simple pass/fail result. During the development of a chip,
more information regarding failure mechanisms is often necessary. Thus, diagnosis pro-
cedures are employed to understand better what must be improved in the chip’s design
and manufacturing process.

1) Diagnose Methodology: diagnosis is a complex procedure; it must be able to accu-
rately identify fault patterns and make the appropriate correlation with faults in the logic
level and defects in the physical level. An incomplete or improper methodology will lead
to inaccurate reports, significantly impacting development costs and time. Therefore,
appropriate methodologies must be developed.

2) Diagnostic algorithms: diagnostic algorithms have very different goals than test-
ing algorithms. Unlike the latter, diagnostic algorithms do not focus on detecting the
most faults in the shortest time. Instead, they aim to detect specific sets of faults and
mask others. Applying multiple diagnostic algorithms provides a clear picture of all the
faults occurring in the memory chip. Thus, a more in-depth analysis must be performed
when developing diagnostic algorithms.

3) Validation of the diagnose solution: finally, the methodology and the developed
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algorithms must be validated. Experiments will be conducted in the form of simulations
with injected defects in all parts of the memory. The methodology is validated by assess-
ing whether the generated reports provide accurate details regarding the faults caused
by the injected defects.

1.6. CONTRIBUTIONS OF THE THESIS
Over the entire course of this PhD project, we have addressed research issues at all three
phases of test development, as presented in the previous section. The main contribu-
tions of this thesis can be summarized into five items as follows.

1. A Survey on different types of FinFET SRAMs and their manufacturing process
and failure mechanisms. We first surveyed the manufacturing process of FinFET
devices in the literature, and defined four critical steps: the substrate foundation,
shaping the fin structure, placing the gate on top of the fin, and forming the source
and drain contact. We have also investigated the failure mechanisms in each of
these steps, how they affect the final physical structure of the FinFET device, and
how they impact the device’s functionality. Finally, we investigated and classified
the different types of FinFET SRAMs based on their topology, e.g., layout, number
of fins, types of FinFET device employed. This survey is yet unpublished and is
being prepared for submission as a review paper.

2. The definition and validation of the complete FinFET SRAM fault space [60]. A
fault space is the set of all possible faults that can occur in a given circuit; it is com-
plete if it contains all faults. We have explored the fault space of FinFET SRAMs
and have defined a complete set of functional and parametric faults. Functional
faults may impact the memory’s logic level, such as an incorrect output. On the
other hand, parametric faults only impact the memory’s electric level; this can
translate to electric deviations in the memory’s parameters. We have proposed
a fault space validation methodology consisting of six steps: i) netlist generation,
ii) defect injection, iii) sweep defect size, iv) stimulus generation, v) circuit simula-
tion, and vi) behavior inspection. We then apply this methodology using SPICE
simulations and defect injection to validate the fault space and confirm which
faults can indeed occur in FinFET SRAM chips.

3. The development of test strategies to improve the detection of functional HTD
faults in FinFET SRAMs. Such faults may have a functional impact, e.g., an incor-
rect output. Test solutions targeting functional HTD faults aim at improving the
likelihood of triggering such faults and thus enable the detection of these faults.
Thus, they must apply additional stress to push the memory to operate in severe
conditions. We have proposed several test solutions, namely solutions that focus
on the detection of random read faults [61], [62] and undefined state faults [63].
These solutions have used appropriate algorithm-related stressing conditions, i.e.,
a thought-out sequence of write and read operations, and additional hardware
inserted into the memory, i.e., DFT circuits, that apply additional environment-
related stressing conditions.
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4. The development of a test strategy based on monitoring schemes to improve the
detection of parametric HTD faults in FinFET SRAMs. These faults lead to severe
parametric deviations in the memory, such as increased leakage current and re-
duced noise margins. Therefore, they do not cause any functional behavior. Con-
sequently, functional test solutions cannot detect parametric faults. In order to
detect these faults, monitoring schemes must be employed. They aim at moni-
toring a specific parameter, e.g., current flow, bit line swing, and identify when
the monitored parameter is outside the expected bounds of operation. We have
proposed two solutions, one aiming at detecting increased power consumption
[64], and another aiming at detecting a reduced bit line swing [65]. Both employ
on-chip analog sensors to monitor memory parameters. A neighborhood compar-
ison logic is then used to compare the measured parameters from different parts
of the memory and identify discrepancies

5. The development of a new hierarchical diagnosis methodology for embedded mem-
ories, including FinFET SRAMs [66], [67]. This methodology aims at speeding up
the fault localization process during diagnosis by dividing the memory into five
functional blocks: the row decoder, the column decoder, the read path, the write
path, and the memory array. A 3-step hierarchical framework is then applied to
obtain more information regarding the fault: i) its location, i.e., the faulty block,
ii) its nature, i.e., static or dynamic, and iii) its model. The hierarchical memory
diagnosis methodology covers fault in the entire memory chip and has a vast fault
space as it includes static and dynamic faults from all parts of the memory. The
methodology is easily extensible; new diagnostic capabilities can be easily added
by integrating new diagnostic algorithms without recompiling existing diagnosis
signatures. Furthermore, it is platform-independent; it does not rely on a specific
memory implementation or architecture, and it does not require any specific test
equipment.

1.7. THESIS ORGANIZATION
The contributions mentioned above advancing the state of the art in FinFET SRAM test-
ing and diagnosis will be elaborated in detail in the remainder of this thesis, organized
as follows.

Chapter 2 introduces the FinFET SRAM technology and its models. First, we intro-
duce the fundamentals related to FinFET devices, including their electrical equations,
their physical structure, and key physical parameters. We then investigate the manufac-
turing process of FinFET devices. The overall process is separated into four main phases.
For each phase, we describe the manufacturing steps required to fabricate the processed
structure. We also discuss the potential failure mechanisms that could arise from these
manufacturing steps. Then, we introduce the background on FinFET SRAMs; we start
by describing the classic SRAM model, covering different abstraction levels. We then
discuss the advantages of FinFET SRAM cells over traditional planar CMOS SRAMs, fol-
lowed by classifying the different types of typologies for FinFET SRAMs. We conclude
this chapter by discussing the outlook for the FinFET technology.

Chapter 3 presents the fault modelling for FinFET SRAMs. We start by introducing
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a classification of faults based on their impact on the memory and their sensitization
conditions, e.g., functional vs. parametric faults, static vs. dynamic faults, single-cell
vs. coupling faults. We then define the fault space for FinFET SRAMs. The fault space
is first defined from static faults coming from the memory array, decoders, write, and
read paths. Then, the same is performed for dynamic faults. After, we introduce a fault
space validation methodology. Finally, the defined fault space for memory array FinFET
SRAM faults is validated using the proposed validation methodology. The simulation
setup is detailed, baseline metrics are determined, and the results are laid out in defect
size ranges in which faults are observed.

Chapter 4 presents the proposed solutions to test FinFET SRAMs. We first classify
the memory array faults based on their detection conditions, i.e., hard-to-detect and
easy-to-detect faults. We then present a framework for test development; it includes a
discussion on test target and fault observation and identification methods. Furthermore,
it also discusses the different stressing conditions that can be applied to the memory
circuit. We briefly discuss the existing test solutions and their limitations. Following, we
present the proposed test solutions. We start by presenting the test solutions to improve
the detection of functional HTD faults; these include algorithms and DFT circuits. Then,
we present the DFT circuits proposed to improve the coverage of parametric HTD faults.
Finally, we discuss the outlook for test solutions and what still needs to be improved to
push the quality of FinFET SRAMs even further.

Chapter 5 introduces a new hierarchical memory diagnosis methodology for embed-
ded memories, including FinFET SRAMs. We define the key differences between detec-
tion and diagnosis and classify the existing diagnosis schemes. We then present the diag-
nosis approach: its methodology, fault space, and three levels of diagnosis. We apply the
proposed in various case studies, proving the approach’s capabilities to diagnose both
easy-to-detect and hard-to-detect faults in all parts of the memory chips. We conclude
this chapter by discussing the proposed approach and comparing it with other existing
diagnosis solutions.

Finally, Chapter 6 concludes this thesis by providing a summary and an outlook to
future research directions.
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2.3 FINFET-BASED SRAMS
2.4 FINFET TECHNOLOGY OUTLOOK

The FinFET technology has undergone a long evolution since its first experimental manu-
facturing in 1989. Since then, significant breakthroughs have been made in device design,
circuit layout, and manufacturing. Thanks to technology advancements in these fields,
FinFETs have been commercialized by several semiconductor companies for over a decade.

The primary purpose of this dissertation is to develop realistic fault models and effi-
cient tests and diagnoses for FinFET SRAMs. It is, therefore, of interest to understand in
detail the structure of such devices and memories and the way they operate. This chapter
describes the FinFET SRAM technology and models. First, we introduce the FinFET’s fun-
damentals, including its working principles and critical physical parameters. Second, we
examine the FinFET manufacturing process and the associated defects in each step. Addi-
tionally, we classify the different types of transistors based on their manufacturing steps.
Third, we discuss the application of FinFETs to design SRAMs; we introduce the different
memory structure models, the advantages of using FinFETs over planar CMOS, and the
different SRAMs that can be designed using FinFETs. Finally, we discuss the FinFET tech-
nology outlook; we explore the upcoming challenges in technology miniaturization and
examine how the industry can use multi-gate devices to tackle these challenges.
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Figure 2.1: General structure of a FinFET.

2.1. FINFET FUNDAMENTALS
FinFETs are quasi-planar, multi-gate devices consisting of vertical silicon stripes, i.e.,
“fins”, wrapped by a gate structure. A general representation of this structure is depicted
in Fig. 2.1, which shows the gate structure (red material) wrapping the fin by all three
sides. The first design similar to FinFETs was the DELTA (Fully-Depleted Lean Channel
Transistor) [68], a double-gate MOS transistor proposed in 1989. Afterward, other tran-
sistor structures were proposed aiming to surpass the scalability limitations of the CMOS
technology [69]. Due to its superior electrical properties, the FinFET technology became
the most promising approach to continue CMOS scaling and was consequently adopted
by major semiconductor companies.

In nanometer CMOS technologies, the gate cannot fully control the channel due to
the short distance between drain and source, resulting in the well-known Short Channel
Effects (SCEs): higher sub-threshold leakage, threshold voltage (Vth) roll-off, and punch-
through between the drain and source [9]. In planar technologies, two approaches are
adopted to reduce SCE. First, the oxide thickness is thinned out to increase the gate-to-
channel capacitance. However, this approach is limited as downscaling the oxide can
trigger direct tunneling current or cause reliability issues such as Time Dependent Di-
electric Breakdown (TDDB). Second, it is possible to engineer the channel doping and
create a larger potential barrier between source and drain, reducing the charge sharing
between the two terminals. However, high channel doping reduces carrier mobility, in-
creases Gate Induced Drain Leakage (GIDL), and causes deviations in the Vth of devices
due to Random Dopant Fluctuation. FinFETs have intrinsic superior channel control
due to their multi-gate structure, effectively reducing SCE and eliminating the need for
high doping devices. Consequently, the absence of doping on FinFET’s body suppresses
RDF, resulting in a more homogeneous Vth among different transistors of the same cir-
cuit [70].

The most significant technological parameters of a FinFET are its fin’s height (HFIN)
and width (TFIN), its gate (and channel) length (Lg ), and the number of fins (NFIN). Other
parameters, such as gate oxide thickness (TOX ), buried oxide thickness (TBOX ), body
doping, gate/source doping, gate workfunction (ΦG ), among others, complete the typi-
cal technological parameters of a FinFET [71]. As the gate of a FinFET device is wrapped
around its silicon fin, up to three distinct channel sides can be created: two on the side
and one on the top; an essential characteristic of this transistor is that current flows from
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Figure 2.2: FinFET transistors with contrasting channel orientations [73].

all its sides. Thus, the effective channel width of a FinFET can be defined by Eq. 2.1,
where NFIN is the number of fins on the transistor. Once the height and width of a fin are
fixed for a specific design, the only way to change Weff and increase the channel’s current
drive capability is by using more fins.

Weff = (2 × HFIN + TFIN) × NFIN (2.1)

Besides its intrinsic structural advantages, FinFETs also benefit from its manufactur-
ing process aspects. Besides its compatibility with the CMOS manufacturing process,
FinFETs can also be engineered to improve the mobility of electrons and holes using dif-
ferent channel orientations. Electrons have the highest mobility along the 〈100〉 plane,
while holes mobility is the highest along the 〈110〉 plane [9]. Thus, NMOS fabricated in
the 〈100〉 plane and PMOS fabricated in the 〈110〉 plane present superior characteristics
to its counterparts fabricated in other planes. Nevertheless, fabrication of planar devices
in different planes other than the 〈100〉 is considered difficult due to increased PV and
interface traps [72]. However, manufacturing FinFET devices in contrasting channel ori-
entations can be achieved by rotating devices 45° based on the wafer’s orientation. Fig.
2.2 [73] depicts this procedure on a 〈110〉 wafer: PMOS devices are manufactured paral-
lel or perpendicular to the wafer’s notch, while NMOS devices are tilted 45° to the wafer’s
notch. By manufacturing FinFET devices in these specific planes, designers can signif-
icantly improve the carrier mobility of these devices. Fig. 2.3 [72] shows the Id s vs Vd s

curve for devices designed in different channel orientations. For NMOS devices, an im-
provement of 12% in Id s is observed in devices fabricated in the 〈100〉 plane compared
to 〈110〉. For PMOS, devices manufactured along the 〈110〉 plane exhibit 18% improved
Id s compared to devices in the 〈100〉 plane.

2.2. FINFET MANUFACTURING PROCESS & DEFECTS
This section discusses the manufacturing process of FinFETs. Even though the manu-
facturing process of FinFETs is compatible with the process used in planar devices, new
unique steps are still necessary. Furthermore, these unique steps can create new FinFET-
specific defects in the structure of devices, i.e., unintended differences from the intended
design [26]. Therefore, it is crucial to understand the FinFET manufacturing process and
its unique defects to develop accurate defect models that correctly represent all the faults
in a FinFET-based circuit.

The manufacturing process of FinFET devices can be divided into four different stages
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Figure 2.3: Id s vs. Vd s characteristics of FinFET transistors with different channel orientations [72].
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Figure 2.4: Types of FinFET transistors, divided by order of manufacturing.

based on the structure being fabricated: Substrate Deposition, Fin Patterning, Gate Stack-
ing, and Source/Drain (S/D) Formation. Accordingly, it is also possible to classify differ-
ent FinFET structures based on this distinction, as depicted in Fig. 2.4. In summary,
the resulting FinFET device is the combination of each bullet point in the manufactur-
ing process timeline. Each of these stages and the defects that may occur during the
processing steps are discussed next.

2.2.1. STEP 1: SUBSTRATE

One of the essential characteristics of a FinFET concerns its wafer substrate. There are
two types of substrates in FinFET devices: bulk and silicon on insulator (SOI); they are
illustrated in Fig. 2.5. Their only difference is the connection between fins and substrate.
Because bulk devices do not have such a connection, they present a better substrate heat
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Figure 2.5: Structure and main technology parameters of FinFET transistors: (a) SOI FinFETs and (b) Bulk
FinFETs.

transfer than SOI devices. Initial research proposed FinFETs using the concept of Fully-
Depleted (FD)-SOI [68] owing to its less complex manufacturing process, more suitable
to academic settings. At that point in time, university equipment could not provide a sat-
isfactory oxide etching precision, an essential step in fabricating the fins of bulk FinFETs.
Later on, with the development of research in FinFETs and the industry engagement,
FinFETs in bulk structures became feasible.

MANUFACTURING STEPS

An SOI substrate consists of a buried oxide (BOX) layer on top of the silicon. Fins are built
on top of the BOX and are physically isolated from each other and the substrate. The
manufacturing process of SOI FinFETs is similar to planar SOI structures, the main dif-
ference being the thickness of the outer silicon layer and buried oxide. In planar FD-SOI
devices, thin layers of silicon and oxide are used to create a Ultra Thin Body and Buried
Oxide (UTBB) FD-SOI. For FinFET devices, thicker layers of Si and oxide are required
to create the fin’s three-dimensional structure and the BOX, respectively. The surface of
the BOX is polished via Chemical Mechanical Planarization (CMP) to remove the oxide
excess and planarize the surface.

Contrarily, bulk FinFETs do not require any manufacturing step; FinFET devices are
built directly on top of the wafer. Therefore, bulk devices have lower wafer costs. Nev-
ertheless, these devices also require additional manufacturing steps and lithography
masks, which increases cycle time and overall cost [9]. They also demand a more con-
trolled manufacturing process, especially to guarantee a uniform HFIN within the entire
wafer. Thus, the overall cost of producing Bulk devices is higher than producing SOI Fin-
FETs; yet, both Bulk and SOI FinFETs are comparable in performance, cost, and yield
[12]. Nevertheless, when analyzing the FinFET structures embraced by major foundries
(e.g., Intel, Samsung, TSMC), it is clear that the bulk structure is favored. For commercial
products below the 7 nm threshold, only bulk FinFETs are available [74].

MANUFACTURING DEFECTS

Manufacturing defects in the substrate are related to defects in either the Si wafer or the
BOX of SOI devices. Since Si wafers have also been used for planar devices, no unique
defects have emerged with the FinFET technology. However, a new defect mechanism af-
fecting the buried oxide of SOI FinFETs has emerged, named as SOI FinFET BOX Break-
down [75]. Chemicals used for post-CMP processing can interact with the substrate. In
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Figure 2.6: Top-down (left), and cross-section (right) images of BOX breakdown defects [75].
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Figure 2.7: A five-fin FinFET.

severe cases, this interaction can generate an electric discharge through the BOX, caus-
ing a breakdown. This breakdown may damage the substrate resulting in dimples and
craters, as shown in Fig. 2.6 [75]. This defect mechanism can be alleviated or eliminated
by optimizing the post polish clean chemistry [75].

2.2.2. STEP 2: FIN
As previously discussed, the fins dimension dictates a FinFET’s effective channel width.
Typically, all devices in the circuit are designed (and manufactured) with the same Lg ,
TFIN, and HFIN. Therefore, the only way to increase a FinFET’s drive (i.e., its Ion) is by
adding more fins to its structure, i.e., single-fin FinFETs or multi-fin FinFETs. A multi-
fin FinFET consisting of five fins (i.e., NFIN = 5) is depicted in Fig. 2.7. The FinFET’s Ion is
directly related to its Weff and linearly proportional to the number of fins used to design
the transistor.

The performance of a FinFET device can be improved by modifying its channel ma-
terial, leading to two distinct types of FinFETs: homogeneous and heterogeneous Fin-
FETs. The first refers to the classical CMOS concept in which the same material (usually
Si) is used for both the substrate and channel, while the second alludes to FinFET tran-
sistors on Si substrate but with materials like Ge or III-V compounds as channels. The
primary motivation behind using such materials is their improved carrier mobility. Ta-
ble 2.1 lists the electrical properties of Si, Ge, and some of the most popularly adopted
compounds in semiconductors [76]–[79]. Because of their inherent superior mobility
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Table 2.1: Properties of materials and compounds used in semiconductors.

Si Ge GaAs InAs InSb

Electron Mobility [cm2V−1s−1] 1600 3900 9200 40000 77000

Hole mobility [cm2V−1s−1] 430 1900 400 500 850

Band Gap [eV] 1.12 0.66 1.42 0.36 0.14

Mandrels placement

Mask layer deposition

Spacers formation

Mandrels removal

Substrate etching

Spacers removal

Figure 2.8: Fin patterning process flow of FinFETs on SOI wafer.

properties, heterogeneous FinFETs show higher levels of performance and lower power
consumption at low operating voltage [80]. Ge p-channel FinFET devices, such as the
ones proposed by TSCM [15], have shown excellent subthreshold characteristics and ad-
equate SCE control. Therefore, they are a valid option to improve the performance of
FinFETs. On the other hand, they are also more complex and expensive to manufacture
because of structural integration with Si and epitaxial growth steps [81].

Finally, fin asymmetry within a single chip has also been proposed. As mentioned
earlier, all fins are typically manufactured with the same physical structure. However,
it has been proposed to manufacture fins with disparate heights [82], leading to sym-
metric and asymmetric HFIN. The performance of PMOS FinFETs can be improved by
increasing HFIN, as they have inherently lower performance than NMOS FinFETs owing
to their smaller carrier mobility. However, manufacturing such asymmetrical devices re-
quires additional masks and etching steps, which may increase process variations and
the overall fabrication costs.

MANUFACTURING STEPS

The fins are the first structure to be built. They can be manufactured on top of SOI or bulk
wafers, directly impacting the manufacturing flow; building the former is more straight-
forward than the latter as it involves fewer steps and requires less precision. A simplified
version of the fin patterning process on SOI wafer [9] is illustrated in Fig. 2.8. In sum-
mary, it consists of manufacturing spacers and subsequently partially removing them to
etch the fins. A detailed manufacturing flow showing the produced physical structure is
depicted in Fig. 2.9.

At the start of fin patterning, the SOI wafer comprises the Si layer, the BOX layer, and a
second Si layer on top of the oxide. The thickness of this outer Si layer determines the de-
vice’s HFIN. The first step of fin patterning on SOI wafers is placing the mandrels, which
are structures used to generate the spacers. Designers can adjust the width of mandrels
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Figure 2.9: Manufacturing process of fins on an SOI FinFET.

to engineer the distance between fins on a transistor, known as the fin pitch. However,
inconsistencies in the width of adjacent mandrels (and thus fin pitch) can impact the
transistor’s behavior as it further augments mismatches in the materials deposited over
the fins, leading to defects later in the manufacturing process. A mask layer is then
deposited and later trimmed; the remaining mask layers on the sides of mandrels are
known as a spacer. The process of removing mandrels to manufacture spacers is known
as self-aligning double patterning, as one single structure generates the mask to man-
ufacture the pattern of two fins. The width of spacers defines the TFIN; any deviations
will cause disparities in TFIN and impact the fin’s performance. Once the mandrels are
removed, spacers can be used as hard masks to etch the outer Si layer down to the BOX.
This step does not require much precision, as the BOX will serve as a physical boundary.
The last step is to remove the spacers, leaving thin, tall stripes of silicon on top of the
BOX.

The process to manufacture fins on bulk substrates is longer and requires more pre-
cision [9]. A process flow is shown in Fig. 2.10; it concerns a technique known as the
subtractive method. In this method, the fin is formed by etching down the Si substrate.
Fig. 2.11 depicts a simplified version of this fin patterning process; the initial steps to
form the spacers are omitted as they are the same as for SOI substrate. First, a thin cap
layer of Silicon Nitride (SiN) is deposited on top of the Si substrate, followed by an amor-
phous silicon hard mask. SADP is then used to manufacture spacers on top of the hard
mask. Then, the wafer is etched down to form the fins; the space between fins is known
as shallow trench isolation (STI). After this etching step, the spacers are removed from the
top of the fins. Next, oxide is grown from the Si substrate, followed by CMP to remove ex-
cess oxide and polish the surface. The thin hard mask is removed, and the oxide is etched
down to uncover the three-dimensional structure of the fin. This final step defines the
HFIN of the device and, therefore, must be precise and well-controlled. Otherwise, it
may negatively impact the performance of the transistor as its physical parameters will
be deviated from what was designed.

A more complex fin patterning process can be used to manufacture fins with differ-
ent materials from its substrate. Such process’ flow, known as replacement method [83],
is depicted in Fig. 2.13. In this method, the fin is formed by removing the existing fin
structure and growing a new fin in the same place using a new material. Fig. 2.13 depicts
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Figure 2.10: Subtractive fin patterning process flow of FinFETs on bulk wafer.
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Figure 2.11: Manufacturing process of fins on a bulk FinFET using the subtractive fin method.
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Figure 2.12: Replacement fin patterning process flow of FinFETs on bulk wafer.

a simplified version of this fin patterning process. A thicker SiN layer is required for this
technique as it will be used as an oxide mold, which allows fins to be grown using the
substrate as a base. Besides that, the initial part of the replacement process is similar
to the subtractive process: spacers structures are manufactured on top of the fin so that
the trenches between fins can be etched down, and oxide is grown and later polished
using CMP. Such steps are omitted from Fig. 2.13. The oxide mold is formed by remov-
ing the thick SiN cap layer, leaving a fin-shaped void with a silicon substrate bottom.
Fins are then formed through epitaxial growth. This technique can be used to grow not
only silicon but also other materials such as Germanium or III-V elements, resulting in
heterogeneous devices integrated on Si. CMP then removes the extra grown material.
Finally, the oxide is etched, exposing the three-dimensional structure of the fin.

Once the fins are patterned on top of the wafer, asymmetries can be manufactured
through additional masks and etch steps. Fig. 2.14 depicts the final steps of manufactur-
ing asymmetric HFIN devices on a bulk wafer; note that the same process is used for SOI
wafers. In summary, the asymmetry is created by applying a mask on top and around
fins designed with a standard HFIN. An oxide etch is performed to deepen the STI and
reveal even more of the fin structure, thus increasing HFIN. The STI around fins covered
by the mask is not etched, and thus their HFIN is not affected by this process.

MANUFACTURING DEFECTS

Inconsistent or faulty processes can heavily impact the manufacturing of fin structures,
significantly altering the performance of the resulting FinFET device. Naturally, FinFETs
can be affected by process variation (PV); all parts of the FinFET structure, e.g., fin, gate,
contacts, can suffer from PV mismatches. Regarding fins, PV can cause many issues [85],
such as the ones listed below and illustrated in Fig. 2.15:

• Surface roughness in the sidewalls of fins resulting in degraded Vth;

• Fin width variation under the gate leading to variations in TFIN and therefore Weff;
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Figure 2.13: Manufacturing process of Ge fins on a Si bulk FinFET using the replacement fin method.

Figure 2.14: Manufacturing process of asymmetric HFIN fins on a Si bulk FinFET [84].
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Figure 2.15: FinFET-specific PV mismatch effects in the structure of fins [85].

• Asymmetric variation of the source-drain series resistances RSD due to variations
in TFIN outside the gate affecting the drain current (ID ) and transconductance
(gm);

• Structural disparity between inner and outer fins due to different optimal prox-
imity rules of the lithography process causing divergences in the performance of
neighbor fins.

It has been shown [86] that surface roughness in the sidewalls of fins is one of the
dominant Vth variability sources in FinFET transistors; it also has the most significant
impact on drive-current variability. Furthermore, variations on TFIN are among the most
significant causes of increased leakage current (Io f f ) [87], together with gate variations.
Finally, TFIN fluctuations will also cause variations on the parasitic resistance of fins,
leading to variations on Ion [88].

The etching process to manufacture the fin structure may also cause defects. They
may come from plasma etching, a widely-used technique during the manufacturing pro-
cess of nano-scaled devices [89]. Such a process has a crucial role in defining critical fin
dimensions such as TFIN, HFIN, and Fin Pitch; it is also used in the gate manufacturing
process [9]. Despite the advancements in plasma processing, it still may cause the degra-
dation of material properties. These degradation mechanisms are referred to as Plasma
(Process)-Induced Damage (PID); the most relevant type of PID to FinFETs is the Plasma-
Induced Physical Damage (PPD). PPD is the defection creation mechanism caused by
the bombardment of ions on silicon [90]. While etching Si to form the fin structures,
some ions may impact the fins’ sidewalls by sputtering or creating damage by penetrat-
ing the Si substrate and undergoing lateral straggling; such effects are depicted in Fig.
2.16. PPD can degrade material properties, affecting carrier mobility and creating latent
defects that can function as carrier traps in the channel of FinFET devices, leading to
operational speed deterioration and creating aging reliability issues.

The Si etching process results in high aspect-ratio fin structures built from the sub-
strate of the wafer or on the top of buried oxide. While narrow and tall fins enhance
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Figure 2.16: PPD creation in a fin structure [89].
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Figure 2.17: Progressive bending of fins due to (a) non-uniformly distributed cap layer stress and (b) irregularly
fin pitch. [91].

electrical characteristics, they are also physically weaker due to their higher ratio be-
tween height and width; this may lead to stress-induced failure mechanisms, such as
fin bending. This behavior affects the device’s carrier mobility and can eventually lead to
the collapse of fins. This stress has different origins [91]: different thermal expansion co-
efficient of materials, intrinsic stress of deposited cap layers, or irregular fin pitch caused
by lithography issues during SADP and fin patterning. Figure The fin bending behavior
is shown in 2.17 [91]; Fig. 2.17a depicts the bending behavior due to cap layer stress,
while Fig. 2.17b illustrates the behavior due to fin pitch mismatch.

Finally, fins may also be affected by traditional open defects, i.e., a discrepancy in
the connection between two nodes [24]. In summary, these defects are material discrep-
ancies, e.g., cuts, bumps, voids, due to airborne particles or lithography inaccuracies
created during fin patterning. Although open defects have been intensely investigated
in planar transistors, new behaviors are observed when simulating FinFETs with open
defects owing to the unique structure and, therefore, new unique defect spots. Cuts on
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(a) Independent-Gate (IG) FinFET (b) Shorted-Gate (SG) FinFET

Figure 2.18: FinFET gate structures.

fins will lead to a reduced current going through these devices. Note that the overall im-
pact on multi-fin FinFETs depends on the relative number of defective fins [92]; a device
can be regarded as fault-free if a relatively small number of fins are defective, but it will
suffer from stuck-open or delay faults if the number of defective fins is large enough.

2.2.3. STEP 3: GATE
The functionality of a FinFET is heavily dependent on its gate configuration. Besides en-
gineering Weff, i.e., the fin’s size, engineers also have much freedom regarding gate struc-
ture. For example, one may use biasing signals in parts of the gate or change how the
gate wraps the fins; this can be achieved by modifying the gate’s physical structure and
how side gates interact. Two types of FinFETs arise from this distinction: shorted-gate
(SG), also known as tied-gate, and independent-gate (IG); both structures are depicted
on Fig. 2.18. IGs FinFETs are transistors in which the top part of the gate is removed,
either by CMP or etching, resulting in isolated and independent side gates. The resulting
FinFET is a four-terminal device, i.e., source, drain, and two gates; thus, different signals
or voltages can be applied in the gates of a single device.

While channel control is reduced due to no control on top of the channel, IGs offer
flexibility as a trade-off. Designers can modulate the Vth of the device by voltage biasing
one of the gates. In PMOS devices, the biasing voltage Vhi is related to the supply volt-
age, while the biasing voltage Vl ow in NMOS devices is related to ground. The transistor
is reverse-biased if the bias voltage Vhi (Vl ow ) is above the supply voltage (below ground);
this reduces leakage at the price of increased device delay [93]. Contrarily, the transis-
tor is forward-biased if the bias voltage Vhi (Vlow ) is below the supply voltage (above
ground), reducing delay at the expense of leakage. The area footprint is another critical
aspect of IG FinFETS as they require two separate gate contacts, demanding more wafer
surface area. This additional area overhead also has a direct impact on the layout of the
transistor, which in turn may impact the placement and routing of the circuit [12].

Likewise to fins, asymmetry in the gate structure can also be used to fine-tune the
final IG FinFET. IG FinFETs with asymmetric TOX have been proposed aiming at hav-
ing higher Ion than while showing the same Io f f [94]. In these devices, a slightly thicker
oxide layer is deposited in the gate used to bias, leading to a significantly improved sub-
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(a) Double Gate (DG) FinFET (b) Trigate FinFET

Figure 2.19: FinFET shorted-gate structures.

threshold slope. As it demands two different gate signals, this asymmetry can only be
used in IG FinFETs.

In SG devices, on the other hand, all gates covering the fin are shorted; the final result
is the traditional three-terminal CMOS transistor. Thus, only one signal is used to con-
trol the gate. SG FinFETs offer better electrostatic characteristics, with improved drive
strength and channel control [93]. SGs can be further divided based on the TOX on top
of the fin. Initially, FinFETs were proposed with a thicker dielectric layer on top of the
fin to prevent the formation of parasitic inversion channels at the top corners of the de-
vice [69]. Because of the increased TOX on the top surface, two gates are formed on the
sides of the fin, creating a double-gate (DG) structure. In this structure, the fin thickness
does not contribute to Weff as there is no connection between the top gate and the chan-
nel. In 2012, Intel introduced a variant of FinFET transistors with a reduced dielectric
thickness on the top surface of the fin known as trigate FinFET [95]. The structural dif-
ference of DG and Trigate FinFETs is illustrated in Fig. 2.19. Due to the additional current
conduction at the top surface, the width of the fin also contributes to WeffṪhe top gate
also contributes to a smaller gate-source/drain parasitic capacitance; nevertheless, this
is countered by the increased parasitic resistance [96].

Additional asymmetry techniques that can be applied to both IGs and SGs have been
proposed. Asymmetry in the gate spacer length was proposed [97] aiming at manufac-
turing a FinFET with improved short-channel characteristics owing to an extra underlap
in the drain side of the gate; lower SCE, lower drain-induced barrier lowering (DIBL),
lower subthreshold swing (SS), and reduced subthreshold leakage have been reported.
Another similar technique is to implement asymmetry in the gate space material [98]
aiming at enhanced speed and reduced leakage current. Instead of using SiO2 as the only
spacer material on the source side, these devices have an inner high-k (such as HfO2,
k = 25) and an outer low-k (SiO2, k = 3.9) spacer structure. The heterogenous spacer
doubled the Ion and reduced the Io f f and DIBL. Note that both techniques eliminate
the symmetrical relation between source and drain current flow. Therefore, they do not
adhere to the conventional interchangeable source-drain concept of CMOS technology
[12].
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Figure 2.20: Gate stacking process flow of a FinFET.

Finally, the gate structure of FinFETs can be manufactured with selective doping to
create devices with asymmetric gate workfunctions (ΦG ) [99], [100]. This technique is
a simple way to improve performance as it only requires a few additional doping steps
during manufacturing. Devices with asymmetric ΦG showed promising short-channel
characteristics, with leakage current reduction in two orders of magnitude and with Ion

only slightly lower than that of symmetricalΦG devices.

MANUFACTURING STEPS

The manufacturing process of FinFET gates is named gate stacking; it consists of grow-
ing the dielectric and depositing gate materials. The gate stacking manufacture flow is
shown in Fig. 2.20. If one wishes to manufacture an IG FinFET, a hard mask must be
placed on top of the fin before any material is deposited to ensure two separate gate
structures later in the process. A vital aspect of the gate stacking process is selecting a
fitting gate metal. Since FinFET transistors have intrinsic or lightly doped channels, de-
signers rely on gate materials with appropriate ΦG to tune the device’s Vth. Some metal
nitrides such as TiN, TiSiN, TaN, and TaCN, whose work function ranges between 4.4 eV
to 4.7 eV, have been used as they are suitable to the high-temperature front-end fabrica-
tion process of multi-gate devices [9]. Once the gate material is appropriately selected,
a layer thicker than the fin’s height is deposited over the wafer. A subsequent CMP step
removes the lumps on top of the fins and flattens the gate surface. A photoresist layer is
placed on top of the gate stack to pattern the gate structure; designers define Lg by en-
gineering the width of this photoresist. The gate material not covered by the photoresist
is then etched out, forming the gate structure. This etching process must have a high
selectivity to the fin material to avoid any structural damage in the fins. Once the gate
structure is formed, the photoresist material is removed. Sketches representing the gate
material deposit, CMP, and gate etch steps are shown in Fig. 2.21 [9].

MANUFACTURING DEFECTS

Defects on the gate structure are due to an inconsistent or faulty manufacturing process.
Likewise fins, gates also suffer from PV. The gate structure may be misaligned, resulting
in a deviated Vth[69]. Furthermore, variations in the granularity of the metal gate are one
of the dominant Vth variability sources in FinFETs [86], [88]. Finally, deviations in Lg lead
to a more pronounced variation in a device’s Io f f [87].
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(a) Gate material deposition. (b) CMP to remove gate material
lumps on top of fins.

(c) Gate material etch to form
gate structures.

Figure 2.21: Gate stacking steps to manufacture SG FinFETs [9].

The gate structure may also be affected by traditional defects. For example, open de-
fects in IG FinFETs may cause delay and leakage problems that no traditional fault model
can adequately capture; therefore, hybrid combinations of models are needed [49], [71].
A similar conclusion is obtained when analyzing the traditional gate-to-channel oxide
short defects in FinFETs. Such defects are usually small dielectric voids that directly con-
nect the gate and the channel. They may decrease the saturation drain current, create
a negative drain current when the drain voltage is low, and exponentially increase Io f f

[101]. Experiments have shown that their behavior is much more complex for FinFET
devices than for planar CMOS [101], [102], and new models are needed to represent this
defect’s impact accurately.

2.2.4. STEP 4: SOURCE & DRAIN
The source and drain structures are located at the far ends of a FinFET’s fin; they connect
the transistor to the upper interconnect layers, together with the gate. Before manufac-
turing the structures, the fin section used for the source and drain should be doped along
the sidewalls to avoid variable parasitic resistances. This doping process can either be
uniform or asymmetrical, leading to asymmetrically doped (AD) FinFETs. According to
experiments, these devices have improved short-channel characteristics (lower DIBL,
SS, and subthreshold current) due to reduced electric fields from the less doped termi-
nal, resulting in a significant reduction in leakage current [103].

MANUFACTURING STEPS

The manufacturing process for the source and drain contacts is the final step to manu-
facturing a FinFET device; it involves doping the fins, protecting the gate structure, and
forming the raised source and drain structure. This manufacture flow is shown in Fig.
2.22, and the manufacture steps are illustrated in Fig. 2.23 [9]. First, the source and
drain extensions are doped. Then, spacers are formed alongside the sidewalls of the gate
and fin; the sidewall spacers on the fins are subsequently removed to expose the fin area
used for the source and drain structure. These structures are manufactured, i.e., raised,
using selective epitaxy; such a raised structure helps to reduce the parasitic resistance
associated with thin fins [104]. The final source and drain structure for different sidewall
orientations are shown in Fig. 2.24 [9].

The source and drain structure are the last structure unique to FinFETs. A represen-
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Fin Doping

Spacer formation

Selective epitaxial growth

Figure 2.22: Manufacturing process flow of a FinFET’s source and drain.

(a) Source and drain extension
doping implant.

(b) Gate spacer formation. (c) Epitaxial growth of raised
source and drain.

Figure 2.23: Manufacturing steps of source and drain of FinFETs [9].

tation of a FinFET device up to this point in the manufacturing process is illustrated in
2.25; it concerns a symmetric FinFET built on a bulk substrate, with a single-fin under
a shorted trigate. Subsequent manufacturing steps are related to local and global inter-
connections and do not differ from planar CMOS.

MANUFACTURING DEFECTS

Different materials can be used in the raised source and drain structure to improve car-
rier mobility, similar to the technique used on fins. The epitaxial growth of SiGe in
the source and drain provides stress to boost mobility and enhance the performance
of PMOS FinFETs. However, this epitaxy process may result in the growth of SiGe at
unwanted locations [105]. Such residues may create bridge defects, i.e., the unwanted
connection between two circuit nodes. However, it is worth mentioning that process
optimizations can be developed to eliminate the SiGe residues.

Figure 2.24: Cross sectional SEM images on fins after epitaxial growth on (a) 〈110〉 side wall surface and (b)
〈100〉 sidewall surface [9].
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Figure 2.25: An illustrative FinFET structure before contacts are placed on top of the gate, source, and drain.

2.3. FINFET-BASED SRAMS
Static Random-Access Memories (SRAMs) are groups of memory cells designed to store
logic values that can be retained at any time. They are named “static” as they do not re-
quire periodic refresh signals to preserve their stored data, and “random access” as they
allow direct access to any memory location, rather than the access in a fixed sequence
[106]. This section presents SRAMs as one type of application for FinFET technology.
We first present the different types of SRAM models, e.g., behavioral, functional, logical,
electrical, layout. We then discuss the benefits of designing SRAMs using the FinFET
technology instead of traditional planar CMOS. Finally, we explore the different FinFET
SRAM designs and examine their advantages and limitations.

2.3.1. SRAM MODELS

A model presents physical phenomena, processes, and systems logically and objectively
while maintaining a degree of abstraction. Models can also be used to describe a mem-
ory system and divide them into different levels of abstraction. Traditionally, memory
models have been divided into five levels: behavioral, functional, logical, electrical, and
layout [26], as shown in Fig. 2.26. They help simplifying the explanation and treatment
of systems by explicitly presenting information relevant only to the discussion about the
system at that level while hiding irrelevant information.

The layout model is the closest to the actual physical system; it assumes complete
knowledge of the memory chip’s layout. On the other hand, the behavioral model con-
siders the entire system as a black box and only deals with the memory’s inputs and
outputs. Therefore, as we move up in the hierarchy levels, the models become less rep-
resentative of the physical world and more related to the way the system behaves, or
in other words, less material and more abstract. Next, we explore each of these levels,
starting from the highest abstraction level.

BEHAVIORAL MODEL

This model is displayed as the highest abstraction level in Fig. 2.26; it is based on the
system specification. At this level, the only information given is the relation between
input and output signals while treating the system as a black box. A model at this level
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Figure 2.26: Memory models and levels of abstraction.
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Figure 2.27: General SRAM behavioral model.

usually uses timing diagrams to convey information about the system’s behavior; it de-
scribes how the model interacts with the external world, such as memory read and write
operations.

The most common memory behavioral model is a box with inputs and outputs, as
shown in Fig. 2.27. The memory system receives an address, control, and data-in values
from the exterior via the inputs and produces data-out values via the outputs. More
specifically, these inputs consist of C controls, N address lines, and B input data lines,
where B is the word-width of the memory; the output consist only of a B-bit data-word.
Usually, the data-in and data-out lines are combined to form bidirectional data lines,
thus reducing the number of required chip pins.

FUNCTIONAL MODEL

The functional model characterizes the functions the system needs to fulfill to operate
appropriately. The system is divided into several interacting subsystems, each with a
specific function; each is a black box with its own behavioral model. The collective op-
eration of the functional blocks results in the proper operation of the system as a whole.
A typical SRAM functional model consists of a memory cell array, a row address decoder,
a column address decoder, read/write circuits, and data flow and control circuits, as de-
picted in Fig. 2.28. We explain these functional blocks in detail next.

1. Memory array: The memory cell array is the heart of the SRAM. It consists of cells
organized in an array structure; the memory bit storage capacity is given by R ×C ,
where R is the number of rows and C is the number of columns. The memory
array can have distinct logic and physical organizations. For example, a memory
chip of 1 Kbit can be logically seen as 1000 addresses with a word size of 1 bit, while
it is physically organized as a 1000×10 matrix. The word width also plays a role in
deciding the physical organization of the memory cell array. While the number of
rows can be any integer, the number of columns should be an integer multiple of
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Figure 2.28: SRAM functional model.

the word width; there is always an integer number of memory words in one row,
i.e., C mod B = 0.

2. Address decoders: Due to its matrix organization, the memory cell address is di-
vided into row address bits and column address bits. Therefore, the memory sys-
tem contains both row and column decoders. While the high order bits select the
appropriate row, the low order bits select the appropriate column. Combined, they
point to a unique memory cell, if B = 1, or to a unique word if B >1; in this latter
case, more than one column, i.e., B cells, are accessed together at a given time.

3. Read/write circuitry: They can be divided into sense amplifiers (SAs), write drivers
(WDs), and precharge (PC) circuits. During a read operation, the content of the
selected memory cells is read and amplified by SAs, loaded into the data register,
and outputted through the data-out pins. During a write operation, the data on
data-in pins is loaded into data registers and written into the selected memory
cells using WDs. As mentioned before, it is possible to combine data-in and data-
out lines to form bidirectional data lines.

4. Control & timing circuitry: these circuits are responsible for generating the sig-
nals that coordinate all memory blocks. More specifically, they coordinate the
execution of operations by generating control signals such as read enable, write
enable, sense amplifier enable, and others.

LOGICAL MODEL

This model is based on the logic gate representation of the system. At this level, simple
boolean relations and logic equations are used to establish the desired system function-
ality. Logical models are usually used to describe digital circuits. The memory itself has
few digital circuits; they only account for a small part of the memory chip. More specifi-
cally, the only digital circuits in a memory system are the decoders. Therefore, we present
logical models only for these circuits.
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Figure 2.29: Logical model of a 3 to 8 decoder.

Address decoders are used to select particular memory cells in a memory array. A
row address decoder decodes the row address and activates a specific WL, while a col-
umn address decoder decodes the column address and activates a specific pair of BLs.
This allows subsequent read/write operations to target the selected cell(s) in the mem-
ory array. Typically, an address decoder block consists of multiple smaller decoders. Pre-
decoders are used initially to decoder the address inputs. Then, post-decoders combine
the pre-decoders inputs with timing and enable signals from the data flow and control
circuits. Nevertheless, pre- and post-decoders have the same logic implementation, i.e.,
decoders based on NOT and AND gates. Even though their detailed implementation de-
pends on their size, e.g., 3 to 8, 2 to 4, their general structure follows the same pattern: an
n number of inputs (I) are inverted with NOT gates and then combined in multiple ways
with AND gates to generate a total of 2n outputs (O). Fig. 2.29 shows a straightforward
implementation of a decoder using NOT and AND gates. It consists of a 3 to 8 decoder:
three inputs (e.g., addresses) and eight outputs (e.g., WLs).

ELECTRICAL MODEL

This model is based on the basic electrical components that build up the system; it is
the electrical equivalent circuit that represents a system’s behavior and contains details
about the internal structure at the electrical level. The components are mostly tran-
sistors, resistors, and capacitors in an SRAM. At this level, we are not only concerned
with the logical interpretation of an electrical signal but also the actual electrical value
of it (e.g., voltage, current, and resistance). Since this thesis is primarily concerned with
experimental analysis at the electrical level of SRAMs, i.e., SPICE-based electrical-level
circuit simulations, this memory model is discussed in more detail. More specifically, we
discuss the key electric circuits of a memory system, i.e., the memory cell, the decoders,
the SA, and the WD.

1. Memory cell: an SRAM cell is a bistable circuit that can be driven into one of two
possible logic states: ‘1’, referred to as “true”, or ‘0’, referred to as “false”. It can re-
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tain its state as long as a power supply is provided. One of the most used SRAM cell
designs is composed of six transistors. Such a design, named 6T, is used through
the experiments in this thesis. An electrical-level representation of a 6T memory
cell is shown in Fig. 2.30. Two cross-coupled inverter gates are designed by con-
necting transistors M0, M1, M2, and M3. The output of each inverter is one of
the cell’s storing nodes; the logic value stored in the cell corresponds to the digital
representation of the voltage on Q (‘1’ for VDD, ‘0’ for 0 V).

In addition, transistors M4 and M5 serve as pass gates; they connect the internal
nodes of the cell to the rest of the memory system. They are controlled by a word-
line WL signal, which is used to access a particular memory cell. Besides their
connection to the cell’s storing nodes, they are also connected by complementary
bitlines (BLs), which are signals used to read/write the memory cell. Therefore, a
memory cell can be accessed via its WL and BLs.

Memories can operate in three distinct modes: hold mode, read mode, and write
mode. In hold mode, no operations are being performed on the cell. The word
line is off, and the cell has no connection with the rest of the memory array. In
read mode, BL and BL are precharged to a high level (VDD or ‘1’). When the WL
is enabled, the memory cell starts pulling down one of the bit-lines depending
on the value stored. The voltage difference between the complementary BLs is
sensed and amplified by the read circuit, and the appropriate value is loaded in
the data register. Note that SRAM’s read process is non-destructive, i.e., the cell
retains its data after the read operation. During write mode, BL and BL are driven
to complementary data values; when WL is enabled, the cell is forced to the state
presented on BLs as these lines are driven with more force than the force with
which the cell retains its information.

2. Memory decoder: as previously mentioned, pre- and post-decoders consist of
NOT and AND gates. At the electrical level, these gates are described using transis-
tors, as shown in Fig. 2.31. A NOT gate (Fig. 2.31a) is composed of 1 PMOS and 1
NMOS; the output is a voltage that represents the inverted logical value of the in-
put, i.e., Out = In. Moreover, an AND gate is obtained by combining a NAND (Fig.
2.31b) and a NOT gate. The output is the voltage representing the logical output of
the boolean function Out = A×B .

3. Sense amplifier: this circuit senses the voltage on a column’s BLs and amplifies it to
a logic level, i.e., ‘0’ or ‘1’. In this thesis, we use the SA design depicted in 2.32. Ini-
tially, both nodes A and B are precharged to VDD. The column mux signal (CMUX)
is enabled together with WL; it comes from the data flow and control block. Con-
sequently, one of the SA’s nodes (either A or B) is discharged; this phase is known
as the sensing phase. Once there is enough BL discharge, the WL and CMUX are
disabled, and the signal sense amplifier enable (SAE) is activated. This next phase
is known as the amplification phase; the node that was slightly discharged during
sensing is then fully discharged, while the other node stays at VDD. Both storing
nodes are then used as inputs for an SR latch, which serves as the interface for the
output pin.
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Figure 2.30: The electrical model of an SRAM 6T cell.
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Figure 2.31: Electrical model of a NOT gate and a NAND gate [107].

4. Write driver: this circuit writes a memory cell by driving the new value into the cell
and eventually overpowering it. Furthermore, the WD circuit can also be coupled
with the PC, thus saving area. The electrical model of the WD used in this thesis is
shown in Fig. 2.33. The gate inputs concern the WD for BL; for BL, the data input
in the NAND-2 is inverted, while the data input in the AND-3 is not. When the
enable WD signal is activated, data to be written is passed from data-in pin to the
complementary BLs; BL contains Data_In while the complementary BL contains
the Dat a_In. Once the WL is activated, the WD forces its value into the cell. Once
the operation is finished, the memory goes back to idle mode. The PC signal is
activated, and both BLs are kept in VDD.

LAYOUT MODEL

The layout level is the last abstract memory model. It represents the memory in terms of
geometric shapes that correspond to the patterns of metal, oxide, or semiconductor lay-
ers that make up the components of an integrated circuit. Furthermore, it describes all
components’ physical structure, location, and dimensions. As the semiconductor tech-
nology scales down, the layout model became even more relevant for companies, as it
now also defines the three-dimensional structure of the FinFET device. Due to the pro-
prietary nature of this information and its high complexity, semiconductor manufactur-
ers rarely disclose the layout models of their chips. Nevertheless, some experimental lay-
outs by Intel [13], Samsung [108], and GLOBALFOUNDRIES [109], and academic models
[110] have been developed and published. For example, Fig. 2.34 [110] shows the layout
level of a FinFET 6T SRAM cell designed on a 14 nm technology.
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Figure 2.34: Layout model of a FinFET SRAM [110].
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Figure 2.35: SRAM butterfly curves for bulk planar and FinFET. The FinFET SRAM exhibits superior SNM
thanks to smaller Vth variation due to its undoped channel [88].

2.3.2. FINFET SRAMS ADVANTAGES OVER PLANAR CMOS SRAMS

Memory cells are usually designed to be as small as possible to achieve the highest den-
sity possible. However, when approaching the 20 nm node, many aspects impose siz-
ing restrictions, prevent further scaling down and improvements [107]. One aspect is
power consumption. Lowering the supply voltage proves to be the best alternative to
save power. However, conventional CMOS SRAMs are limited to scaling power supply
due to the random variations of Vth caused by random dopant fluctuation. This is not
the case for FinFET SRAMs, as high doping is not required in FinFETs owing to their
enhanced SCE, which expressive reduces random dopant fluctuation [93]. Therefore,
variations on Vth are less significant, allowing VDD to be scaled down.

Another aspect is process variation and overall device stability. The stability and
performance of SRAM cells can also be improved by using FinFETs. Experiments have
shown that the static noise margin (SNM) of FinFET cells is superior, and its distribution
is more uniform than cells with planar CMOS, owing to the smaller Vth variation due
to its undoped channel and slower Vth roll-of with Lg [88]. These experiments’ results
are depicted in Fig. 2.35, which shows the SNM butterfly curves of SRAM cells designed
with CMOS and FinFET under PV. As can be seen, the curves from FinFET cells are much
more homogeneous when compared to their planar counterpart. Furthermore, it has
also been shown that other SRAM metrics, such as read SNM and write margin (WM),
also benefit from using the FinFET technology [111]. It is clear that FinFET SRAMs can
bring many inherent advantages in robustness, power consumption, and reliability, thus
outperforming the traditional planar CMOS SRAM.

2.3.3. FINFET SRAM DESIGN

The versatility of FinFET designs implies a multitude of SRAM cell designs. Many au-
thors have proposed pushing the manufacturing process and SRAM design to their lim-
its to obtain high-performance cells. Kawasaki et al. [112] discussed the challenges of
cell-size scaling and the mismatches in Vth. Basker et al. [109] explored memory cells
with aggressively scaled fin pitch and their design challenges. Guillorn et al. [113] in-
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vestigated the limits of device patterning to manufacture high-density FinFET memory
cells. Kazuhiko et al. [114] designed and manufactured an SRAM cell with reduced leak-
age current and dynamic power consumption by using IG FinFETs. Tawfik et al. [115]
presented and characterized the metrics of different SRAM cell designs using IG FinFETs
and low-Vth SG FinFETs. Bhoj et al. [116] classified 6T FinFET SRAMs into three distinct
configurations: fully shorted-gate, partial or fully independent-gate, and multiple-ΦG

shorted-gate configurations; they evaluated each configuration regarding key memory
performance indicators, e.g., read power noise margin, read current (IRE AD ), Io f f .

Some authors have also proposed to use asymmetric FinFETs to improve SRAM per-
formance. Sachid et al. [84] presented a 6T memory cell in which some transistors were
asymmetrical HFIN devices; such a memory cell was manufactured by Chen et al. [117],
who reported improvements of 25% in the SNM. Goel et al. [97] designed SRAM cells us-
ing FinFETs with asymmetric gate spacer length. The authors exploited the asymmetry
provided by these devices to achieve 11% and 6% improvement in read SNM and WM, re-
spectively, at the cost of 7% increased access time and 7% increased cell area. Moreover,
they also reported a 57% Io f f reduction in these cells. Moradi et al. [103] proposed mem-
ory cells using AD FinFETs. However, the improvements brought forth by using devices
with different doping concentrations may not pay off; while there were improvements in
SNM, RSNM, WM, write access time, and Io f f , they are not significant trade-offs for the
20% higher read access time. Finally, Pal et al. [98] used FinFETs with asymmetric gate
space materials to design SRAM cells. They proposed to use the dual-k spacer either in
the source or drain side of the transistor. Both cases showed improvements in SNM and
RSNM. Nevertheless, cells with dual-k spacers on the source side exhibited an almost
20% reduction in WM due to stronger PU devices.

Despite all these experiments, the most significant FinFET SRAM design choices are
fairly simple; they come from the fin distribution and cells with varying angle orienta-
tions. As previously mentioned, memories are designed with the highest density possi-
ble; this implies that cells must be as small as possible. Therefore, when designing a Fin-
FET SRAM cell, one may choose different fin configurations. In summary, three different
configurations are used by the industry [13], [118], [119]. They are further described be-
low and depicted in Fig. 2.36.

• High Density (HD): in this configuration, the pull-up, pass-gate, and pull-down
(PU, PG, and PD, respectively) are all designed with only one fin. Therefore, its
configuration is defined as 1:1:1. This configuration provides the best density at
the cost of cell performance.

• Low Power (LP): in this configuration, the PD transistors are designed with two
fins; its configuration is defined as 1:1:2. The additional fin in the PD improves the
PD to PG drive current ratio, thus enhancing the cell’s read margin.

• High Performance (HP): the HP cell has a 1:2:2 configuration. Besides the read
margin enhancements, it also has improved write capability. This is the FinFET
SRAM design used throughout this thesis.

Changing and optimizing the crystal surface orientation of the PU, PG, and PD tran-
sistors is also a feasible and straightforward approach to improve the performance of
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Figure 2.36: Simplified FinFET SRAM 6T cell layouts.
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Figure 2.37: Layout of single-fin FinFET 6T SRAM cells with varying crystal orientations [120].

FinFET SRAMs. As previously mentioned, the mobility of PMOS and NMOS devices is
directly related to their physical orientation in the wafer. As the FinFET technology en-
ables manufacturing devices in different planes other than 〈100〉, cell performance can
be optimized by modifying the physical layout of cells. Different 6T layouts are depicted
in Fig. 2.37 [120]. Many works investigating surface orientation in FinFET memory cells
have been published in literature [70], [120]–[124]. Metrics such as area, cell stability,
access time, and process variation were evaluated. Although some authors presented
positive results regarding cells with mixed surface orientations, the area penalty of this
approach is still a significant drawback, making it infeasible for high-density memories.

2.4. FINFET TECHNOLOGY OUTLOOK
The semiconductor industry today faces the difficult challenge of extending the CMOS
technology. To continue improving the performance of circuits and developing new ap-
plications, the industry explores different paths of action. The Semiconductor Industry
Association (SIA) has been discussing possible directions since 2005; it established three
paths [125], as shown in Fig. 2.38:

• More Moore focuses on the shrinking of technological nodes; it is achieved by ge-
ometrical scaling of devices and by designing technologies that enable high per-
formance, low power, high reliability, low cost, and high design productivity. The
advancement of the FinFET technology lies in this direction.

• More than Moore focuses on the functional diversification of devices by integrat-
ing multiple systems, e.g., sensors, actuators, oscillators, RF communication, power
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Figure 2.38: More Moore, More than Moore, and Beyond CMOS [125].

control, in the same package.

• Beyond CMOS deals with emerging devices and materials and focuses on new in-
formation processing elements or technologies. Carbon-based nano-electronics,
spin-based devices, ferromagnetic logic, atomic switches, and nano-electro-mechanical-
system switches are a few examples of Beyond CMOS.

In this section, we explore the outlook of the FinFET technology based on the 2021
edition of the International Roadmap for Devices and SystemsT M [126]. First, we present
and discuss the novel transistor structures likely to overtake FinFETs. Then, we list the
FinFET challenges related to More Moore; we first present near-term (2021-2025) issues,
followed by long-term (2026-2034) issues.

2.4.1. NOVEL TRANSISTOR STRUCTURES
FinFET remains the key device architecture to sustain More Moore scaling; some authors
estimate it is likely to sustain miniaturization until 2025 [127], [128]. Nevertheless, the
industry has already been working on the manufacture of Gate-all-around (GAA) FETs,
the structure to replace FinFETs. A concept sketch of a GAA is shown in Fig 2.39 [129];
it consists of a channel surrounded by the gate on all its sides. The channel could have
either the form of a sheet or a wire, resulting in GAA nanosheet FETs and GAA nanowire
FETs, respectively [130]. This difference is further illustrated in Fig. 2.40, which depicts
the technology transition from planar to FinFET to GAA. GAA structures offer excellent
electrostatics and short-channel control. Furthermore, they can be fabricated with min-
imal deviation from FinFETs, and avoid some of the patterning challenges associated
with scaled technologies [17].

The first introduction of GAA nanosheets into the market is expected for 2022. Fig.
2.41 [131] shows the IRDS More Moore roadmap concerning the structure of devices.
By 2030, it is expected to see not only fully-stacked fins but also fully-stacked transis-
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Figure 2.39: Sketch concept of the “ideal FET” device, i.e., a Gate-All-Around (GAA) transistor [129].

Figure 2.40: Transistor technology transition, from planar to GAA [130].

tors. From then on, the semiconductor industry hopes to increase density much beyond
what device scaling alone would permit and ultimately pave the way for vertical inte-
gration [132]. Even though we have focused on the physical structure of FinFETs, many
other characteristics are also expected to evolve, e.g., high-mobility channels, strain en-
gineering, reducing parasitic device resistance and capacitance. A thorough discussion
of the listed characteristics and many others can be found in the IRDS 2021 More Moore
[131].

2.4.2. NEAR-TERM ISSUES
The transition from FinFET to GAA is expected to start soon. With this transition, near-
term issues are expected to arise; in its latest report (2021), the IRDS defines this period
as from 2021 - 2025 [131]. We briefly presented some of the issues; a more in-depth
discussion can be found in the IRDS 2021 More Moore report.

POWER SCALING

The scaling down of FinFET’s voltage and capacitance has significantly slowed down,
and unfortunately, there are no viable solutions for power reduction. Introducing GAA
devices is a remedy to reduce the supply voltage; yet, not in a sustainable manner that
enables continuous scaling. Power scaling is also limited due to the loading capacitance
scaling slow down. This capacitance is increasingly becoming impacted by the parasitic
components of the device with continuous dimension scaling. Therefore, introducing
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Figure 2.41: Device architectures and their applications [131].

low-k materials, new contact access schemes, and local interconnect schemes that allow
lower parasitics is needed.

PARASITICS SCALING

When introducing GAA devices, one of the primary issues concerns the increased par-
asitics from stacked devices and maintaining control over it. Due to GAA’s structure,
high-aspect-ratio contacts are needed to access the bottom gate contact, increasing the
contact resistance and the fringe capacitance between the gate and drain/source. In-
terface resistance will also require new silicidation schemes that conformally wrap the
source/drain.

COST REDUCTION

Naturally, reducing the costs per area unit is still very much desired; this will be facili-
tated by extreme-ultraviolet (EUV) lithography and design-technology-co-optimization
methodologies. EUV challenges related to throughput and yield need careful device di-
mensioning that optimizes the die cost. Therefore, new process-enhanced designs are
needed to scale down the area of standard and bit cells even further. Furthermore, inte-
grating those design constructs might require new materials to allow better etch selec-
tivity and self-deposition.

INTEGRATION ENABLEMENT FOR SRAM-CACHE APPLICATIONS

Bit cell area scaling is slowing down due to the slow-down of the fin and gate pitch scal-
ing. GAA devices bring an opportunity to reduce the SRAM area significantly through
optimized layouts that eliminate the critical design rules impacting the area.

INTERCONNECT SCALABILITY

The interconnect scalability suffers from two main aspects: interconnect resistance, and
interconnect materials. Interconnect resistance has now entered an exponential increase
regime because of the non-ideal scaling of the barrier for Cu and increased scattering at
the surface and grain-boundary interfaces. Therefore, there is a need for new barrier ma-
terials and Cu alternative solutions. Furthermore, time-dependent dielectric breakdown
limits the minimum space between the adjacent lines for a given low-k dielectric, thus
restricting the possible interconnect materials even further.
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2.4.3. LONG-TERM ISSUES
Once GAA FETs are successfully employed, the industry might shift its attention to long-
term issues; in its latest report (2021), the IRDS defines this period as from 2026 - 2034
[131]. We briefly presented some of the issues; a more in-depth discussion can be found
in the IRDS 2021 More Moore report.

POWER SCALING

Once GAAs are successfully introduced, the only remaining solution to overcome power
scaling issues is to use steep-subthreshold (SS) devices to enable complementary SoC
functions, i.e., replacing mainstream CMOS aiming at reducing power. However, most
steep-SS device candidates do not have an adequate performance comparable to CMOS
at nominal supply voltages. Therefore, to maximize the performance of steep-SS devices,
new architectures are necessary to attain the performance through parallelization.

USE CASES OF VERTICAL DEVICE STRUCTURES

Vertical device structures could enable performance scaling and functional diversifica-
tion. However, using these devices will also lead to routing congestion and increased
parasitics. Therefore, there is a need for new logic schemes and architectures that maxi-
mize the advantage of the 3D capability.

THERMAL ISSUE DUE TO INCREASED POWER DENSITY

GAA devices have limited heat conductance due to confined architecture. Thus, it is
straightforward that 3D stacking causes thermal challenges. Increased pin density due
to aggressive standard cell height scaling and increased drive by stacked devices put sig-
nificant pressure on the power density.

COST REDUCTION WITH 3D INTEGRATION

A significant challenge will be managing the cost, yield, and process complexity of 3D
integration. Using vertical devices separated by the interconnect increases the wafer cost
and the number of masks, i.e., process complexity, adding pressure to defect control.
Architectures need to be refined to reduce the interconnect complexity between tiers
and simplify integration and function per tier, e.g., I/O in one tier SRAM in another tier.

INTEGRATION OF NON-CU METALLIZATION TO REPLACE CU

Finally, integrating non-Cu interconnects may bring some issues to the manufacture of
GAAs. Such interconnects must meet all the requirements imposed by electromigration
and time-dependent dielectric breakdown. Furthermore, they also must be compatible
temperature-wise with devices used in 3D integration.
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FAULT MODELING FOR FINFET

SRAMS

3.1 FAULT CLASSIFICATION BASED ON SENSITIZATION

3.2 FAULT SPACE DEFINITION – STATIC FAULTS

3.3 FAULT SPACE DEFINITION – DYNAMIC FAULTS

3.4 FAULT SPACE VALIDATION METHODOLOGY

3.5 FAULT MODELING RESULTS FOR MEMORY ARRAY FAULTS

In Chapter 2, we discussed the memory functional model, which combines the memory
specifications’ with its internal subsystems structure. For testing purposes, this model is
further simplified; the so-called ’reduced functional memory model’ consists of four sub-
systems: the address decoder, the memory array, the write logic, and the read logic. Since
the vast majority of memory devices contain these subsystems, the reduced functional fault
model is, up to a large extent, independent of specific memory implementations.

This chapter presents the fault modeling for FinFET SRAMs concerning the previously
mentioned blocks. First, we introduce the fault primitive concept and a classification
scheme based on the fault’s sensitization and impact. Second, we present the fault space
definition for each block; first, for static faults, and then for dynamic. Following, we pro-
pose a methodology to validate the memory array fault space. Finally, we present the fault
modeling results for memory array faults using the proposed validation methodology.

Parts of this chapter have been published in TVLSI’21 [60]
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3.1. FAULT CLASSIFICATION BASED ON SENSITIZATION AND IM-
PACT

Manufacturing defects may lead to unexpected and undesired behaviors. These faulty
behaviors, i.e., faults, can only be detected using appropriate test solutions, which re-
quires accurate fault modeling. For SRAMs, fault modeling comprises two steps: fault
space definition and fault space validation. However, before defining the fault space,
it is necessary to explore and classify all possible types of memory faults. This section
proposes a classification for memory faults based on their impact on the memory and
sensitization requirements. We first propose three ways to distinguish memory faults.
Then, we introduce the fault primitive concept, a method to describe memory faults.

3.1.1. PARAMETRIC VS. FUNCTIONAL FAULTS
Manufacturing defects may impact the memory system in two ways. First, it may cause
operations to fail, e.g., a write operation cannot flip the cell’s content, or a read oper-
ation returns the opposite expected value. These faulty behaviors are known as func-
tional faults, i.e., they affect the memory’s functionality. These faults directly impact
how the memory operates, as they will cause operations to fail. Therefore, their detec-
tion is straightforward; it is only necessary to analyze the read operations’ outputs.

On the other hand, a defect may only lead to a deviation in the memory’s electri-
cal parameters, usually referred to as specs. For example, a defect can increase Io f f or
reduce the cell’s SNM. While still faulty, such behaviors will not cause the memory to
fail; read and write operations are still executed as expected. These faulty behaviors are
known as parametric faults, i.e., only the cell’s parameters are affected.

3.1.2. STATIC FAULTS VS. DYNAMIC FAULTS
Memory faults require specific conditions to be triggered, e.g., a read fault requires a read
operation. In some cases, no operations are necessary to trigger a fault. In others, a fault
is only triggered after multiple consecutive operations. Test engineers must be aware of
these two scenarios to develop high-quality test solutions. A static fault refers to faults
that are sensitized with at most one operation. For example, a read operation causes a
specific cell’s content to flip. Furthermore, note that static faults also include faults that
do not require any operation, e.g., the state of a specific cell is always stuck at ‘1’.

Contrarily, a dynamic fault is a fault that is only triggered after at least two opera-
tions. For example, a read operation fails if and only if it was applied immediately after
a transition operation. Dynamic faults have become a significant test issue for deep-
scaled memories; FinFET memories are much more prone to dynamic faults, while in
planar CMOS memories, the vast majority of faults were static [133]. Moreover, the num-
ber of operations required to trigger a dynamic fault depends on many factors, such as
defect size, temperature, frequency. In order to alleviate testing efforts, it is desired to
apply appropriate stressing conditions so that this number is the smallest possible.

3.1.3. SINGLE CELL VS. COUPLING FAULTS
A fault may be further based on how many cells are involved in the process of triggering
it. Faults previously discussed have been all examples of single-cell faults; they only
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Single Cell Faults Coupling Faults

Memory Faults

Ca Ca Cv Ca Cv Ca Cv

Figure 3.1: Single cell and coupling faults.

involved the faulty cell itself. However, in coupling faults, more than one cell is involved
– the aggressor cell (Ca) and the victim cell (Cv). These faults, also known as multi-cell
faults, may occur in three distinct situations, as shown in Fig. 3.1. First, the state of Ca

may influence the state of Cv in this case, no operations are needed in Ca and CvṠecond,
an operation in Ca may influence the state of CvḞinally, an operation in Cv may fail due
to Cvś current state.

3.1.4. FAULT PRIMITIVE CONCEPT
The concept of Fault Primitives (FPs) [134] have been traditionally used to describe all
memory array faults that might lead to incorrect functional behavior, i.e., functional
memory array faults. An FP is denoted by the three-tuple notation 〈S/F /R〉 as follows:

• S denotes the sequence of operations that sensitizes the fault. If the fault involves
only one cell, i.e., a single-cell fault, then S describes the state or operations in Cv

only. For such case, S takes the form of S = x0O1x1...On xn , where xi ∈ {0,1}, i ∈
{0,1, ...,n}, and O ∈ {r, w}. ‘0’ and ‘1’ denote logic values, while ‘r ’ and ‘w ’ denote
a read and a write operation, respectively. n represents the number of operations
necessary to trigger the fault. If n ≤ 1, the fault is defined as a static fault. If n ≥ 2,
the fault is defined as a dynamic fault.

On the other hand, if the fault involves multiple cells, i.e., coupling faults, then S
describes states or operations in Ca and Cv. It takes the form of S = Sa ; Sv, where
Sa describes the sensitizing operations or state of Ca, and Sv describes the sen-
sitizing operations or state of Cv. Sa and Sv are described similarly as to S, i.e.,
Si = x0O1x1...On xn , where i is either a or v. Note that the scenario in which both
Sa and Sv contain operations require particular memory architectures, e.g., 2-port
memories, which are not covered in this thesis.

• F denotes the stored value in the cell after the fault takes place. While there are
only two logic values that a cell can store (‘0’ and ‘1’), the voltage in nodes Q and
Q may be different from VDD or GND in the presence of a manufacturing defect.
If the voltage difference between the two nodes is too small (i.e., the voltages on
both nodes are almost the same), the cell may be storing an undefined value (‘U’)
[135]. Thus, F ∈ {0,U,1}. Additionally, a subscript may be used to specify the faulty
effect’s nature [136]; we use the subscript ‘r ’ to denote retention faults [47], [137],
i.e., the cell’s value flips some time (at least longer than the period of one memory
operation) after the cell was stressed.
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• R represents the read output after applying S. More specifically, R ∈ {−,0,1,?}. If
the final operation in S is not ‘r ’, then R = −. Furthermore, ‘0’ and ‘1’ denote the
logic values outputted b the SA. Finally, R = ? denotes a particular case in which
the SA’s input is too small for it to sense the cell’s content correctly, resulting in a
random readout value.

For example, the fault 〈1r 1/0/?〉 denotes a failed read ‘1’ operation that flips the cell’s
content to ‘0’ and returns a random readout value. Similarly, both the FPs 〈0w1/0r /−〉
and 〈0w1/0/−〉 represent a failed write transition from ‘0’ to ‘1’. The first FP is modified
with a temporal component to indicate that the cell’s impact occurs after a time interval
longer than one memory operation, i.e., the cell’s content goes back to ‘0’ after some
time following the write operation. On the other hand, the second fault does not include
a temporal component; the cell’s content is still ‘0’ right after the write operation.

3.2. FAULT SPACE DEFINITION – STATIC FAULTS
The fault space definition is the first step in fault modeling. A fault space is defined by
modeling possible faults that can occur in a given circuit; it is complete if it contains all
faults that could occur in this circuit [26]. In this section, we explore the fault space of
static memory faults, i.e., fault sensitized by at most one operation.

3.2.1. STATIC MEMORY ARRAY FAULTS

These faults can be directly pointed to a specific cell or group of cells. They can be di-
vided into functional single-cell, functional coupling, and parametric faults.

FUNCTIONAL SINGLE-CELL FAULTS

Static functional single-cell faults comprise all faults affecting one single cell that is trig-
gered by at most one operation and may impact the cell’s functionality. These faults
can be described using FPs that combine all possible S, F , and R. Therefore, the space
is complete if it contains all possible combinations. Table 3.1 lists the complete fault
space for static, functional, single-cell faults, alongside the name of each fault. Note that
we do not include the nat modifier as it does not change the name of a fault. The name
of a fault is also defined based on the combination of its S, F , and R. For n = 0, FPs are
named as

{i ni }F { f i n}{nat }, (3.1)

while for n = 1 FP are described as

{out }{opn}{opd}{e f f }F { f i n}{nat }. (3.2)

Each field in the name template (3.1) and (3.2) describes a specific fault characteristic as
follows:

• i ni describes the cell’s initial state; i ni ∈ {0,1}.

• f i n describes the cell’s final state; f i n ∈ {0,U,1}.
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Table 3.1: Complete space of static, functional, single-cell faults.

# S F R FP Notation FP Name Functional Fault Model

1 0 1 - 〈0/1/-〉 S0F1

State Fault
2 0 U - 〈0/U/-〉 S0FU
3 1 0 - 〈1/0/-〉 S1F0
4 1 U - 〈1/U/-〉 S1FU
5 0w1 0 - 〈0w1/0/-〉 W1TF0

Write Transition Fault
6 0w1 U - 〈0w1/U/-〉 W1TFU
7 1w0 1 - 〈1w0/1/-〉 W0TF1
8 1w0 U - 〈1w0/U/-〉 W0TFU
9 0w0 1 - 〈0w0/1/-〉 W0DF1

Write Disturb Fault
10 0w0 U - 〈0w0/U/-〉 W0DFU
11 1w1 0 - 〈1w1/0/-〉 W1DF0
12 1w1 U - 〈1w1/U/-〉 W1DFU
13 0r0 0 1 〈0r 0/0/1〉 iR0NF0

Incorrect Read Non-Destructive Fault
14 1r1 1 0 〈1r 1/1/0〉 iR1NF1
15 0r0 0 ? 〈0r 0/0/?〉 rR0NF0

Random Read Non-Destructive Fault
16 1r1 1 ? 〈1r 1/1/?〉 rR1NF1
17 0r0 1 1 〈0r 0/1/1〉 iR0DF1

Incorrect Read Destructive Fault
18 0r0 U 1 〈0r 0/U/1〉 iR0DFU
19 1r1 0 0 〈1r 1/0/0〉 iR1DF0
20 1r1 U 0 〈1r 1/U/0〉 iR1DFU
21 0r0 1 0 〈0r 0/1/0〉 dR0DF1

Deceptive Read Destructive Fault
22 0r0 U 0 〈0r 0/U/0〉 dR0DFU
23 1r1 0 1 〈1r 1/0/1〉 dR1DF0
24 1r1 U 1 〈1r 1/U/1〉 dR1DFU
25 0r0 1 ? 〈0r 0/1/?〉 rR0DF1

Random Read Destructive Fault
26 0r0 U ? 〈0r 0/U/?〉 rR0DFU
27 1r1 0 ? 〈1r 1/0/?〉 rR1DF0
28 1r1 U ? 〈1r 1/U/?〉 rR1DFU

• nat is an optional modifier based on the fault’s nature. For this work, the subscript
‘r ’ is used to specify retention faults, i.e., the fault’s impact on the cell’s final state
f i n occurs after a time interval longer than one memory operation.

• out describes the read operation’s output; out ∈ {i, r,d}, where ‘i’ means an incor-
rect read output, ‘r’ a random read output, and ‘d’ a deceptive read output (i.e.,
i ni 6= f i n). This field is disregarded if a write operation is the last operation in S.

• opn describes the last operations in S; opn ∈ {W,R}, where ‘W’ stands for a write
operation while ‘R’ stands for a read operation.

• opd describes the operand of the operation opn; opd ∈ {0,1}.

• e f f describes the operation’s effect on the faulty cell; e f f ∈ {T,D,N}, where ‘T’
denotes a transition operation (i.e., S=0w1 or S=1w0), ‘D’ denotes a destructive
operation, and ‘N’ denotes a non-destructive operation.

Table 3.1 also groups the faults into eight different functional fault models (FFMs)
[135], i.e., non-empty sets of FPs with similar properties. These FFMs can be described
as follows:
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1. State Fault: the logic value stored in a cell flips or is destroyed before accessing the
cell. It is a particular case as no operation is required to sensitize it and, therefore,
only depends on the initial stored value in the cell. It consists of 4 FPs: 〈0/1/-〉,
〈0/U/-〉, 〈1/0/-〉, and 〈1/U/-〉

2. Write Transition Fault: a cell fails to undergo a transition, e.g., from ‘0’ to ‘1’ or
from ‘1’ to ‘0’, when it is written. This FFM is sensitized by a transition write oper-
ation and depends on both the initial stored logic value and the value to be written.
The cell’s content may either stay the same, or be destroyed, i.e., ‘U’. It consists of
4 FPs: 〈0w1/0/-〉, 〈0w1/U/-〉, 〈1w0/1/-〉, and 〈1w0/U/-〉.

3. Write Disturb Fault: a non-transition write operation, e.g., 0w0, 1w1, either re-
verses the logic value stored in the cell or destroys it. It also depends on the ini-
tial stored logic value and the value to be written. It consists of 4 FPs: 〈0w0/1/-〉,
〈0w0/U/-〉, 〈1w1/0/-〉, and 〈1w1/U/-〉.

4. Incorrect Read Non-Destructive Fault: a read operation returns the opposite of
the expected logic value. The operation does not flip nor destroy the cell’s content.
It consists of 2 FPs: 〈0r 0/0/1〉 and 〈1r 1/1/0〉.

5. Random Read Non-Destructive Fault: a read operation returns a random logic
value; this happens when the SA’s input is too small, i.e., below its safe margin.
The cell’s content stays the same. It consists of 2 FPs: 〈0r 0/0/?〉 and 〈1r 1/1/?〉.

6. Incorrect Read Destructive Fault: a read operation either flips the cell’s content to
the opposite logic value, e.g., from ‘0’ to ‘1’, or destroys the cell’s content, e.g., from
‘0’ to ‘U’. Furthermore, it also outputs the opposite of the expected logic value. It
consists of 4 FPs: 〈0r 0/1/1〉, 〈0r 0/U/1〉, 〈1r 1/0/0〉, and 〈1r 1/U/0〉.

7. Deceptive Read Destructive Fault: a read operation either flips the cell’s con-
tent to the opposite logic value, e.g., from ‘0’ to ‘1’, or destroys the cell’s content,
e.g., from ‘0’ to ‘U’. Nevertheless, it does output the expected logic value. There-
fore, a second read operation is necessary to detect the fault. It consists of 4 FPS:
〈0r 0/1/0〉, 〈0r 0/U/0〉, 〈1r 1/0/1〉, and 〈1r 1/U/1〉.

8. Random Read Destructive Fault: a read operation either flips the cell’s content to
the opposite logic value, e.g., from ‘0’ to ‘1’, or destroys the cell’s content, e.g., from
‘0’ to ‘U’. Furthermore, the read operation also outputs a random value. It consists
of 4 FPs: 〈0r 0/1/?〉, 〈0r 0/U/?〉, 〈1r 1/0/?〉, and 〈1r 1/U/?〉.

FUNCTIONAL COUPLING FAULTS

The space of functional coupling faults comprise all faults in which an aggressor cell Ca

has a direct influence in a faulty behavior in a victim cell Cv; this faulty behavior may lead
to incorrect functional behavior. Likewise to single-cell faults, coupling faults can also
be described using FPs that combine Sa, Sv, F , and R. Note that the cases in which Sa

and Sv contain operations executed at the same time are not covered in this thesis; they
are therefore not included in the table. Table 3.2 lists the fault space for static, functional,
coupling faults; it consists of 80 different FPs [135]. The table does not include FP names,
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Table 3.2: Complete space of static, functional, coupling faults.

# Sa Sv F R FP Notation Functional Fault Model # Sa Sv F R FP Notation

1 0 0 1 - 〈0;0/1/-〉
State Coupling

Fault (CFst)

5 1 0 0 - 〈1;0/0/-〉
2 0 0 U - 〈0;0/U/-〉 6 1 0 U - 〈1;0/U/-〉
3 0 1 0 - 〈0;1/0/-〉 7 1 1 0 - 〈1;1/0/-〉
4 0 1 U - 〈0;1/U/-〉 8 1 1 U - 〈1;1/U/-〉
9 0w1 0 1 - 〈0w1;0/1/-〉

Disturb Coupling
Fault (CFds)

21 0w1 1 0 - 〈0w1;1/0/-〉
10 0w1 0 U - 〈0w1;0/U/-〉 22 0w1 1 U - 〈0w1;1/U/-〉
11 1w0 0 1 - 〈1w0;0/1/-〉 23 1w0 1 0 - 〈1w0;1/0/-〉
12 1w0 0 U - 〈1w0;0/U/-〉 24 1w0 1 U - 〈1w0;1/U/-〉
13 0w0 0 1 - 〈0w0;0/1/-〉 25 0w0 1 0 - 〈0w0;1/0/-〉
14 0w0 0 U - 〈0w0;0/U/-〉 26 0w0 1 U - 〈0w0;1/U/-〉
15 1w1 0 1 - 〈1w1;0/1/-〉 27 1w1 1 0 - 〈1w1;1/0/-〉
16 1w1 0 U - 〈1w1;0/U/-〉 28 1w1 1 U - 〈1w1;1/U/-〉
17 0r0 0 1 - 〈0r 0;0/1/-〉 29 0r0 1 0 - 〈0r 0;1/0/-〉
18 0r0 0 U - 〈0r 0;0/U/-〉 30 0r0 1 U - 〈0r 0;1/U/-〉
19 1r1 0 1 - 〈1r 1;0/1/-〉 31 1r1 1 0 - 〈1r 1;1/0/-〉
20 1r1 0 U - 〈1r 1;0/U/-〉 32 1r1 1 U - 〈1r 1;1/U/-〉
33 0 0w1 0 - 〈0;0w1/0/-〉

Write Transition
Coupling Fault (CFtr)

37 1 0w1 0 - 〈1;0w1/0/-〉
34 0 0w1 U - 〈0;0w1/U/-〉 38 1 0w1 U - 〈1;0w1/U/-〉
35 0 1w0 1 - 〈0;1w0/1/-〉 39 1 1w0 1 - 〈1;1w0/1/-〉
36 0 1w0 U - 〈0;1w0/U/-〉 40 1 1w0 U - 〈1;1w0/U/-〉
41 0 0w0 0 - 〈0;0w0/0/-〉

Write Disturb
Coupling Fault (CFwd)

45 1 0w0 0 - 〈1;0w0/0/-〉
42 0 0w0 U - 〈0;0w0/U/-〉 46 1 0w0 U - 〈1;0w0/U/-〉
43 0 1w1 1 - 〈0;1w1/1/-〉 47 1 1w1 1 - 〈1;1w1/1/-〉
44 0 1w1 U - 〈0;1w1/U/-〉 48 1 1w1 U - 〈1;1w1/U/-〉
49 0 0r0 0 1 〈0;0r 0/0/1〉 Incorrect Read Non-Destructive

Coupling Fault (CFir)
51 0 1r1 1 0 〈0;1r 1/1/0〉

50 1 0r0 0 1 〈1;0r 0/0/1〉 52 1 1r1 1 0 〈1;1r 1/1/0〉
53 0 0r0 0 ? 〈0;0r 0/0/?〉 Random Read Non-Destructive

Coupling Fault (CFrr)
55 1 0r0 0 ? 〈1;0r 0/0/?〉

54 0 1r1 1 ? 〈0;1r 1/1/?〉 56 1 1r1 1 ? 〈1;1r 1/1/?〉
57 0 0r0 1 1 〈0;0r 0/1/1〉

Incorrect Read Destructive
Coupling Fault (CFrd)

61 1 0r0 1 1 〈1;0r 0/1/1〉
58 0 0r0 U 1 〈0;0r 0/U/1〉 62 1 0r0 U 1 〈1;0r 0/U/1〉
59 0 1r1 0 0 〈0;1r 1/0/0〉 63 1 1r1 0 0 〈1;1r 1/0/0〉
60 0 1r1 U 0 〈0;1r 1/U/0〉 64 1 1r1 U 0 〈1;1r 1/U/0〉
65 0 0r0 1 0 〈0;0r 0/1/0〉

Deceptive Read Destructive
Coupling Fault (CFdrd)

69 1 0r0 1 0 〈1;0r 0/1/0〉
66 0 0r0 U 0 〈0;0r 0/U/0〉 70 1 0r0 U 0 〈1;0r 0/U/0〉
67 0 1r1 0 1 〈0;1r 1/0/1〉 71 1 1r1 0 1 〈1;1r 1/0/1〉
68 0 1r1 U 1 〈0;1r 1/U/1〉 72 1 1r1 U 1 〈1;1r 1/U/1〉
73 0 0r0 1 ? 〈0;0r 0/1/?〉

Random Read Destructive
Coupling Fault (CFrrd)

77 1 0r0 1 ? 〈1;0r 0/1/?〉
74 0 0r0 U ? 〈0;0r 0/U/?〉 78 1 0r0 U ? 〈1;0r 0/U/?〉
75 0 1r1 0 ? 〈0;1r 1/0/?〉 79 1 1r1 0 ? 〈1;1r 1/0/?〉
76 0 1r1 U ? 〈0;1r 1/U/?〉 80 1 1r1 U ? 〈1;1r 1/U/?〉

as the previously presented nomenclature scheme only applies to functional single-cell
faults.

1. State Coupling Fault (CFst): Cv is forced into a given logic state if Ca is in a given
state. No operation is needed to sensitize CFst; it only depends on the initial stored
values in Ca and Cv. It consists of 8 FPs, from #1 to #8.

2. Disturb Coupling Fault (CFds): an operation (write or read) performed on Ca

causes Cvś content to either flip or be destroyed. Any operation performed Ca is
accepted as a sensitizing operation for the fault, be it a read, a transition write, or
a non-transition write operation. CFds consists of 24 FPs, from #9 to #32.

3. Write Transition Coupling Fault (CFtr): Cv fails to undergo a transition write op-
eration, e.g., from ‘0’ to ‘1’ or ‘1’ to ‘0’, if Ca stores a specific logic value. This fault
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is sensitized by first setting Ca in a given state and then applying a write operation
on Cv. It consists of 8 FPs, from #33 to #40.

4. Write Disturb Coupling Fault (CFwd): given that Ca stores a specific logic value,
a non-transition write operation in Cv either reverses the logic value stored in the
cell or destroys it. It consists of 8 FPs, from #41 to #48.

5. Incorrect Read Non-Destructive Coupling Fault (CFir):a read operation in Cv re-
turns the expected opposite logic value if Ca stores a specific logic value. The op-
eration does not flip nor destroy the cell’s content. It consists of 4 FPs, from #49 to
#52.

6. Random Read Non-Destructive Coupling Fault (CFrr): a read operation in Cv re-
turns a random logic value as output if Ca is in a given state. The cell’s content
stays the same. It consists of 4 FPs, from #53 to #56.

7. Incorrect Read Destructive Coupling Fault (CFrd): a read operation in Cv either
flips the cell’s content to the opposite logic value, e.g., from ‘0’ to ‘1’, or destroys
the cell’s content, e.g., from ‘0’ to ‘U’, if Ca is in a given state. Furthermore, it also
outputs the opposite of the expected logic value. CFrd consists of 8 FPs, from #57
to #64.

8. Deceptive Read Destructive Coupling Fault (CFdrd): a read operation in Cv either
flips the cell’s content to the opposite logic value, e.g., from ‘0’ to ‘1’, or destroys the
cell’s content, e.g., from ‘0’ to ‘U’, if Ca stores a specific logic value. Nevertheless,
the read operation does output the expected logic value. Therefore, a second read
operation is necessary to detect the fault. It consists of 8 FPS, from #65 to #72.

9. Random Read Destructive Coupling Fault (CFrrd): a read operation in Cv either
flips the cell’s content to the opposite logic value, e.g., from ‘0’ to ‘1’, or destroys
the cell’s content, e.g., from ‘0’ to ‘U’, given that Ca stores a specific logic value.
Furthermore, the read operation also outputs a random value. It consists of 8 FPs,
from #73 to #80.

PARAMETRIC FAULTS

While it is important to understand functional faults’ behavior, it is equally important
to understand that manufacturing defects may also lead to parametric faulty behavior.
This type of faulty behavior has been discussed in recent years in modeling and sim-
ulation of analog faults [138]. For SRAMs, a parametric faulty behavior means that a
cell’s performance characteristics are outside the expected range due to a small defect
or extreme PV, thus failing one of its parametric specs. Despite no functional impact,
parametric faults may lead to early in-field failure and must be considered, especially
for task-critical applications such as aerospace and automotive.

Unlike functional faults, it is impossible to define a complete fault space for paramet-
ric faults in SRAMs due to the number of parameters involved in such a circuit. There-
fore, we have selected a set of critical circuit parameters to define parametric faults.
Specifically, when one of the selected parameters is out of the predefined spec, we re-
fer to it as a parametric fault. These parameters are listed in Table 3.3. We do not define
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Table 3.3: Fault space of static parametric faults.

# Parameter Fault Model

29 BLS Reduced Bitline Swing
30 SNM

Reduced Noise Margin
31 RNM
32 PCH

Increased Power Consumption
33 PCR
34 PCTW
35 PCNW

Ax

(a) Fault 1, No Cell
Fault.

Cx

(b) Fault 2, No
Address Fault.

Cx

Ay Cy

(c) Fault 3, Multiple
Cell Fault.

Ax

Ay

Cx

(d) Fault 4, Multiple
Address Fault.

Figure 3.2: Static faulty behaviors in an address decoders [139].

names for parametric faults. Instead, we list the parameter and group them into big-
ger parameter groups. BLS stands for Bitline Swing, i.e., the voltage difference between
BL and BL during a read operation that is used as the input to the SA. SNM and RNM
stand for Static Noise Margin and Read Noise Margin of the cell, which is the minimum
noise voltage able to flip the cell’s state during hold mode or a read operation, respec-
tively. Finally, PCH, PCR, PCTW, PCNW denote the Power Consumption (PC) during four
scenarios: hold mode (H), a read operation (R), a transition write operation (TW), and
a non-transition write operation (NW). While we have limited our work to these spe-
cific parameters, any parameter could be included in the fault space as long as it has a
performance specification.

3.2.2. STATIC DECODER FAULTS
Static address decoder faults refer to those faults in the address decoder sensitized using
at most one operation. Faults in the row and column decoder can be modeled similarly,
even though faults in each block affect different cell groups. Therefore, in this thesis, we
assume that faults in the address decoder fault space can affect both the row and column
decoder.

An address decoder may be affected by four types of faulty functional behaviors [139],
as shown in Fig. 3.2. They can be explained as follows:

• Fault 1, No Cell: no memory cell is accessed with a particular address Ax;

• Fault 2, No Address: a particular memory cell Cx is not accessed by any address;

• Fault 3, Multiple Cell: a particular address Ay accesses more than one memory
cell, e.g., Cx and Cy;

• Fault 4, Multiple Address: multiple addresses, e.g., Ax and Ay, can access a partic-
ular memory cell Cx.
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AFnca AFnmc AFnma AFmca

Ax Cx

Ax Cx

Ay Cy

Ax Cx

Ay Cy

Ax Cx

Ay Cy

Figure 3.3: Static address decoder faults [140].

However, these faults do not occur by themselves but rather in pairs; therefore, it is a
combination of both faulty behaviors. This leads to the traditional static fault space for
address decoder [140], as shown in Fig. 3.3. These faults can be defined as follows:

1. No Cell, No Address (AFnca): the combination of faults 1 and 2. A particular ad-
dress Ax does not access its cell Cx. Furthermore, Cx is not accessed by any other
address.

2. No Cell, Multiple Cells (AFnmc): the combination of faults 1 and 3. A particular
address Ax does not access its cell Cx. Nevertheless, a second address Ay accesses
both its cell Cy, as well as Cx.

3. No address, Multiple Addresses (AFnma): the combination of faults 2 and 4. A
particular address Ay does not access its cell Cy, but rather a different cell, e.g., Cx.
Cx is also accessed by its own address, i.e., Ax.

4. Multiple Cells, Multiple Addresses (AFmca): the combination of faults 3 and 4. A
particular address Ay accesses its own cell Cy and a second cell Cx simultaneously.
Cx is also accessed by its own address, i.e., Ax.

3.2.3. STATIC WRITE AND READ PATH FAULTS
Static faults in the memory’s write and read paths refer to those faults in the peripheral
circuitry, e.g., write driver (WD), sense amplifer (SA), sensitized using at most one opera-
tion. Static fault models considered for the write and read path are the traditional models
for logic circuits, such as stuck-at-zero and stuck-at-one [24]. Therefore, the static fault
space for the write and read path consists of the following four static faults:

1. Write Driver Stuck-at-one (WD-S-a-1): the WD circuit only writes the logical value
‘1’ into to-be written cells.

2. Write Driver Stuck-at-zero (WD-S-a-0): the WD circuit only writes the logical
value ‘0’ into to-be written cells.

3. Sense Amplifier Stuck-at-one (SA-S-a-1): the SA cannot read the cell’s content
correctly or store the sensed value properly; it always outputs ‘1’.

4. Sense Amplifier Stuck-at-zero (SA-S-a-0): the SA cannot read the cell’s content
correctly or store the sensed value properly; it always outputs ‘0’.
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3.3. FAULT SPACE DEFINITION – DYNAMIC FAULTS
Dynamic faults are timing and related faults. Therefore, the number and order of op-
erations, i.e., S, is crucial to trigger the fault. Furthermore, dynamic faults can also be
associated with the four blocks previously discussed, i.e., memory cell array, address de-
coders, write path, and read. This section explores the fault space of dynamic memory
faults, i.e., fault sensitized by more than one operation.

3.3.1. DYNAMIC MEMORY ARRAY FAULTS

These faults can be directly pointed to a specific cell or group of cells. The main differ-
ence between static and dynamic memory array faults is that the latter requires more
than one operation to be applied sequentially to be sensitized. Once again, they can be
divided into functional single-cell, functional coupling, and parametric faults.

FUNCTIONAL SINGLE-CELL FAULTS

Dynamic functional single-cell faults can also be described using the FP notation fol-
lowing the same scheme used for static faults. However, the FP’s S now contains a se-
quence of operations with at least two consecutive operations. The number of opera-
tions depends on the technology and stressing conditions; while it has been shown for
older DRAM technologies that four operations are enough to detect all dynamic faults
[141], recent works have proposed applying up to eight consecutive operations for Fin-
FET SRAMs [57]. Therefore, in this thesis, we embrace a more general approach – we de-
scribe dynamic faults sensitized by n-operation sequences. This way, we are not limited
by the number of operations, and the fault space definition for dynamic faults becomes
less redundant and more straightforward.

Table 3.4 lists the fault space for dynamic functional single-cell faults, alongside their
FP name and FFM. The S element is described as S = ...xn−1On xn , where ‘...’ is a se-
quence of n−1 operations that will put the cell into the x logic state, xi ∈ {0,1}, O ∈ {r, w},
and n the number of operations necessary to trigger the fault. Since the fault model is
dictated based on the fault that triggered the fault and the cell’s state before and after this
operation, the only operation relevant when defining the fault space is the last operation
in S. Finally, Table 3.4 does not include dynamic state faults as they cannot exist.

FUNCTIONAL COUPLING FAULTS

Dynamic coupling faults are sensitized by applying more than one operation sequen-
tially to two cells: the aggressor cell and the victim cell. As in the case of single-cell
dynamic operations, we define the dynamic fault models as triggered by n-operation se-
quences. However, these n operations may be distributed in any combination among Ca

and Cv, e.g., all sensitizing operations are sequentially applied to the victim cell, or one
operation is applied to the victim cell followed immediately by a second operation to the
aggressor cell. In summary, the possible combinations extrapolate with n. For dynamic
coupling faults in which the triggering operations, i.e., the last operation in S, is per-
formed in Ca the sensitizing sequence is defined as S = Sa ; Sv = ...xa,n−1On xa,n ; ...xv,n ,
where xa,n and xv,n denote the state of Ca and Cv when applying operation On , respec-
tively. ‘...’ denotes past operations in Ca and Cv. Contrarily, if the triggering operations
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Table 3.4: Complete space of dynamic functional single-cell faults.

# S F R FP Notation FP Name Functional Fault Model

1 ...0w1 0 - 〈...0w1/0/-〉 n-W1TF0

Dynamic Write Transition Fault
2 ...0w1 U - 〈...0w1/U/-〉 n-W1TFU
3 ...1w0 1 - 〈...1w0/1/-〉 n-W0TF1
4 ...1w0 U - 〈...1w0/U/-〉 n-W0TFU
5 ...0w0 1 - 〈...0w0/1/-〉 n-W0DF1

Dynamic Write Disturb Fault
6 ...0w0 U - 〈...0w0/U/-〉 n-W0DFU
7 ...1w1 0 - 〈...1w1/0/-〉 n-W1DF0
8 ...1w1 U - 〈...1w1/U/-〉 n-W1DFU
9 ...0r0 0 1 〈...0r 0/0/1〉 n-iR0NF0

Dynamic Incorrect Read Non-Destructive Fault
10 ...1r1 1 0 〈...1r 1/1/0〉 n-iR1NF1
11 ...0r0 0 ? 〈...0r 0/0/?〉 n-rR0NF0

Dynamic Random Read Non-Destructive Fault
12 ...1r1 1 ? 〈...1r 1/1/?〉 n-rR1NF1
13 ...0r0 1 1 〈...0r 0/1/1〉 n-iR0DF1

Dynamic Incorrect Read Destructive Fault
14 ...0r0 U 1 〈...0r 0/U/1〉 n-iR0DFU
15 ...1r1 0 0 〈...1r 1/0/0〉 n-iR1DF0
16 ...1r1 U 0 〈...1r 1/U/0〉 n-iR1DFU
17 ...0r0 1 0 〈...0r 0/1/0〉 n-dR0DF1

Dynamic Deceptive Read Destructive Fault
18 ...0r0 U 0 〈...0r 0/U/0〉 n-dR0DFU
19 ...1r1 0 1 〈...1r 1/0/1〉 n-dR1DF0
20 ...1r1 U 1 〈...1r 1/U/1〉 n-dR1DFU
21 ...0r0 1 ? 〈...0r 0/1/?〉 n-rR0DF1

Dynamic Random Read Destructive Fault
22 ...0r0 U ? 〈...0r 0/U/?〉 n-rR0DFU
23 ...1r1 0 ? 〈...1r 1/0/?〉 n-rR1DF0
24 ...1r1 U ? 〈...1r 1/U/?〉 n-rR1DFU

is performed in Cv then S = Sa ; Sv = ...xv,n ; xa,n−1On xa,n . The fault space for dynamic
functional coupling faults is listed in Table 3.5.

PARAMETRIC FAULTS

Dynamic parametric faults are spec deviations triggered by performing operations in the
cell. For example, a sequence of read operations on the cell may cause a voltage devia-
tion on the storing nodes, thus causing a reduction in the cell’s SNM and an increased
Io f f . Once again, the fault space comprises possible parameters that could suffer devi-
ations; defining a complete fault space is unfeasible due to the number of parameters
involved in an SRAM circuit. We consider the same parameters as listed previously in
Table 3.3. However, dynamic faults receive the n− notation before their designed name
to indicate they are triggered after applying n consecutive operations.

3.3.2. DYNAMIC DECODER FAULTS
Dynamic address decoder faults cause delays in the selection of rows and columns, lead-
ing to activation delay (ActD) faults and deactivation delay (DeactD) faults [142]. While
an ActD fault affects the rising edge of WL or column select (CS) signal due to resistive de-
fects, a DeactD fault affects these signals’ falling edge. The impact of such faults depends
heavily on the memory’s organization; we illustrate such dependency by analyzing the
impact on the WL signal. If the memory is self-timed, i.e., the WL is only deactivated
after it has been enabled for some time, a dynamic address decoder fault only shifts the
WL’s activation period. Such faulty behavior is shown in Fig. 3.4a [140]; while WLg de-
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Table 3.5: Complete space of dynamic functional coupling faults.

# Sa Sv F R FP Notation Functional Fault Model # Sa Sv F R FP Notation

1 ...0w1 ...0 1 - 〈...0w1; ...0/1/-〉

Dynamic Disturb
Coupling Fault (dCFds)

13 ...0w1 ...1 0 - 〈...0w1; ...1/0/-〉
2 ...0w1 ...0 U - 〈...0w1; ...0/U/-〉 14 ...0w1 ...1 U - 〈...0w1; ...1/U/-〉
3 ...1w0 ...0 1 - 〈...1w0; ...0/1/-〉 15 ...1w0 ...1 0 - 〈...1w0; ...1/0/-〉
4 ...1w0 ...0 U - 〈...1w0; ...0/U/-〉 16 ...1w0 ...1 U - 〈...1w0; ...1/U/-〉
5 ...0w0 ...0 1 - 〈...0w0; ...0/1/-〉 17 ...0w0 ...1 0 - 〈...0w0; ...1/0/-〉
6 ...0w0 ...0 U - 〈...0w0; ...0/U/-〉 18 ...0w0 ...1 U - 〈...0w0; ...1/U/-〉
7 ...1w1 ...0 1 - 〈...1w1; ...0/1/-〉 19 ...1w1 ...1 0 - 〈...1w1; ...1/0/-〉
8 ...1w1 ...0 U - 〈...1w1; ...0/U/-〉 20 ...1w1 ...1 U - 〈...1w1; ...1/U/-〉
9 ...0r0 ...0 1 - 〈...0r 0; ...0/1/-〉 21 ...0r0 ...1 0 - 〈...0r 0; ...1/0/-〉

10 ...0r0 ...0 U - 〈...0r 0; ...0/U/-〉 22 ...0r0 ...1 U - 〈...0r 0; ...1/U/-〉
11 ...1r1 ...0 1 - 〈...1r 1; ...0/1/-〉 23 ...1r1 ...1 0 - 〈...1r 1; ...1/0/-〉
12 ...1r1 ...0 U - 〈...1r 1; ...0/U/-〉 24 ...1r1 ...1 U - 〈...1r 1; ...1/U/-〉
25 ...0 ...0w1 0 - 〈...0; ...0w1/0/-〉

Dyanmic Write Transition
Coupling Fault (dCFtr)

29 ...1 ...0w1 0 - 〈...1; ...0w1/0/-〉
26 ...0 ...0w1 U - 〈...0; ...0w1/U/-〉 30 ...1 ...0w1 U - 〈...1; ...0w1/U/-〉
27 ...0 ...1w0 1 - 〈...0; ...1w0/1/-〉 31 ...1 ...1w0 1 - 〈...1; ...1w0/1/-〉
28 ...0 ...1w0 U - 〈...0; ...1w0/U/-〉 32 ...1 ...1w0 U - 〈...1; ...1w0/U/-〉
33 ...0 ...0w0 0 - 〈...0; ...0w0/0/-〉

Dyanmic Write Disturb
Coupling Fault (dCFwd)

37 ...1 ...0w0 0 - 〈...1; ...0w0/0/-〉
34 ...0 ...0w0 U - 〈...0; ...0w0/U/-〉 38 ...1 ...0w0 U - 〈...1; ...0w0/U/-〉
35 ...0 ...1w1 1 - 〈...0; ...1w1/1/-〉 39 ...1 ...1w1 1 - 〈...1; ...1w1/1/-〉
36 ...0 ...1w1 U - 〈...0; ...1w1/U/-〉 40 ...1 ...1w1 U - 〈...1; ...1w1/U/-〉
41 ...0 ...0r0 0 1 〈...0; ...0r 0/0/1〉 Dynamic Incorrect Read Non-

Destructive Coupling Fault (dCFir)
43 ...0 ...1r1 1 0 〈...0; ...1r 1/1/0〉

42 ...1 ...0r0 0 1 〈...1; ...0r 0/0/1〉 44 ...1 ...1r1 1 0 〈...1; ...1r 1/1/0〉
45 ...0 ...0r0 0 ? 〈...0; ...0r 0/0/?〉 Dynamic Random Read Non-

Destructive Coupling Fault (dCFrr)
47 ...1 ...0r0 0 ? 〈...1; ...0r 0/0/?〉

46 ...0 ...1r1 1 ? 〈...0; ...1r 1/1/?〉 48 ...1 ...1r1 1 ? 〈...1; ...1r 1/1/?〉
49 ...0 ...0r0 1 1 〈...0; ...0r 0/1/1〉

Dynamic Incorrect Read Non-
Destructive Coupling Fault (dCFrd)

53 ...1 ...0r0 1 1 〈...1; ...0r 0/1/1〉
50 ...0 ...0r0 U 1 〈...0; ...0r 0/U/1〉 54 ...1 ...0r0 U 1 〈...1; ...0r 0/U/1〉
51 ...0 ...1r1 0 0 〈...0; ...1r 1/0/0〉 55 ...1 ...1r1 0 0 〈...1; ...1r 1/0/0〉
52 ...0 ...1r1 U 0 〈...0; ...1r 1/U/0〉 56 ...1 ...1r1 U 0 〈...1; ...1r 1/U/0〉
57 ...0 ...0r0 1 0 〈...0; ...0r 0/1/0〉

Dynamic Deceptive Read
Destructive Coupling Fault (dCFdrd)

61 ...1 ...0r0 1 0 〈...1; ...0r 0/1/0〉
58 ...0 ...0r0 U 0 〈...0; ...0r 0/U/0〉 62 ...1 ...0r0 U 0 〈...1; ...0r 0/U/0〉
59 ...0 ...1r1 0 1 〈...0; ...1r 1/0/1〉 63 ...1 ...1r1 0 1 〈...1; ...1r 1/0/1〉
60 ...0 ...1r1 U 1 〈...0; ...1r 1/U/1〉 64 ...1 ...1r1 U 1 〈...1; ...1r 1/U/1〉
65 ...0 ...0r0 1 ? 〈...0; ...0r 0/1/?〉

Dynamic Random Read
Destructive Coupling Fault (dCFrrd)

69 ...1 ...0r0 1 ? 〈...1; ...0r 0/1/?〉
66 ...0 ...0r0 U ? 〈...0; ...0r 0/U/?〉 70 ...1 ...0r0 U ? 〈...1; ...0r 0/U/?〉
67 ...0 ...1r1 0 ? 〈...0; ...1r 1/0/?〉 71 ...1 ...1r1 0 ? 〈...1; ...1r 1/0/?〉
68 ...0 ...1r1 U ? 〈...0; ...1r 1/U/?〉 72 ...1 ...1r1 U ? 〈...1; ...1r 1/U/?〉

picts the fault-free case, WL f depicts the behavior of a faulty WL suffering from both
ActD and DeactD. However, if the WL deactivation moment is fixed, the ActD’s impact
changes significantly. Depending on the defect size, the activation may cause the WL to
be partially enabled only or not be enabled at all. This behavior is shown in Fig. 3.4b
[140], which shows multiple WL curves for different defect sizes; not that for R > 70 kΩ,
the WL is barely activated.

A key characteristic of dynamic address decoder faults is that only specific address
transitions sensitize them. Therefore, the address order in which addresses are accessed
is vital to triggering and detecting dynamic address decoder faults. These address transi-
tions are defined as address pairs or address triplets. A sensitizing address pair (SAP) con-
sists of a sequence of two addresses, e.g., {Ax, Ay}, which have to be applied in sequence
to fulfill the requirements of dynamic address decoder faults. A sensitizing address triplet
(SAP) consists of two SAPs, e.g., {Ax, Ay} and {Ay, Ax}, that are applied in sequence, i.e.,
{Ax, Ay, Ax}. The sequence required to sensitize the dynamic fault depends on the defect’s
location, e.g., pre-decoder, post-decoder, and the addressing scheme of the memory. It is
widely accepted that using hamming-distance-based addressing methods significantly
increases the sensitization of dynamic decoder faults [140], [142].
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(a) Faulty behaviors in a self-timed WL signal. (b) Faulty behaviors in a WL with fixed deactivation time.

Figure 3.4: Dynamic faulty behaviors in an address decoders [140].

3.3.3. DYNAMIC WRITE AND READ PATH FAULTS
Dynamic faults in the peripheral circuitry faults are timing-related faults in the periph-
eral circuitry, i.e., WDs, SAs, PCs [143]. These faults are sensitized by applying consec-
utive, opposite memory operations in the same write or read path; such sequence of
operations is known as back-to-back. In-between operations in different BL pairs or idle
time could reduce the effect of the first sensitizing write operation. The fault space for
dynamic write and read paths is defined as follows:

1. Slow Write Driver Fault (SWDF): the write driver may be too slow due to defects
in its driver or along the write path, resulting in a reduced differential voltage on
BLs during the write operation; this may cause the cell not to be written. SWDFs
are sensitized by applying two consecutive write operations in the same BL pair
writing opposite logic values, e.g., w1, w0.

2. Slow Precharge Fault (SPCF): the PC may be slower than designed due to man-
ufacturing defects, resulting in it not precharging BL and BL to the same voltage
level. The partially-charged BLs may eventually cause the SA to misread the cell’s
content due to its high sensitivity to BL voltage offset errors. SPCFs are sensitized
by applying a back-to-back operation sequence consisting of a write operation fol-
lowed by a read operation, e.g., w1,r 0; this sequence provides the most stress in
the BL pair.

3. Slow Sense Amplifier Fault (SSAF): asymmetries caused by defects or extreme
process variation may impair the SA’s amplification and cause it to produce incor-
rect results. SSAF’s sensitization requires applying back-to-back read operations,
e.g., r 1,r 0. Therefore, it is first necessary to write two different cells in the same
read path with opposite logic values and then apply the sensitizing read opera-
tions.

3.4. FAULT SPACE VALIDATION METHODOLOGY
As previously mentioned, fault modeling is divided into fault space definition and fault
space validation. While fault space definition aims at identifying all possible faults that
could (theoretically) occur, fault space validation uses simulation to predict circuit be-
havior or even real-life chip testing to verify what faults models occur in reality indeed. In
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this thesis, fault validation is achieved through a systematic circuit simulation method-
ology that reproduces numerous operating scenarios with multiple injected defects and
stressing conditions. While this methodology is later used to validate the fault space
concerning single-cell memory array faults only, the methodology can be used to vali-
date any fault space by adjusting the set of injected defects and stressing conditions. A
flowchart representation of the validation methodology is shown in Fig. 3.5; it consists
of six steps:

1. Netlist Generation: an electrical-level netlist of a memory circuit is generated.
This netlist contains the description of all memory blocks, e.g., array, decoders,
peripherals. In this thesis, all netlists are described in SPICE. This step is a one-
time procedure.

2. Defect Injection: a defect is introduced in the memory cell to sensitize faults one
at a time. A defect set, i.e., a list with all defects to be injected into the memory,
is used to control the defect injection procedure. Throughout this thesis, we have
modeled the inject defects as resistor components. Depending on what faults are
being targeted, they can be injected at any part of any memory block. Addition-
ally, the number of operations in S and the defect size Dsi ze are (re)set (i.e., n = 0,
Dsi ze = 0Ω).

3. Defect Size Sweep: The resistor component’s resistance is swept within the speci-
fied defect range. If n ≤ 1, this range is [0,+∞), i.e., all possible defect sizes. If n ≥2,
this range consists of the defect sizes in which no faults were observed in previous
iterations. For each iteration of sweep defect size, Dsi ze is increased.

4. Stimuli Generation: based on n, the stimuli S is generated. It includes an initial
condition and n memory operations. For n = 0, S can be {0,1}; for n = 1, S can
be {0w0, 0w1, 1w0, 1w1, 0r 0, 1r 1}, and so forth. Furthermore, S can also con-
tain operations in other rows, columns, and words, depending of the faults being
targeted.

5. Circuit Simulation: the netlist including a defect, a defect size Dsi ze , and stimuli
S is simulated using a SPICE simulator. During the simulation, measuring com-
mands capture memory electrical parameters, e.g., voltage, current, and read out-
puts at specific time instants. All measurements are logged and saved.

6. Behavior Inspection: once all defect sizes and stimuli for a given defect and n are
simulated, an (automated) behavior inspection is carried out. This step analyzes
all measurements from the circuit simulation step and identifies faults. The re-
sult is a report containing all observed faults alongside their respective defect size
ranges.

All steps are performed sequentially. A loop between steps 2 and 6 guarantees that
the methodology covers all defects, defect sizes, and stimuli combinations.

The Behavior Inspection is the methodology’s most critical step as it translates the
measured electrical behaviors to the faulty behaviors defined in the fault space. While
it is easy to identify when the defect causes an incorrect logic behavior in the memory,
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Figure 3.5: Fault space validation methodology.

the occurrence of parametric faults due to severe parametric deviation, random reads,
and undefined states is strongly dependent on the memory’s specifications. Therefore,
it is essential to define the memory’s spec in a manner that will accurately reflect the
occurrence of faults.

A parametric fault occurs when one of the memory’s parameters, e.g., BLS, noise
margin, power consumption, fails its specification, i.e., its performance characteristics
are outside its expected range. In the context of analog faults, it has been reported that
this range is typically three standard deviations (σ) of the mean (µ) of a given parameter
[138]. Nevertheless, it is common for memory engineers to design SRAMs that with-
stand parameter variations of 5σ or even 6σ [144]. In this thesis, we only want to de-
tect extrinsic variations, i.e., variations caused by manufacturing defects, that surpass
the typical range of intrinsic variations, i.e., variations caused by PV. Therefore, we de-
fine the threshold between intrinsic and extrinsic variation, i.e., PV-induced variation
and defect-induced variation, respectively, as ± 6σ. Accordingly, deviations within the
µ±6σ range are considered intrinsic variations; parametric deviations outside this range
are considered extrinsic variations and consequently parametric faults. A too relaxed
threshold causes intrinsic variations to be classified as extrinsic, i.e., a defect-free de-
vice is signaled as defective, leading to yield loss. Note that the definition of this range
is flexible and can change based on the application; critical applications may not toler-
ate a variation of 3σ, and thus variations greater than 3σ are already flagged as faulty.
Notwithstanding, changing this range modifies only the resistance boundaries in which
a defect sensitizes a fault; the overall fault trends are expected to remain the same.

The definition of random reads and undefined faults are dependent on the definition
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of parametric faults. Because of PV, the SA will be skewed to either output ‘1’ or ‘0’, i.e.,
there is a voltage offset between the two storing nodes that will bias the output result.
A deterministic output is guaranteed if the SA’s input is bigger than its offset. Therefore,
the spec for SA’s input can be determined by estimating the mean offset variation and
then extrapolating to match the determined σ. A random read fault occurs when the
BLS is smaller than the SA’s spec for minimum input. The identification of a random
read occurs in two steps. First, the BLS is defined by calculating BLS = |BL - BL| when
WL = VDD/ 2 during a read operation. Then, the measured BLS is compared to the SA’s
input specification; if it extrapolates the 6σ variation defined for parametric faults, i.e.,
BLS < |SA’s input spec - 6σ|, the faulty behavior is defined as a random read fault. It is
important to note that this fault is related to the SA’s input spec, which is, in turn, related
to the SA’s offset variation; it is not related to the BLS spec.

As for undefined state fault, it occurs when the voltage difference between the cell’s
storing nodes is smaller than a predefined threshold. Previous works that have dealt
with undefined state faults in older SRAM technologies have not defined this threshold
[47], [135]. The acceptable ∆V between storing nodes changes from application to ap-
plication; non-critical applications may tolerate a small ∆V, while critical applications,
e.g., automotive and aerospace, may require a greater ∆V. For this work, we identify
faults through the perspective of a critical application with more strict requirements.
Therefore, we specify this threshold as half VDD. Thus, a cell is in an undefined state if
|V(Q)−V(Q)| ≤ VDD/2.

Once the behavior inspection for a given defect (including defect size sweep and all
n-operation stimuli) has finished, steps 3 to 6 are repeated for n + 1. The defect size
Dsi ze is reset to 0 Ω, and the defect size range and S are adjusted. If n < 2, the defect
size range is set to [0,+∞). If n ≥2, the defect size range is adjusted based on previous
iterations’ reports; only defect sizes in which no faults were observed are analyzed. The
lower bound of the defect size range is the smallest defect size possible, and the upper
bound is the smallest defect size that triggered a fault. For example, consider that for a
given defect, faults were observed in the range [50 kΩ,+∞) when n = 1. For n = 2, the
defect size range investigated will then be limited to [0, 50 kΩ].

Results from previous iterations are also used to limit the stimuli. Since it is infeasible
to investigate all possible combinations of memory operations for large values of n, S
must be limited. Thus, only operations that trigger unexpected behaviors are used as the
base of S. For example, consider that for a given defect, no faults were observed when
n = 1. However, two unexpected behaviors were observed: a prolonged transition when
applying the sequence 0w1 and a slightly reduced BLS when applying the sequence 0r 0.
Such behaviors can be an indication of dynamic faulty behavior. Thus, for n = 2, 0w1
and 0r 0 will be used as the base of S. Only the sensitizing sequences {0w1w1, 0w1w0,
0w1r 1, 0r 0w1, 0r 0w0, 0r 0r 0} are applied to the defective cell; remaining combinations
of S for n = 2 are excluded from the analysis. This process is repeated until n reaches
a user-defined maximum number of operations, i.e., nmax . The fault space validation
finishes when this process has been repeated for all the defects in the defect set.
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3.5. FAULT MODELING RESULTS FOR SINGLE-CELL MEMORY

ARRAY FAULTS
In this section, we validate the fault space of single-cell memory array faults through
SPICE-based circuit simulations; we validate this specific fault space as it includes a di-
verse set of FFMs and does not require complex operation sequences involving two or
more cells. While this methodology is later used to validate the single-cell memory ar-
ray fault space concerning only, the methodology can be used to validate any fault space
by adjusting the set of injected defects and stressing conditions. First, we introduce our
simulation setup, including details about the simulated circuits, the Monte Carlo anal-
ysis, and the injected defects. We then present the simulation results from the Monte
Carlo analysis to generate the memory’s baseline metrics and define the thresholds of
parametric variations. Finally, we present the results obtained following the 6-step vali-
dation methodology.

3.5.1. SIMULATION SETUP

The memory netlist is described in SPICE using the BSIM-CMG model [145] and the PTM
14 nm FinFET library [146]. The FinFET device configuration is a bulk substrate, trigate,
with asymmetries in all structures and materials, while the used bit cell configuration
is 1:2:2 for high performance. The memory array comprises 128 rows and 64 columns
where each logical word contains 32 bits; hence, two neighboring columns share a single
write driver, SA, and prechargers. Capacitive loads are applied to BLs and WLs to emulate
a 1 kB memory. The memory works on a nominal supply voltage of 0.8 V and a clock
frequency of 2 GHz. Additional timing circuits are used to generate control signals.

The same memory model is used for spec identification and fault modeling. The
spec identification aims to identify the memory’s baseline metrics and estimate the im-
pact of PV on the memory’s parameters. This is achieved through thousands of Monte
Carlo (MC) simulations, i.e., simulations in which parameters (physical or electrical) are
randomly varied. In this work, we have introduced a voltage source on the gate termi-
nal of transistors [147] to emulate the PV’s impact on Vth variation at time zero [148].
First, we perform MC simulations to estimate the memory’s baseline metrics, i.e., the
mean µ, and how much PV impacts µ, i.e., the standard deviation σ. We simulated the
memory operating under four distinct scenarios: hold mode (i.e., idle), read operation,
non-transition write operation, and transition write operation; each scenario is simu-
lated 10,000 times. We measured different operating parameters in each scenario, such
as power consumption, BLS, and noise margin. The µ value derived from measurements
is defined as the parameter’s spec. The σ is then calculated based on the spec and used
to define the parametric deviation threshold.

The second analysis comprises injecting defects and inspecting the electrical behav-
ior under different sensitizing sequences. The injected defects consist of twenty-eight
single-cell resistive defects, as shown in Fig. 3.6. They are either Resistive-Open (RO),
Resistive-Short (RS), or Resistive-Bridge (RB) defects [135]. RO defects are unintended
series resistances within an existing connection. They are labeled as Open Connections
(OC) 01 to 12. RSs and RBs are unintended resistive connections between two nodes. In
more detail, RSs are shorts to power nodes (VDD or GN D); they are named Short in the
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Figure 3.6: Injected resistive defects: opens, shorts, bridges.

Cell (SC) 01 and 02, Short in the BL (SB) 01 and 02, and Short in the WL (SW) 01 and 02. In
contrast, RBs are shorts between any two other cell nodes. They are identified as Bridges
Connections (BC) 01 to 03. Due to the symmetry of 6T cells, all defects have symmetrical
opposites, e.g., OC01 can be injected on the pull-up of either Q or Q; defect BC01 is an
exceptional case to this rule. Symmetrical opposite defects will lead to a similar faulty
behavior to their counterparts and are therefore neglected in our analysis.

Each simulation comprises one defect, one defect size, and one sensitizing sequence
S of n operations. We have set an nmax of 30 operations, i.e., S contains at most 30 oper-
ations. Each combination of a resistive defect and a sensitizing sequence was simulated
with (at most) 100 different defect sizes by sweeping the resistance value from 0 Ω to
100 GΩ (representing +∞), logarithmically spaced.

3.5.2. BASELINE METRICS AND SPEC IDENTIFICATION

This section presents the results obtained from the Monte Carlo analyses’ measurements;
we aim to obtain the mean and standard deviation of the operating parameters, e.g.,
BLS, SNM, to define the memory’s baseline metrics. Table 3.6 shows a summary of the
measured parameters, their mean (µ), their standard variation (σ), and the condition to
determine a parametric fault. The last represents the threshold between a parameter de-
viated by (extreme) PV and a deviation caused by a manufacturing defect; it is defined as
µ±6σ. It is worth noting that the Monte Carlo analysis did not lead to functional faults;
only parametric deviations were observed. Furthermore, parametric deviations outside
the ±6σ range were not observed. Therefore, it is safe to assume that the parametric
faults identified during the defect injection campaign are caused by manufacturing de-
fects rather than PV. Finally, note that reducing the ±6σ range could lead to the incorrect
indication of PV-induced variation as defect-induced.

3.5.3. RESULTS

This section presents the results from the reports generated on the Behavior Inspection
step of the fault space validation methodology. We analyze all defects assuming wide size
ranges and identify the memory array faults sensitized by each defect. Table 3.7 shows a
summary of the observed static faults by each defect. It is divided into two segments: the
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Table 3.6: Results of the Monte Carlo analysis.

Parameter Mean (µ) Standard Deviation (σ) Condition for Parametric Fault

BLS 168 mV 7.58 mV BLS < 122.5 mV
SNM 347.2 mV 5.41 mV SNM < 341.74 mV
RNM 191 mV 8.01 mV RNM < 141.92 mV
PCH 43.19 pW 4.4 pW PCH > 70.4 pW
PCR 63.0µW 2.1µW PCR > 75.9µW
PCTW 102.2µW 2.7µW PCTW > 118.5µW
PCNW 27.2µW 6.2µW PCNW > 64.1µW

top part lists the functional single-cell FPs, while the bottom lists parametric faults. All
the FFMs previously listed for static single-cell faults have been observed, with at least
one FP of each FFM being sensitized; FPs that were not sensitized are not included in
Table 3.7. Some functional faults could have been sensitized by changing the simulation
setup in two manners. First, by including symmetrical opposite defects: if a defect sen-
sitizes an R0DF1, its symmetrically opposed defect will sensitize an R1DF0. Second, by
reducing the defect size sweep step: a correct read may become a deceptive read, and
then a destructive read as the defect strength increases; if the sweep step is too big, the
intermediate behavior is not observed. Finally, it is worth mentioning that all parametric
single-cell faults previously identified have been observed.

To better analyze the validation methodology’s result and the occurrence of static
single-cell faults, we explore the results of some defects more thoroughly, namely OC01,
OC03, OC05, OC08, SW02, and BC01. Table 3.8 lists the results. We categorize the faults
sensitized by each defect based on defect size ranges. We define these ranges as fault
classes (FCs). Each FC contains a set of sensitized faults for a given defect size range.
Furthermore, an FC may be a subset of another FC, i.e., if FC-1 ⊂ FC-2, FC-2 contains
all the faults in FC-1, plus other faults not in FC-1. We can see a direct relation between
defect size and observed faulty behavior. For smaller defects, only parametric faults are
observed. However, as the defect’s resistance increases, we start to observe faulty func-
tional behavior.

To depict the simulations’ output, we illustrate the electrical waveforms when sim-
ulating a cell affected by defect OC08. The waveforms are shown in Figs. A and B; they
show the operation sequence w1, r 1, w0, r 0, w1, r 1. Fig. 3.7 illustrates the case for
OC08 = 25 kΩ. According to Table 3.8, only the fault rR0NF0 should be observed. Indeed,
when a r 0 is performed in the cell, the BL is barely discharged, characterizing a random
read fault. On the other hand, Fig. 3.8 illustrates the case for OC08 = 50 kΩ. We can see
that the cell fails to go to ‘0’ during the w0 operation, thus characterizing a W0TF1, as
indicated in Table 3.8.

We then increase the number of consecutive operations (i.e., n+1) to investigate the
occurrence of dynamic faults. Only resistive-open defects led to dynamic faults; Table
3.9 outlines the results for 3 exemplary defects. Defect OC01 sensitizes dynamic para-
metric faults for defect sizes much smaller than the faults sensitized for n ≤ 1. This faulty
behavior originates from the disturbance generated when writing the defective memory
cell. Dynamic faults were also observed for OC03. While smaller defects may require
up to 23 consecutive operations to sensitize a functional fault, bigger defects require a
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Figure 3.7: Electrical waveforms when simulating a cell affected by OC08 = 25 kΩ.
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Figure 3.8: Electrical waveforms when simulating a cell affected by OC08 = 50 kΩ.

maximum of 7 consecutive operations to sensitize the same destructive behavior. This
dynamic behavior is illustrated in Fig. 3.9. The top waveform shows the content of a cell
affected by OC03 = 23 MΩ; it is necessary to apply 23 consecutive read operations to sen-
sitize the destructive behavior. However, for a stronger defect, i.e., bigger resistance, the
number of read operations necessary to trigger the destructive behavior is much smaller,
as shown by the waveform at the bottom of the figure. The waveform concerns the con-
tent of a cell affected by OC03 = 50 MΩ; the destructive behavior is triggered after only
seven read operations.

This chapter has discussed and classified faults based only on their sensitization.
However, sensitization is only the first step in memory testing; fault detection is also a
major critical step that determines the test’s feasibility and efficiency. In the next chapter,
we will explore how these faults discussed previously can be further split based on their
detection requirements and what they imply for high-quality test solutions.
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Figure 3.9: Electrical waveforms when simulating a cell affected by OC03 = 23 MΩ and OC03 = 50 MΩ.
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Table 3.7: Single-cell static fault modeling results of all injected defects.

FP
Defect

OC01 OC02 OC03 OC04 OC05 OC06 OC07 OC08 OC09 OC10 OC11 OC12 SC01 SC02 SB01 SB02 SW01 SW02 BC01 BC02 BC03 BC04 BC05 BC06

S0F1 X X X X
S1F0 X
W0DF1 X X
W0TF1 X X X X X X X X X X X
W0TF1r X X
W1TF0 X X
iR0NF0 X X
iR0DF1 X X
rR0DF1 X X
S0FU X
S1FU X
W0TFU X X X X
W1TFU X
rR0NF0 X X X X X X X X X X X X
rR1NF1 X X X X
rR0DFU X
rR1DFU X
dR0DFU X

BLS X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X
SNM X X X X X X X X X X X
RNM X X X X X X X X
PCH X X X X X X X X X X
PCR X X X X X X X X
PCTW X X X X X X X
PCNW X X X X X X X X X X
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Table 3.8: Single-cell static fault modeling results of resistive defects.

Defect Model Resistance (Ω) Fault Class Faults Observed

OC01
(0, 474 K] - Fault Free
(474 K, 3.8 M] 1 SNM
(3.8 M, +∞) 2 FC-1 + W0TFU

OC03
(0, 2 K] - Fault Free
(2 K, 20.2 K] 1 BLS
(20.2 K, +∞) 2 FC-1 + rR0NF0

OC05
(0, 3.8 M] - Fault Free
(3.8 M, 6.6 M] 1 W0TF1
(6.6 M, +∞) 2 W0TFU, W0TF1r

OC08

(0, 2 K] - Fault Free
(2 K, 20 K] 1 BLS
(20 K, 29.3 K] 2 FC-1 + rR0NF0
(29.3 K, +∞) 3 FC-2 + W0TF1

SW02

(0, 200.9] 6 FC-5 + rR0NF0, rR1NF1
(200.9, 473.6] 5 FC-4 + W0TF1, W1TF0
(473.6 , 1.1 K] 4 FC-3 + BLS
(1.1 K, 10.2 K] 3 FC-2 + PCNW
(10.2 K, 29.3 K] 2 FC-1 + PCTW
(29.3 K, 38.4 K] 1 PCR
(38.4 K, +∞) - Fault Free

BC01

(0, 11 K] 6 FC-3 + S0FU, S1FU
(11 K, 20.2 K] 5 FC-4 + rR0DFU, rR1DFU
(20.2 K, 29.3 K] 4 FC-3 + dR0DFU, dR1DFU
(29.3 K, 202 K K] 3 FC-2 + RNM
(202 K, 1.1 M] 2 FC-1 + SNM
(1.1 M, 22.5 G] 1 PCH
(22.5 G, +∞) - Fault Free

Table 3.9: Single-cell dynamic fault modeling results of resistive opens.

Defect Model Resistance (Ω) Fault Class Faults Observed

OC01
(0, 112.5 K] - -
(112.5 K, 150 K] FC-1 2-PCH
(150 K, +∞) FC-2 FC-1 + 2-SNM, 2-PCH

OC03

(0, 22 M] - -
(22 M, 23 M] FC-1 23-rR0DF1
(23 M, 24 M] FC-2 18-rR0DF1
(24 M, 25 M] FC-3 16-rR0DF1
(25 M, 26 M] FC-4 14-rR0DF1
(26 M, 27 M] FC-5 13-rR0DF1
(27 M, 28 M] FC-6 12-rR0DF1
(28 M, 30 M] FC-7 11-rR0DF1
(30 M, 32 M] FC-8 10-rR0DF1
(32 M , 36 M] FC-9 9-rR0DF1
(36 M , 43 M] FC-10 8-rR0DF1
(44 M, +∞) FC-11 7-rR0DF1
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TEST SOLUTIONS FOR FINFET

SRAMS

4.1 FAULT CLASSIFICATION BASED ON DETECTION

4.2 FRAMEWORK FOR TEST DEVELOPMENT

4.3 EXISTING SOLUTIONS AND THEIR LIMITATIONS

4.4 TEST SOLUTIONS FOR FUNCTIONAL HTD FAULTS

4.5 TEST SOLUTION FOR PARAMETRIC HTD FAULTS

4.6 TEST SOLUTIONS OUTLOOK

In Chapter 3, we have validated the memory fault space, which included sensitizing all
faults in the space. However, the manufacturing test procedure during mass production
must not only sensitize but also detect these faults. This increases text complexity as faults
may have different detecting conditions, e.g., not all faults are detected by simply writing
and reading the memory. Therefore, high-quality test solutions must include different and
appropriate techniques to guarantee the detection of many faults.

This chapter presents the test solutions proposed throughout this thesis project; they
focus on detecting faults with complex detecting conditions. First, we introduce a fault
classification scheme based on their detection requirements. Second, we present a frame-
work for test development. Then, we discuss some of the existing test solutions proposed to
detect faults with complex detecting conditions. Following, we present the proposed test
solutions; they are divided into test solutions for functional faults and parametric faults.
Finally, we briefly discuss the outlook for test solutions.

Parts of this chapter have been published in MR’18, ETS’19, DATE’20, TVLSI’21, ETS’21, and DTIS’21 [60]–[65]
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Figure 4.1: Two-level fault classification.

4.1. FAULT CLASSIFICATION BASED ON DETECTION
We have discussed in length the different characteristics faults can show regarding their
impact and sensitization requirements. Some faults can impact the memory’s function-
ality, while others cause parametric deviations. They may be associated with a single
cell or a specific group of cells. When developing a test solution to sensitize as many
faults as possible, it is essential to consider these characteristics. However, sensitiza-
tion is not enough; test solutions must also detect these sensitized faults. On the one
hand, detecting some faults is straightforward: writing and reading the memory is suffi-
cient. On the other hand, other faults may exhibit more complex detecting conditions,
e.g., random behaviors. Moreover, they may not be detectable by writing and reading
the cell, e.g., parametric faults. Therefore, we propose to classify faults based on their
detection requirements also. Fig. 4.1 illustrates this classification. While the first level
considers the fault’s impact, i.e., functional or parametric, the second level distinguishes
easy-to-detect (ETD) faults from hard-to-detect (HTD) faults. The former denotes faults
whose detection is guaranteed by writing and reading the memory; the latter denotes
faults that may be detected by these operations – their detection is only guaranteed by
using special testing solutions. We explore each of these groups next. Then, we discuss
this classification’s implications on the fault modeling results presented in Chapter 3.

4.1.1. EASY-TO-DETECT FAULTS

Functional ETD faults always impact the memory’s functionality. Therefore, test ap-
proaches that rely on logic fault observation can easily detect them, i.e., their detection is
guaranteed by simply writing and reading the memory. For example, W1TF0 = 〈0w1/0/−〉
can be sensitized by writing ‘1’ on a cell containing ‘0’ and be detected by immediately
reading this cell. Regarding memory array faults, an ETD fault is any fault whose F is ‘0’
or ‘1’, and whose R is either ‘0’, ‘1’, or ‘−’.

Functional ETD faults have been extensively analyzed in the literature due to their
high impact on the memory’s functionality. Works in memory testing focused on propos-
ing algorithms, i.e., operations sequences, that can cover many ETD faults with different
sensitizing conditions; such algorithms are known as march tests [29]. These tests con-
sist of a finite sequence of march elements, i.e., a finite sequence of operations applied
to every cell in the memory before proceeding to the next cell. The address order de-
termines how the algorithm is applied through the memory. A traditional address order
is linear addressing: increasing address order, denoted by ⇑, decreasing address order,
denoted by ⇓, and irrelevant address order, denoted by m. A more detailed explanation
regarding the stressing conditions of a march test is given later in this thesis. A complete
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march test is delimited by the ‘{ ... }’ bracket pair, while a ‘( ... )’ bracket pair delimits
a march element. Semicolons separate the march elements, and commas separate the
operations within a march element.

For example, MATS+ [149], one of the first march tests ever proposed, is defined as
{ m (w0);⇑ (r 0, w1);⇓ (r 1, w0) }. First, it initializes the memory with ‘0’; the order in which
these write operations are applied to the memory is irrelevant. Then, in an increasing
address manner, the operation sequence read ‘0’ and write ‘1’ is applied to each cell. Fi-
nally, the operation sequence read ‘1’ and write ‘0’ is applied to each cell, starting from
the cell with the most significant address and then decreasing it. With technology minia-
turization, many works focused on fault models with more complex sensitizing opera-
tions, e.g., coupling faults and dynamic faults [47], [48], [150]–[154]. Therefore, march
tests had to be improved, thus increasing their complexity. Many well-known March al-
gorithms that guarantee to detect ETD faults have been developed as results of these
studies, such as March SS [155], March C- [156], March AB [157], and more recently, the
FinFET-specific March FFDD [57].

4.1.2. HARD-TO-DETECT FAULTS

HTD faults are faults whose detection is not guaranteed by performing read and write
operations on the cell; they can be divided into parametric HTD and functional HTD
faults. Parametric HTD faults are severe parametric deviations that cause the memory
cell to fail one or more of its specifications. They do not impact memory cells’ functional-
ity. Therefore, their detection is not guaranteed by performing read and write operations.
From the logic functionality point of view, these faults are undetectable, as all operations
pass correctly. Consequently, only special test solutions can guarantee the detection of
parametric HTD faults.

Contrarily, functional HTD faults may impact the memory’s functionality; they are
related to random read outputs and undefined cell state. Considering that random ef-
fects such as PV impact the outcome of functional HTD faults, it is statistically expected
that March tests will detect only part of these faults due to incorrect logic behavior. The
remaining faults that do not cause incorrect logic behavior will result in test escapes and
compromise the circuit’s reliability. Therefore, only special testing solutions can guaran-
tee the detection of functional HTD faults. Although HTD faults may not lead to func-
tional errors at time zero, they may cause reliability issues. Undetected HTD fault may
cause random faulty behaviors if the memory is used in harsh environments or con-
ditions, leading to soft errors. Furthermore, HTD faults’ impact may worsen once the
memory ages, thus leading to a higher failure rate and a shorter lifetime [158]. Thus,
detecting HTD faults and avoiding test escapes is of high importance. Next, we discuss
each of these functional faulty HTD behaviors, i.e., random read and undefined state.

RANDOM READ FAULTS

Defects may impact a cell’s ability to discharge its BLs during a read operation, thus re-
ducing the voltage difference between the BL pair when enabling the sense amplifier
(SA). This voltage level is the BL swing (BLS), and is defined as BLS = |BL−BL|; it is used
as the SA’s input. A random read fault (RRF) occurs when BLS voltage is too small for
the SA to guarantee a correct output, resulting in a random output, i.e., either ‘0’ or ‘1’
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[47].
The FP notation describes RRFs as faults in which R is expressed as ?. For example,

〈1r 1/1/?〉 denotes a read ‘1’ operation that does not impact the cell’s content but returns
a random value. When the output matches the cell’s content, the RRF is not detected.
Therefore, performing a sequence of write and read operations may detect this fault; it is,
therefore, defined as an HTD fault. Note that not all RRFs are considered HTD faults, e.g.,
an RRF is ETD if it also flips the cell’s content to the inverted logic value, as a subsequent
read operation in this same cell detects the deterministic faulty behavior. If not detected,
RRFs become test escapes, a known cause for no-trouble-found components reliability
issues [159], [160]. Therefore, detection of RRFs is critical to assure high-quality FinFET
SRAMs.

It is statistically expected that some RRFs will lead to correct outputs and thus test es-
capes. The remaining will lead to a failure, i.e., the SA will not output the expected logic
value, thereby enabling RRF detection. Two primary metrics determine the read opera-
tion outcome: the SA offset and BLS. The SA offset is the voltage shift that mismatches
the SA’s cross-coupled inverter pairs’ strengths. In a PV-free SA, this offset is 0 V. How-
ever, PV will cause one pair to be stronger than the other, offsetting the SA towards the
logic value ‘1’ or ‘0’. The SA outputs the correct value only if its offset is smaller than BLS;
we define this voltage difference as ∆V = BLS − SA offset voltage. Consequently, if ∆V <
0, the SA outputs the incorrect value. For example, an SA with a 3 mV offset will correctly
output the cell’s content if BLS is greater than 3 mV. We use the variation of these two
parameters that form ∆V, i.e., SA offset and BLS, to express the failure rate.

We first consider SA’s offset variation of a traditional 6T SA design, as previously
shown in Chapter 2. We performed Monte Carlo (MC) analysis (20,000 simulations) on
the SA, and obtained a (rounded) mean (µ) offset of 0 V and a standard deviation (σ)
of 6 mV. The probability that the SA’s offset variation is within or outside a given range
can be calculated by the cumulative distribution function [161]; the probability that this
variation is outside an nσ range, i.e., the SA’s offset is greater than |nσ|, where n = 1, 2,
3..., is given by 1−er f (nσ/

p
2), where erf is the error function

er f (z) = 2p
π

∫ z

0
e−t 2

d t .

We then relate nσ to BLS, i.e., SA’s input. The probability that the SA offset is greater than
σ, 2σ, etc, is by default the probability that the SA’s offset is greater than 6 mV, 12 mV, etc.
This failure rate function is plotted in Fig. 4.2; it represents the probability of an incorrect
output value, i.e., failure, for a given BLS input. Likewise, it also shows the likelihood of
no failure, and thus test escapes.

A second failure rate can be estimated based on BLS variation. For example, con-
sider a defect that bridges a column’s BL pair; every read operation on this column will
be impaired. If the impact is significant, this defect will cause RRFs. Nonetheless, the
BLS among this column’s cells will vary slightly due to PV; some cells will lead to cor-
rect outputs, while others will not. Considering that the SA’s offset voltage is fixed after
manufacturing, the probability p of incorrect output becomes a function based on BLS
variation from one cell to another. In details, p is the probability that BLS variation will
counter the voltage difference between mean BLS in the column and the SA’s offset, i.e.,
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Figure 4.2: Expected failure rate for a given BLS.
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Figure 4.3: Expected failure rate after n read operations for two scenarios.

p = Pr (BLS variation <−∆V). Furthermore, we can use p to estimate the failure rate af-
ter a sequence of read operations in the same column, i.e., same BL pair, but different
cells. As BLS will slightly vary for each cell, there is a possibility that after n read opera-
tions in the column, one of these variations will annul∆V, leading to an incorrect output.

We illustrate this failure rate with the following example. Consider that a defect
bridging both BLs reduces the column’s µ BLS from its nominal value to 15 mV. Fur-
thermore, consider that, after manufacturing, the SA’s offset voltage due to PV is 5 mV.
Accordingly, the∆Vin this column is∆V= 15−5 = 10 mV. Once∆V is defined, we measure
the standard deviation of BLS variation among cells. After MC analysis of 20,000 read
operations, a BLS variation of σ = 4.913 mV was observed. We use this variation’s cumu-
lative distribution function to find the probability of BLS variation annulling∆V. For∆V=
10 mV, the probability of incorrect output is p = Pr (BLS variation < −10 mV) = 2.09%.
Thus, there is a 2.09% chance that BLS will be smaller than the SA’s offset, triggering an
incorrect output. We can then use 1− (1−p)n [161] to estimate the failure rate after per-
forming n read operations based on the probability p of a single read operation; after
25 operations, the failure rate is around 40%, and 87% after 100 operations, as shown in
Fig. 4.3. Additionally, a second failure rate for an exemplary case where ∆V = 6 mV is
also plotted. As ∆V is smaller than the first case, the probability that BLS will annul ∆V,
i.e., Pr (BLS <−6 mV), is higher than before, namely, 11.09%). Accordingly, the number
of read operations, and therefore effort, required to guarantee an incorrect output, i.e.,
100% failure rate, and detect the RRF is much smaller.

Finally, the same model can also estimate the failure after n read operations on the
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same cell. In this case, variations in the BLS must originate from dynamic effects that
will change the cell’s BLS dynamically from one read operation to another, such as white,
flicker, and temperature noise. Based on these analyses, we conclude the following re-
garding RRFs:

• The probability of an incorrect output increases as more read operations are per-
formed, which justifies the industry’s hammering techniques to test memories.

• A smaller BLS leads to higher failure rates. Hence, an efficient way to improve RRF
detection is by reducing BLS, which can be achieved by applying specific stresses
or using dedicated Design-for-Testability (DFT) circuits.

• Reducing BLS reduces test effort and time, as shown by the blue curve in Fig. 4.3. A
smaller BLS results in a smaller∆V and a bigger p, leading to fewer read operations
necessary to achieve a higher failure rate.

UNDEFINED STATE FAULTS

Manufacturing defects may impact the cell’s storage nodes, leading to voltage deviations
on Q and Q. An undefined state fault (USF) occurs when these voltages deviations
severely impact the voltage difference between the storage nodes ∆V = |Q −Q|, which
should be VDD[47]. This undefined state may impact other memory parameters, such as
the SNM or BLS.

The FP notation describes USFs as faults in which F is expressed as U. For example,
〈1w0/U /−〉 denotes a write ‘0’ operation in a cell currently storing ‘1’. However, instead
of undergoing a transition, the cell’s state becomes undefined, i.e., Q and Q are deviated
from GND and VDD respectively. The detection of this specific USF is not guaranteed by
writing and reading the cell, as read operations do not output the analog value the cell
is storing; it is only detected if a subsequent read operation returns an unexpected logic
value. Therefore, it is considered an HTD fault. Note that not all USFs are HTD faults,
e.g., the fault 〈0r 0/U /1〉 is ETD as the read operation returns a ‘1’ instead of ‘0’, even
though the cell’s content is destroyed after the read operation.

Likewise to RRFs, USFs also become test escapes if undetected. Furthermore, they
may impact the memory’s specs, such as SNM and BLS. A cell’s static noise margin (SNM)
is the exterior interference, e.g., temperature noise, α particles, cross-talk, it can stand
before flipping its content. It is determined based on the cell’s technology and cell con-
figuration, i.e., sizing ratios between pull-ups, pull-downs, and access transistors. More
specifically, a cell’s SNM can be defined as [162]

SNM =VT H −
(

1

k +1

)(VDD − 2r+1
r+1 VT H

1+ r
k(r+1)

− VDD −2VT H

1+k r
q +

√
r
q

(
1+2k + r

q k2
) )

(4.1)

where r is the ratio between pull-down and access transistors, q is the ratio between
pull-down and pull-up transistors, Vth is the threshold voltage, and

k =
( r

r +1

)(√
r +1

r +1−V 2
s /V 2

r
−1

)
,
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Figure 4.4: Impact of ∆V on the cell’s SNM.

Vs =VDD −VT H ,

Vr =Vs −
( r

r +1

)
.

USF’s impact on the cell’s SNM can be estimated by replacing VDD in Eq. 4.1 for ∆V,
as shown in Fig. 4.4. For this analysis, it was assumed a cell ratio of 1:2:2 for pull-up, pass
transistors, and pull-down, respectively, VDD = 0.8 V, and Vth = 0.11 V [163]. It is clear
that the smaller the ∆V, the smaller the cell’s SNM. Accordingly, a cell with smaller SNM
is more likely to suffer upsets from exterior noises such as noise and radiation, i.e., they
are memory cells with reduced reliability. Thus, it is essential to identify and flag these
compromised cells, as they could severely impact high-demanding applications such as
automotive and aerospace.

USFs may also impact a cell’s BLS. During a read operation, the BL discharge rate
depends on many factors, such as the BL capacitance, the access and pull-down tran-
sistors’ sizing, and the voltage on the storing nodes. Hence, deviations on Q and Q may
affect a cell’s ability to discharge its BLs, thus impacting the final BLS. In more severe
cases, it could lead to RRFs as well. It is statistically expected that some RRFs will lead
to a failure, i.e., the SA will not output the expected logic value, thereby enabling RRF
detection and consequently USF detection. The remaining will lead to correct outputs
and therefore test escapes.

We can investigate USF’s impact on BLS by estimating how voltage deviations on the
discharge node disrupt the cell’s discharge capabilities; this is achieved by calculating
the voltage on the BL capacitor during a read operation. The simplified version of the
cell’s discharging circuit is shown in 4.5. A voltage source is directly connected to the
storing node Q to represent the USF’s effect on the storage node; furthermore, we as-
sume that BL is pre-charged to VDD and Q is not affected (i.e., Q = VDD). The voltage on
BL is calculated by estimating the charge in the capacitor over time [164]:

VBL(t ) = CBLVQ −K e−t/CBL R

CBL
,

where R is the resistance of N3, and

K =CBLVQ −Q0,

Q0 =VBL(t=0)CBL .
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Figure 4.5: BL discharging circuit.
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Figure 4.6: BL Discharge based on the voltage on Q.

Fig. 4.6 shows the BL discharge for a period of 20ps considering R = 3KΩ. Clearly, the
introduced voltage on the storing node has a significant impact on the final BLS. This
analysis assumed that only the discharging node is impacted; voltage deviations on Q
could also have impacted BL i.e., BL < VDD, which would affect BLS even further.

Based on the analysis of USF’s impact on both the SNM and BLS, we conclude the
following:

• USFs impact the cell’s parameters rather than its functionality. Nonetheless, this
parametric impact may lead to functional faults.

• USFs can lead to both test and reliability issues: the first by hindering the cell’s
ability to develop a BLS, thus leading to random read outputs, and the second by
reducing the cell’s SNM, resulting in a cell that is more vulnerable to outside noise
and more likely to suffer upsets.

• Without dedicated DFT circuits, USFs can only be detected if they (1) lead to an
incorrect output generated due to an RRF or (2) suffer an upset caused by noise.

4.1.3. FAULT MODELING RESULTS REGARDING DETECTABILITY
When we discussed fault modeling in Chapter 3, we focused on fault sensitization. Now
that a new classification has been presented, we can investigate how it relates to the
previously-presented results. We can split the faults in the static single-cell fault space
based on their detection requirements, as shown in Table 4.1. The space is roughly split
in half; there are 16 ETD faults and 19 HTDs, of which 12 functional HTD and 7 paramet-
ric HTD.
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Table 4.1: Static single-cell fault space divided into ETD and HTD faults.

ETD Faults HTD Faults

Functional ETD Functional HTD Parametric HTD

S0F1, S0F1 S0FU, S1FU BLS

W0TF1, W1TF0 W0TFU, W1TFU SNM, RNM

W0DF1, W1DF0 W0DFU, W1DFU
PCH, PCR,

PCTW, PCNW

iR0NF0, iR1NF1 rR0NF0, rR1NF1
dR0DF1, dR1DF0 dR0DFU, dR1DFU
rR0DF1, rR1DF0 rR0DFU, rR1DFU
iR0DF1, iR0DFU,
iR1DF0, iR1DFU

Functional HTD Parametric HTD
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Figure 4.7: Distribution of resistive defects based on sensitized faults.

We can also relate the faults triggered by each defect during circuit simulation, as
shown in Fig. 4.7. The green circle consists of defects that led to ETD faults; these de-
fects can be detected by traditional march tests if they are sensitizing any of their ETD
faults. However, March tests do not guarantee the detection of defects on the functional
HTD or parametric HTD space (yellow and red circle, respectively) or their intersection.
Furthermore, it is also possible that a weaker version of a defect that can cause a func-
tional ETD fault is only sensitizing an HTD fault, therefore limiting the efficacy of March
tests.

Based on the distribution shown in Fig. 4.7, as well as all the results presented previ-
ously in Section 3.5.3 of Chapter 3, we can conclude the following:

• Covering only functional ETD faults is not enough, as most defects will lead to
some form of HTD faulty behavior. From the 24 resistive defects investigated, 22
led to HTD faults. Furthermore, 8 out of 24 defects led to HTD faults only, paramet-
ric or functional. Detecting these defects is not guaranteed without test solutions
also targeting HTD faults. Thus, special test solutions are necessary to guarantee
the detection of HTD faults.

• Some defects will lead to both functional and parametric HTD faults. In those
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Figure 4.8: A 3-step framework to develop memory test solutions.

cases, test engineers have the flexibility to choose between test solutions that focus
on functional faults or parametric faults.

• Few defects trigger only one type of fault; most defects will sensitize a combina-
tion of functional ETD, functional HTD, and parametric HTD faults. In general
terms, weaker defects lead to parametric HTD faults, while stronger defects lead
to functional HTD and ETD faults.

• The occurrence of static HTD faults does not necessarily mean the occurrence of
dynamic ETD faults. Therefore, increasing the number of operations applied to a
cell does not necessarily sensitize a fault that is easier to detect.

4.2. FRAMEWORK FOR TEST DEVELOPMENT
The first step when developing a test solution for a given memory is defining a fault space
of all possible faults that could occur in this given memory. The second step consists of
validating this faults space by verifying which faults can be sensitized by manufacturing
defects; only these faults should be targeted when testing the given memory. The third
step involves developing a method to (hopefully) detect the targeted faults. We propose a
framework to develop memory test solutions. This framework consists of three sequen-
tial steps, as shown in Fig. 4.8:

1. The test target, i.e., the type of faults it targets;

2. The fault observation method, i.e., how it observes the faulty behavior;

3. The fault identification method, i.e., how the behavior is classified as faulty.

The first step is to define what will be tested: functionality or memory parameters.
A functional test solution is a procedure that focuses on the logic functionality of the
memory, i.e., if read and write operations are performed as expected. Differently, a para-
metric test solution focuses on identifying parametric deviations. More specifically, it
aims at verifying whether parameters are within the tolerated performance range.

Once the testing target is defined, the next step in the framework is to define how
to observe (faulty) behaviors. Since functional test solutions are testing the memory’s
functionality, the only way to observe faults is by performing read operations; this is the
highest level of observability such test solutions may achieve. In contrast, parametric
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test solutions focus on the memory’s parameters. Thus, they must monitor these param-
eters to observe such faults; which memory parameters will be monitored, e.g., voltage,
current, depends on the targeted faults.

The third and final step consists of fault identification, i.e., confirming that the ob-
served behavior is indeed a fault. Functional test solutions can only identify faults by
verifying the memory’s output, i.e., comparing the obtained read output of a given read
operation with the expected output for this operation. Alternatively, parametric test so-
lutions must compare the measured electrical parameter with a reference value. This
reference could be dynamic, e.g., measurements from other components in the same
circuit, or predefined, e.g., a threshold defined during the design phase.

Additionally, every test solution uses stressing conditions (SCs) to trigger or boost the
sensitization of the targeted faults. SCs are parallel to the characteristics specified in
the framework; any test solution may use a single SC or even a combination of different
SCs, regardless of the faults it targets and how it observes and identifies faults. They may
use a single SC or even a combination of different SCs. We split SCs between two types:
algorithm-related stress and environment-related stress [143]. Algorithm-related stress
specifies the algorithm that will be applied to the memory cells. It includes all types of
SCs derived from using only write and read operations. Examples of algorithm-related
SCs are as follows:

• Base Test (BT): A BT is a sequence of operations (reads and writes) applied to a
memory cell.

• Address Order (AO): The AO indicates in which sequence the algorithm accesses
addresses. It can be increasing (⇑), decreasing (⇓), or irrelevant (m).

• Address Direction (AD): The AD indicates how the one-dimensional AO is applied
in the two-dimensional cell array. It can be linear, or generated by addressing
methods such as fast x [143] and H2/H3/HN1 [165].

• Data Background (DB): DB is the pattern of ones and zeros, as seen in the memory
array. The most known DBs are Solid (00...00/00..00), checkerboard (01...01/10...10),
row Stripe (11...11/00..00), and column Stripe (11...11/00...00) [143].

In contrast, environment-related SCs use additional stress sources to create unreal-
istic SCs under nominal operating conditions. These include [143], but are not limited
to:

• Voltage Stress: An additional source applies voltage stress to the circuit. It can
apply additional stress in the entire circuit (e.g., changing the supply voltage) or
specific components (e.g., write driver (WD), SA).

• Timing Stress: An additional source applies timing stress to the circuit. It can ap-
ply the additional stress in the entire circuit (e.g., changing the circuit’s frequency)
or specific components (e.g.,WD, SA) to change memory operations’ timing.

• Temperature Stress: The temperature is either increased or reduced from its nom-
inal value during testing.
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4.3. EXISTING SOLUTIONS AND THEIR LIMITATIONS
In this section, we discuss previously-proposed memory testing solutions; while we fo-
cus on FinFET SRAMs, we also mention strategies proposed for planar CMOS SRAMs and
emerging memories. We classify them based on the characteristics defined by the pro-
posed test development framework. Furthermore, we also identify their SCs, HTD fault
coverage, and limitations. We do not discuss fault coverage for functional ETD faults
since any test solution using appropriate algorithm-related stress can guarantee the de-
tection of these faults.

We first discuss functional test solutions, which use read operation as the fault obser-
vation method, and compare the obtained output to an expected output value to identify
faults. Ad-hoc tests are one of the oldest forms of structured memory test solutions [25].
Examples of ad-hoc tests include GalPat [25], SCAN [149], and Walking 1/0 [26]. March
tests are the evolution of ad-hoc tests; they are based on FPs and have a linear time com-
plexity. Examples of march tests include March SS [155], March C- [156], March AB [157].
To the best of our knowledge, the only march algorithm proposed specifically for FinFET
SRAMs is March FFDD [57], which proposes to detect FinFET-specific dynamic faults.

Both ad-hoc and march tests use algorithm- and environment-related SCs [166];
They can only partially cover random RRFs due to the random nature of this kind of
fault; they do not detect any of the other HTD faults. In contrast, they do not lead to
yield loss, as they will not indicate fault-free cells as faulty. Furthermore, they do not
require any hardware modification as they do not introduce additional hardware in the
memory; consequently, they do not require post-silicon calibration.

The fault coverage of march tests can be improved by modifying the operations’ tim-
ing through self-timed circuits [167]. This can be achieved by changing the WL signal’s
timing, effectively increasing or decreasing the time the cell can discharge BLS during
a read operation, or that the WD can write the new value into the cell. Voltage stress is
also applied by changing the circuit’s VDD. This test technique directly improves the cov-
erage of functional HTD faults. Nevertheless, it cannot fully cover these faults as it only
facilitates incorrect behavior instead of forcing it. It also leads to yield loss, as this so-
lution creates unrealistic operating conditions that cause fault-free cells to fail; built-in
post-silicon calibration can alleviate this drawback. This test solution has been validated
through simulations of an industrial 28 nm planar CMOS memory.

Finally, additional hardware can be used to boost fault coverage even further. These
circuits, i.e., DFTs, usually consist of hardware specially designed to improve the detec-
tion of a specific fault. A well-known DFT technique is to use an additional WD that
is weaker than the standard WD, thus enabling a weak-write test mode. This technique
has been proposed for older planar CMOS SRAMs [168] and emerging resistive memories
[169]. In the SRAM technique, the voltage stress applied by the WD during write opera-
tions is significantly reduced, causing the failure of transition write operations in fault-
free cells. However, cells in an undefined state are still flipped by the weaker WD. This
technique does not lead to yield loss since only cells in an undefined state are flipped
and identified. No post-silicon calibration strategies have been proposed for this test so-
lution. The technique introduces additional hardware on the memory and consequently
requires some hardware modification. Nevertheless, the modification is only marginal,
as it only requires some extra gates and transistors on the peripherals.
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While functional test solutions can be a bit rigid in that they all aim to observe incor-
rect read outputs, parametric solutions can be more versatile. For example, one might
monitor the cell’s BLS; such an approach has been used to test FinFET SRAMs [170].
The technique monitors the voltage on BLs during read operations and compares the
obtained value to a predefined reference, i.e., a threshold. This test solution fully covers
all HTD faults related to BLs, as any deviation that surpasses the predefined threshold is
considered faulty. Furthermore, it does not require significant changes in the memory
hardware, only a couple of logic gates for monitoring and detecting possible deviations.
Nevertheless, the solution does lead to yield loss as it does not use post-silicon calibra-
tion strategies to adjust the detection threshold.

Finally, a parametric test solution that has been used for many years is quiescent
current (IDDQ ) [171], [172]. This technique uses measuring mechanisms to monitor
the die’s quiescent current and compare the obtained value to a predefined reference.
These mechanisms can be internal, e.g., built-in sensors, or external, e.g., probing equip-
ment. This test solution fully detects power consumption (PC) parametric HTD faults;
it does not detect functional HTD faults as the memory is idle, i.e., no operations are
performed. It does not lead to yield loss as it does not flag circuits in the expected per-
formance range as faulty. Furthermore, the required hardware modification depends
on the IDDQ methodology used. If the test solution uses built-in sensors, the necessary
hardware modification is marginal. However, if measurements are performed using ex-
ternal equipment only, then no modifications are required.

Based on this, one can conclude that there is no single optimal test solution cover-
ing all HTD faults; each test solution has a specific target. Ad-hoc tests, march tests,
and self-timed circuits focus on functional ETD faults; they only partially detect func-
tional HTD faults. BLS monitoring focuses on random read functional HTD faults and
BLS parametric HTD faults. IDDQ focuses on PC parametric HTD faults, but may also
detect functional HTD faults. No test solution focuses on SNM/RNM parametric HTD
faults. Based on the present limitations, it is safe to assume that a test solution that can
efficiently detect HTD faults, i.e., with a high fault coverage and as few limitations as
possible, is yet to be developed.

4.4. TEST SOLUTIONS FOR FUNCTIONAL HTD FAULTS

Functional HTD faults are faults that may cause incorrect functional behavior. There-
fore, the only way to detect these faults is through an unexpected read output. Moreover,
the only way to boost these faults’ sensitization and detection is by forcing the incor-
rect, faulty behavior. In this section, we present two analyses carried out throughout this
Ph.D. project and three test solutions developed due to these analyses. The analyses in-
volve applying different algorithm- and environment-related SCs to boost RRF and USF
detection; no additional hardware was used. We perform multiple experiments to inves-
tigate the SCs’ efficiency in detecting HTD faults and discuss how they can be combined
to maximize fault detection. The three test solutions comprise additional DFT circuits;
two for RRFs, and one for USFs. We introduce their concept, describe their implementa-
tion, and present the validation experiments.
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4.4.1. SCS TO IMPROVE RRF DETECTION
As discussed in Section 4.1.2, the detection of RRFs is directly related to BLS and SA’s off-
set voltage. While altering the SA’s offset requires additional hardware, e.g., DFT circuits,
especial SCs can be applied to stress BLS and further improve detection rate. The dif-
ferent algorithm-related SCs that can be used were previously mentioned in Section 4.2.
In summary, algorithm-related SCs consist of a base test (BT), address order (AO), ad-
dress direction (AD), and data background (DB), while environment-related SCs consist
of voltage stress, timing stress, and temperature stress. Once the most effective SCs are
identified, they can be combined into a single functional test solution, i.e., a March test,
that boosts HD fault coverage to the maximum possible without the additional stress
from special testing hardware.

EXPERIMENTAL SETUP

We perform different experiments using various SCs to identify the most effective ones
in detecting RRFs. The simulation setup is similar to the one presented in Section 3.5.1.
A total of 14 defects that sensitize RRFs were injected: OC03, OC04, OC08, OC09, OC10,
OC12, SC01, SB01, SB02, SW02, BC01, BC03, BC05, and BC06 (see Fig. 3.6). However, we
focus on OC03, OC10, and BC05 as they have defect size ranges in which only RRFs are
sensitized, i.e., a severely reduced BLS and no impact on the cell’s content; thus, the de-
tection of these defects is only achieved through RRF detection. Each defect was swept
with increasing sizes (i.e., resistances) to identify the size range in which RRFs are trig-
gered. Each simulation scenario (i.e., using stress conditions X and injecting defect Y of
size Z) was simulated 100 times using MC simulations; from these, a mean BLS and a
detection rate are calculated. For example, the scenario of using fast-row and checker-
board SC and injecting OC03 of size 20 kΩ was simulated 100 times applying PV effects.
These effects are modeled using Pelgrom’s model [173] and simulated using a voltage
source on the transistor’s gate contact of transistors. Measure commands are used to
estimate BLS and assure the cell’s content has not been destroyed.

DETECTION RESULTS

Fig. 4.9 depicts the detection rates of the three analyzed defects, i.e., OC03, OC10, and
BC05. BC05’s detection rates after 2 and 10 read operations (ops.) are also plotted; it
is expected that its detection rate increases as more read operations are performed in
different cells from the same column. Furthermore, the figure also shows the expected
failure rate presented in Section 4.1.2. We can see that solid DB does not detect RRFs, i.e.,
the read output always matched what was expected; this is due to the output latch and
its own DB. Because BLS is too small to influence the SA, the output latch influences the
SA to remain in its current logic state. As the expected read output never changes, RRFs
will not lead to incorrect read outputs, becoming test escapes. Therefore, to improve
RRF detection, test algorithms must include checkerboard DB stress.

As expected, the detection rate of BC05 improved after consecutive read operations
on the defective column. Furthermore, we can notice that the detection rate when using
checkerboard DB matches the expected failure rate behavior, but with a shifted starting
point depending on the defect. Thus, additional parameters, variations, and conditions
must still be included in the expected failure rate to accurately estimate incorrect out-
puts due to RRF.
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Figure 4.9: Detection rate of defects OC03, OC10, and BC05.
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Figure 4.10: Detection rate of OC10 and BC05 for different supply voltages.

We then move to analyze environment-related SCs. Reducing frequency can boost
RRF detection; a higher frequency leads to a smaller WL enable period, reducing the
BL swing and increasing incorrect outputs. However, our memory uses self-timing cir-
cuits to limit WL enable period. Therefore, in our experiments, altering frequency did
not affect RRF detection. Nevertheless, temperature and voltage improved RRF detec-
tion. While both scenarios had similar results, the detection gain was more significant
for supply voltage than temperature; we focus on the former’s results.

We have observed that supply voltage does not alter the relation between BLS and
detection rate, i.e., a given BLS led to a similar detection rate. However, altering sup-
ply voltage changes the BLS for a given defect size. Thus, there were significant changes
in the defect size to detection rate relation. Fig. 4.10 shows OC10’s and BC05’s (2 ops.)
detection rates for varied defect sizes and supply voltages; defect OC03 is omitted as it
experiences the same impact as BC05. For OC10, increasing the supply voltage reduces
BLS. Since reducing BLS is one of the best approaches to improve RRF detection, increas-
ing the supply voltage boosts detection of RRFs caused by OC10. On the other hand, a
reduced supply voltage leads to a smaller BLS when considering defect BC05. Hence, the
supply’s voltage impact on the detection ultimately depends on whether changing VDD

will reduce or increase BLS.

DISCUSSION

Based on the experiments using different types of SCs, we can conclude the following:

• Different SCs will impact BLS and the SA’s amplification differently. For example,
the detection rate when using solid DB is significantly different from that when
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using checkerboard DB. Therefore, SCs must also be considered when estimating
the RRF failure rate. Ignoring such operational aspects will lead to an inaccurate
failure rate.

• We did not detect any RRF when using solid DB, only when using checkerboard
DB. Therefore, when developing a test solution to detect RRFs, a checkerboard DB
is a must.

• As expected, performing more read operations boosts RRF detection. Moreover,
we have observed that the detection rate for two consecutive operations is closer
to the detection rate for ten operations than that of only one operation. Therefore,
the test engineer should consider how much effort, i.e., the number of operations,
is sufficient to obtain the desired fault coverage.

• A defect’s detection rate is directly connected to the operating conditions, e.g.,
voltage supply. However, each defect is impacted differently. Therefore, testing in
different operating conditions is a must to obtain the highest RRF detection rate
possible.

4.4.2. DFT FOR RRF BASED ON SA SENSING
RRFs occur when the SA sensing, i.e., the SA discharge, is too slow due to a significantly
reduced BLS. Thus, manipulating the SA discharge and the BLS generation could force
an incorrect behavior due to RRF. We exploit this attribute to develop a functional test
solution that uses DFT circuits to apply additional voltage stress into the SA during its
sensing phase. We name these read operations in which the DFT is enabled to mismatch
the SA as weak read operations.

CONCEPT

The DFT technique proposed in this work targets RRF faults by mismatching the SA dur-
ing its sensing phase. Additional transistors create a mismatch in the SA and unbal-
ance it. Fault-free read operations will easily overcome the mismatch during the sensing
phase and successfully generate an adequate BLS. However, when an RRF occurs, the
generated BLS will not be enough to overcome the DFT mismatch, leading to incorrect
output values. Therefore, the proposed DFT can enable RRF detection using simple test
algorithms and fault observation.

IMPLEMENTATION

The DFT is divided into the additional transistors in each SA and the DFT control unit, as
shown in Fig. 4.11. A total of 6 transistors, divided into two symmetric groups, are con-
nected to the SA’s storing nodes. During a weak read ‘0’ operation, transistors labeled
with “_R0” are turned on, while “_R1” transistors are kept off; the opposite applies for
weak read ‘1’ operations. M0s and M1s are 6-fin and 3-fin PMOS, respectively, while M2s
are 1-fin NMOS; they are sized to trigger incorrect read outputs only when the BLS is
significantly reduced. During weak read operations, transistor M0 and M2 are simulta-
neously activated to discharge one node, while the counterpart transistor M1 is activated
to prevent the discharge of the opposite node.
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Figure 4.11: DFT Organization.

A control unit generates the signals to enable the DFT. Two input signals configure
the DFT. The En_DFT indicates the DFT should be enabled as a weak read will be ap-
plied. This signal does not have any timing characteristics; it is enabled with the mem-
ory’s clock signal. The WeakRead_Op signal indicates the type of read operation, i.e.,
weak read ‘0’ or weak read ‘1’. The DFT’s timing is dictated by the SA’s pass transistor’s
gate signal, i.e., CMUX, and the enable SA signal, En_SA, which will ultimately lead to the
SAE signal. Accordingly, the DFT is only active when the SA connects to the BLs and de-
velops a BLS; hence, both DFT and SA have the same timing scheme. Finally, the timing
signal is combined with the weak read signals by an OR gate.

DETECTION RESULTS

To validate the DFT, we inject the previously analyzed defects into the memory and es-
timate the percentage of incorrect outputs when the DFT is enabled. Fig. 4.12 shows
the detection results when injecting defect OC03, i.e., an open defect between a storing
node and the pull-down transistors, and OC11, i.e., an open defect affecting the gate of
a pass-transistor. The figure also includes the expected failure rate described in Section
4.1.2, and the detection curve when using only algorithms. For algorithm-related SCs, it
was applied fast row alongside checkerboard DB. All exterior environment-related SCs
are kept nominal, i.e., frequency of 2 GHz, VDD of 0.8 V, and operating temperature of
27 °C; note that the voltage applied by the DFT into the SA is considered voltage stress.
We can see that while the DFT does improve RRF, its behavior is not yet perfect. The
DFT may detect weak defects that would not lead to RRFs; this is shown by the detection
rate when the BLS is somewhat still significant, e.g., > 30 mV. Therefore, the DFT leads to
some yield loss. Furthermore, the max detection rate it achieves for OC03 is 85%; hence,
it will also lead to some test escapes.
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Figure 4.12: Detection rate of defects OC03 and OC10 when using the DFT.

DISCUSSION

• Manipulating the SA’s discharge will directly impact incorrect read outputs due to
RRFs.

• Even though the DFT presented benefits when aiming at RRFs caused by small
defects, a DFT solution with less yield loss and test escapes would be preferred.

• Manipulating the SA’s discharge requires a non-negligible area overhead in the SA
as it is necessary to minimize the cell’s effect in the SA, i.e., BLS development.

• Weak read approaches can be an excellent test solution as they provide the same
detection capabilities as traditional algorithm-based solutions, plus the additional
coverage of RRFs. However, appropriate mechanisms to make the read “weak” are
a deciding factor for this test solution.

4.4.3. DFT FOR RRF BASED ON SA AMPLIFICATION
The previous DFT exploited the SA’s sensing phase. The next phase following the sensing
is amplification, which is also a crucial moment of a read operation. Once the BLs have
sufficiently discharged the SA, the SA’s pull-up and pull-down connections are enabled,
thus forcing the SA to either ‘1’ or ‘0’. A random read will occur if the BLs have barely
discharged the SA; in this situation, the SA’s amplification could go either way. Thus,
manipulating the SA’s amplification can force an incorrect behavior. We exploit this at-
tribute to develop a functional test solution that uses DFT circuits to apply additional
voltage stress into the SA during its amplification.

CONCEPT

The proposed DFT technique targets RRFs by creating a mismatch during the SA’s am-
plification. Additional PMOS transistors are inserted into the SA and activated during
weak read operations to skew the SA’s amplification towards the opposite value that is
being read. Fault-free read operations will easily overcome the DFT’s mismatch, and the
SA will output the correct cell content. On the other hand, when RRFs occur, the SA will
fail to overcome the DFT’s mismatch and output the opposite expected logic value.

IMPLEMENTATION

The DFT is implemented in two parts, as shown in Fig. 4.13. The first part consists of 1-
fin PMOS transistors in the SA’s pull-up network. Only one transistor is enabled at a time
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Figure 4.13: DFT Organization.

to create a mismatch towards the opposite logic value expected from the read operation.
For example, P6 is activated during a read ‘0’ operation and charges node A since it is ex-
pected that BL will discharge this same node. During amplification, the SA becomes less
likely to amplify based on the BL swing and more likely based on the DFT configuration,
i.e., opposite of the expected value. The RRF is then detected if the SA amplifies to and
outputs the opposite expected value. The second part is two 3-input NAND gates that
generate the controlling signals based on the enable SA signal (En_SA) that generates
the SAE signal; hence, both DFT and SA have the same timing scheme. Furthermore,
two signals configure the DFT. The test_mode signal enables the DFT, while dft_mode
indicates the current read operation, i.e. dft_mode = ‘0’ during a read ‘0’ operation and
dft_mode = ‘1’ during a read ‘1’.

DETECTION RESULTS

Fig. 4.14 shows the DFT’s RRF detection for a given BLS under different supply voltages;
algorithm-related SCs have been set to fast-row AD and checkerboard DB. Without the
DFT, supply voltage does not change the relationship between the detection rate and
BLS; hence, only the detection rate for 0.8 V is shown. However, a considerable increase
in this relation is observed when using our DFT, leading to higher RRFs detection for a
given BLS; the most significant gain is obtained with a supply voltage of 0.7 V. Never-
theless, we also analyze the DFT’s detection based on defect size, as shown in Fig. 4.15;
this analysis proves necessary as supply voltage’s impact on BLS changes from defect to
defect. While we see that BC05’s RRF detection rate is indeed the highest when reducing
supply voltage, the same is not valid for OC10. Although there is a significant detection
gain when using the DFT at 0.7 V supply voltage, the highest coverage is still achieved
at 0.9 V. Therefore, using the DFT with reduced and increased supply voltage is the best
approach.
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Figure 4.14: DFT Detection rate considering BL swing.
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Figure 4.15: DFT Detection rate considering defect size.

POST-SILICON CALIBRATION

The DFT’s detection rate is calculated based on the effects of PV. More specifically, two
scenarios could occur: (1) the DFT may cause incorrect behavior in fault-free read opera-
tions, i.e., yield loss; or (2) the DFT does not trigger incorrect behavior during HTD faults,
i.e., test escapes. Additional calibration techniques can counter PV effects and fine-tune
the detection rate, e.g., post-silicon calibration.

We propose a simple yet effective calibration scheme that adjusts the DFT’s tim-
ing by manipulating the DFT control unit’s delay. The control unit has an intrinsic de-
lay from its logic gates, resulting in a slight delay between enabling the SA with En_SA
and enabling the DFT with either DFT_A or DFT_B. This delay can be minimized by
appropriately designing the logic gates. Accordingly, it can also be increased by using
weaker gates. Nevertheless, both solutions are not feasible once the chip is manufac-
tured. Therefore, we propose to use dynamic delay paths to either reduce or increase
the delay between enabling the SA and the DFT. The proposed circuit is shown in Fig.
4.16; in addition to the original delay path with a single delay unit, which represents the
nominal delay, two supplementary delay paths are introduced. The delay paths are con-
trolled by transmission gates, which are activated once the PV corner is identified. Note
that this calibration is only necessary the first time the memory is tested. Thus, the mis-
match introduced by the DFT during read operations can be calibrated by choosing an
appropriate delay path, leading to a different detection rate. Note that the control unit’s
delay must be reduced so that the delay on the nominal path is similar to if the DFT did
not have any post-silicon calibration circuit.
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Figure 4.16: A post-silicon calibration technique for the proposed DFT.

DISCUSSION

Based on the DFT’s detection capabilities, we conclude the following:

• A DFT that acts on the SA’s amplification provides a detection rate more similar to
the expected failure rate than the DFT that acts on the SA’s sensing.

• It is much easier to design a DFT that acts on the SA’s sensing than on the SA’s
amplification. This is due to the parts involved in each phase. While the foremost
one consists only of the SA itself, the latter also includes the cell, the BL pairs, and
the SA.

• The DFT introduces a negligible overhead. The control block consists of two 3-
input NAND gates only. Moreover, the DFT also introduces two 1-fin PMOS tran-
sistors in each SA. Nevertheless, the additional transistors represent an area over-
head of only 2.5% of the SA; this overhead is even more negligible considering the
cell area covered by a single SA. Furthermore, the DFT does not introduce any test
time overhead as it can be enabled throughout all read operations. Hence, com-
bining the algorithm’s fault coverage with the DFT’s RRF coverage with the same
effort and zero time overhead is possible.

4.4.4. SCS TO IMPROVE USF DETECTION
The previous test solutions focused on detecting RRFs; they applied as much stress as
possible to obtain an incorrect read output. Nevertheless, RRF is not the only functional
HTD behavior. A memory cell may also have its contents destroyed to an undefined
value; it is not possible to define what the cell is storing. Appropriate SCs can also be
applied to the memory to improve the sensitization of these faults. However, as they are
faults related to the cell’s content, their detection relies upon two steps: (1) manipulating
the cell’s content to trigger an undefined state and (2) reading the faulty cell’s content.
Since the cell is in an undefined state, the read operation may lead to a random output,
i.e., an RRF. Therefore, any SCs that improve RRF detection should be used as well.

EXPERIMENTAL SETUP

We perform different experiments using various SCs to identify the most effective ones in
sensitizing USFs. The simulation setup is similar to the one presented in Section 3.5.1. A
total of four defects that sensitized USFs have been injected: OC01, OC02, OC05, OC10,
and BC01 (see Fig. 3.6). Each defect was swept with increasing sizes (i.e., resistances)
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Figure 4.17: Impact on SNM due to defect OC01 after a transition write.
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Figure 4.18: Impact on BLs due to defect OC01.

to identify the size range in which RRFs are triggered. Each simulation scenario (i.e.,
using stress conditions X and injecting defect Y of size Z) was simulated 100 times using
MC simulations. The mean voltages on the cell’s storing nodes are based on the values
measured in each simulation; they are used to estimate electrical parameters, such as
BLS and SNM.

SENSITIZATION AND DETECTION RESULTS

We focus on USF sensitization only; the SCs discussed below may impact other types
of faults differently. Experiments have shown that USFs can be sensitized by either ap-
plying transition write operations or read operations. Furthermore, it was observed that
after the USF was sensitized, the SNM and the BLS were significantly reduced. We ex-
emplify this behavior by analyzing the impact of OC01, which sensitizes a USF after a
transition write. Nevertheless, this defect will also significantly reduce SNM and BLS.
The impact on the cell’s SNM is illustrated in Fig. 4.17, which shows the ∆V and the
cell’s SNM right after the write transition. We can see a clear relationship between the
cell’s ∆V and SNM. Furthermore, the cell’s SNM is significantly reduced from its original
value, meaning that this cell is more likely to suffer upsets from exterior noise. Thus, this
faulty cell must be flagged during testing.

The only way to detect this fault is by reading the cell. Nevertheless, as the cell is in
an undefined state, it fails to properly discharge the cell, as illustrated by Fig. 4.18. The
figure shows the cell’s ∆V and BLS during a read operation that followed the transition
write operation that triggered the USF. Again, we can clearly see the relation between∆V
and BLS. Furthermore, by the point of OC01 = 4MΩ, the read operation did not detect
any fault. Thus, more complex SCs must be used to increase the detection of USFs.

Regarding environment-related SCs and their impact on USF sensitization and de-
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tection, supply voltage has the most significant impact as it directly changes the max-
imum ∆V, e.g., a reduced supply voltage leads to a reduced voltage difference between
Q and Q. Frequency and temperature will also impact the cell’s SNM and BLS; reducing
the frequency shortens the WL enable time, leading to (1) a reduced BLS due to less time
to discharge BLs, and (2) write transition faults due to less time to flip the cell’s content.
Nevertheless, frequency and temperature will not directly impact the cell’s ∆V and thus
will not impact the sensitization of USFs, only its detection through other means, e.g.,
RRFs and transition faults.

DISCUSSION

• The most efficient sensitizing BTs are 0w1, 1w0, 0r0, and 1r1. A read operation
should follow to (try to) detect the undefined state, even though RRFs may occur.

• AO and AD did not lead to an increase in USF sensitization or detection. While
DB did not lead to an increase in USF sensitization, it improves RRF detection and
thus should be used when targeting USFs.

• Defects that led to USFs but no RRFs cannot be detected using only algorithm-
related SCs. Defects that led to USFs and RRFs can be detected using algorithm-
related SCs, but the detection rate will be minimal.

• Reducing supply voltage increases the sensitization of USFs as it diminishes the
cell’s ∆V hindering both the SNM and BLS. Accordingly, it also increases USF de-
tection through RRFs.

• Changing temperature or frequency does not change the sensitization of USFs,
but instead changes the detection of other types of faults, e.g., RRFs and failed
transitions, which may lead to the detection of USFs.

4.4.5. DFT FOR USFS
While the sensitization of USFs is straightforward, the same cannot be said regarding
their detection. They can only be detected without additional hardware circuits if sub-
sequent RRFs output an incorrect read value. Therefore, some test solutions have been
previously proposed to tackle this issue. A well-known solution is the weak-write mode
[168]. More than 20 years ago, this solution was proposed for a technology node no
longer used. Therefore, we propose a refreshed take on this test solution, now designed
using the FinFET technology.

CONCEPT

The DFT technique proposed in this work uses the concept of weak-write test mode to
target USFs. A second WD is introduced into the memory; it is weaker than the standard
WD. This weaker WD is only activated during weak write operations, while the standard
WD is enabled during regular operations. It has a unique characteristic in which it can-
not flip defect-free cells; it is only able to flip cells that are currently in an undefined
state. Thus, detection is enabled by performing a write operation to sensitize the USF,
followed by a weak write on the same cell to flip the cell to its original logic value, and
then read it to check its content. If the read output matches the expected value, it must
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Figure 4.19: DFT Organization.

mean that the cell has undergone the last transition, thus indicating the occurrence of
a USF. However, an unexpected read output value indicates the cell did not undergo the
last transition operation, which characterizes the behavior of a defect-free cell.

IMPLEMENTATION

The DFT technique proposed in this work uses a similar organization as the circuit in
[168] to weakly force a new value into the cell. The DFT’s organization and control signals
are illustrated in Fig. 4.19. Our proposed DFT differentiates from the one in [168] in the
following aspects:

• The proposed DFT does not require additional write time, thus avoiding the over-
head of changing the memory’s time scheme.

• All pull-up transistors are PMOS devices instead of NMOS devices.

• N1’s gate is VDD, rather than its source.

Only one additional signal is necessary to activate the DFT. Furthermore, four addi-
tional logic gates are included to generate the appropriate control signals. Finally, the
stress applied during the additional read operation is adjusted to improve the detection
of RRFs, i.e., use a checkerboard DB stress to manipulate the output latch to influence
the SA’s amplification phase.

DETECTION RESULTS

Simulations have been performed in the same manner as previous experiments; each
scenario (i.e., injecting defect Y of size Z) was simulated 100 times using MC simulations.
Measure commands are used to check read outputs and define whether the USF was
detected or not. Then, an average detection rate for each scenario is estimated.

Fig. 4.20 shows the DFT’s OC01 detection; algorithm-related SCs have been appro-
priately adjusted to maximize the detection of USFs and RRFs. Without the DFT, detect-
ing USFs is only possible if they trigger RRFs that lead to incorrect read outputs. We can
see that detection is minimal, with only 6% at OC01 = 4MΩ and VDD = 0.7V; coming back
to Figs. 4.17 and 4.18, both the SNM and BLS are already very much impacted at this
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Figure 4.21: DFT Detection rate for defect BC01.

point. The detection rate is significantly increased when using our DFT, with the highest
detection obtained with VDD = 0.9 V.

Finally, Fig. 4.21 illustrates the DFT’s BC01 detection rate. Again, SCs have been set
to maximize the detection of USFs and RRFs. While detecting BC01 is easier than OC01,
we can see that the DFT still provided significant detection gain by detecting weak de-
fects that lead to BLS and SNM deviations. Overall, the DFT proved efficient in detecting
defects that lead to USF and its related faulty effects, such as a reduced SNM and BLS.
Furthermore, no yield loss was observed during the experiments, i.e., the DFT did not
flag a fault-free cell as faulty, thus confirming that the proposed test solution is appro-
priate to detect USFs in FinFET SRAMs.

DISCUSSION

Based on the experiments with and without a DFT to detect USFs, we can conclude the
following:

• Weak-write mode is still a viable technique to detect USFs in deep-scaled tech-
nologies.

• For some defects, it is virtually impossible to detect any USF without a dedicated
DFT that specifically targets USFs.

• The area overhead introduced by the proposed DFT scheme is relatively small:
only four 2-input gates and the additional write driver (six transistors) introduced
into each column. In total, the overhead by column represents the same as one 6T
cell.
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• The DFT does require an additional sequence of operations to achieve USF detec-
tion; however, this additional sequence consists of only four operations maximum,
i.e., sensitize USF from ‘1’, read cell, sensitize USF from ‘0’, read cell. Nevertheless,
the gains obtained from using the DFT justify the additional test time.

4.4.6. REMARKS ON DFTS’ APPLICABILITY
The previous sections presented three different test solutions that can significantly boost
the detection of HTD faults. Despite their benefits, they also have drawbacks and lim-
itations that may jeopardize their applicability. Nevertheless, they all provide valuable
benefits:

• In non-critical applications where some defects are allowed, it is cheaper to adapt
SCs to increase RRF and USF detection rather than modifying sensitive areas such
as the SA or including an additional WD. Notwithstanding, for critical applications
such as automotive and aerospace, 0 defective parts per million becomes a must;
in these scenarios, the costs of modifying circuits to include DFTs are acceptable.
Therefore, employing these DFTs is a trade-off between fault coverage and test
cost.

• With the scaling down of supply voltage and increased parasitics, even slight envi-
ronmental noise will likely lead to random faulty behaviors or bit upsets. Thus, our
DFTs are applicable to improve the detection of functional HTD faults in further-
scaled FinFET memories, such as 7 and 5 nm. Furthermore, it could be employed
in emerging memories if RRFs prove to be a concern for these technologies.

• The DFTs can be used during the memory’s prototyping, characterization, and val-
idation to identify the occurrence of RRFs and USFS. Such knowledge can then be
used to improve the memory’s design and yield before its mass production.

• All the proposed DFT’s detection can be calibrated in multiple ways. Run-time
calibration can be achieved using different SCs. Post-silicon calibration is possible
by changing the DFT timing to adjust the mismatch and hence detection; this can
be achieved with the dynamic delay circuit previously presented.

4.5. TEST SOLUTION FOR PARAMETRIC HTD FAULTS
Parametrics faults only impact the performance range of memory specs; they do not
cause any functional faults. They cannot be detected by write and read operation, i.e.,
they will not lead to incorrect read outputs. Therefore, they are classified as HTD faults.
As previously mentioned, the only way to detect such faults is by using monitoring tech-
niques that directly measure a specific parameter and identify concerning deviations.
In this section, we present a parametric test solution to monitor a memory’s parameter
and identify parametric discrepancies by comparing measurements. The solution has
been developed considering parametric deviations in the BLs. Therefore, it monitors a
column’s BLS and identifies deviations during read and write operations. However, the
test solution could be used to monitor other parameters, e.g., leakage current, power
consumption, and identify other parametric faults besides BLS.
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Figure 4.22: DFT organization.

CONCEPT

The BLs connect the cell to the rest of the memory. During a write operation, one of
the BLs is discharged by the WD to flip the cell’s node connected to the discharged BL.
As for read operations, the cell itself discharges the BL connected to its storing node
holding ‘0’; the voltage difference between both BLs during a read operation is what we
have been referring to as BL swing (BLS). Once a memory operation is performed, both
BLs are precharged back to VDD. A manufacturing defect may impact how these BLs are
charged or discharged. We have previously discussed how a significantly reduced BLS
will lead to RRFs and possibly functional incorrect behavior. However, not-so-severe
BLS deviations can still be outside the expected performance range. Furthermore, these
deviations will not lead to any incorrect functional behavior. Therefore, a dedicated test
solution is necessary to detect these BLS parametric faults.

The proposed DFT performs parametric analysis on the BLs of memory columns. It
monitors the bitline swing using on-chip voltage sensors (OCVSs) and generates pulse-
width-modulated (PWM) pulses based on the charging and discharging pace of BLs, i.e.,
the BLS. Discrepancies can be observed by comparing the PWM signals from neighbor-
ing columns; hence, the DFT proposed DFT uses dynamic references. Once a discrep-
ancy in a neighborhood is pinpointed, the cell that generated the faulty BLS can be iden-
tified and singled out. Fig. 4.22 shows how the OCVSs are integrated into the memory
columns. One sensor is required per BL; thus, each column contains two OCVSs: one for
BL and another for BL. Note that OCVSs monitor voltage levels on both BLs in parallel
and independently.

IMPLEMENTATION

Fig. 4.23 depicts the architecture of OCVSs; in this specific figure, the OCVS is moni-
toring the BL of column 0. Each sensor comprises two blocks: a two-Stage operational
amplifier (Op-Amp) and a PWM generator. First, the Op-Amp monitors the bitline swing
and generates analog output pulses; we use a typical structure of a two-stage operational
amplifier [174]. Subsequently, the PWM generator converts the analog pulses to a PWM
digital signal that reflects the variations on the bitline swing.

The output of the sensors are collected by a neighborhood comparison logic (NCL)
circuit [175] that processes them. They generate a flag signal when a fault is detected.
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Two NCL circuits collect sensor outputs from BL and BL separately; their results are
combined with OR gates. The NCL circuit is shown in Fig. 4.24. It compares the signals
from a group of neighboring cells and identifies any discrepancies. Each sensor’s output
is compared twice to that of other neighbors. For example, the figure shows that BL 1 is
compared to BLs 0 and 2. The double comparison ensures the defect cell localization.
For example, let us assume a defect is present in a cell connected to bitline 1. The outputs
of the XOR gates connected to it, i.e., XOR 1 and 2, will be ‘1’. Consequently, the AND
merging these two signals, i.e., AND 3, will raise a fault flag for BL 1 (fault_BL_1).

VALIDATION EXPERIMENTS

To demonstrate the feasibility of the proposed DFT, OCVSs and NCLs were introduced
into the same memory used in previous experiments. A key aspect of the proposed DFT
is that all cells in a row must be tested with the same stimuli. To do so, the March algo-
rithm AB m(w1); m (w0,r 0,w1,r 1) is applied to the memory alongside the DFT. Therefore,
the DFT monitors the BLs during all possible operations.

Fig. 4.26 shows the electrical waveforms when injecting defect OC03 = 5 kΩ. This
defect does not lead to functional faults, only parametric BLS deviations. The first wave
shows the BL of two columns, i.e., x and y, during the operation sequence w0,r 0; note
that the wave is zoomed in the 0.5 V to 0.8 V range to focus on the BLs behavior. The
second wave shows each sensors’ outputs, which is later forwarded to the NCL. Once
the read operation is applied, we can see that the voltage on BL from column y does
not discharge as much as column x’s BL. OCVSs monitor the BLs and generate a PWM
signal based on their behavior. While the signal generated based on column x has a clear
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Figure 4.26: Simulation waveforms when considering PV effects; it is not possible to indicate a faulty column
based only on sensor’s output.

pulse form, the signal based on column y is stuck in ‘0’. Once these signals and the ones
from the remaining fault-free columns (which have the same behavior as column x) are
compared in the NCL, a flag indicating a fault in column y is raised.

DISCUSSION

Based on the experiments carried out to validate the proposed DFT, we can conclude the
following:

• The proposed approach is an interesting approach to detect parametric deviations
in BLs. OCVs can monitor signals such as the BLs, and using NCLs is a viable solu-
tion for dynamic references.

• However, this solution is enormously impacted by PV effects, leading to yield loss
and test escapes. Therefore, as it stands, it is not a viable solution. It could be-
come feasible if monitoring methodologies that do not rely on analog processing
are used.

• The proposed technique has a high area overhead. First, it requires 2×C OCVSs,
where C is the number of BL pairs. Processing the sensors’ outputs requires C /2
NCLs with eight logic gates each. Finally, it requires C OR gates to combine the
results from BL and BL.

• One of the biggest markets for FinFET SRAMs is mobile. In these applications,
power consumption is a hard constraint; a smartphone’s battery should not last
only a couple of hours. The proposed methodology could also be adapted to mon-
itor the column’s current flow and thus focus on power consumption parametric
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Figure 4.27: Adapter DFT organization if the proposed test solution were to monitor current.

faults. In this case, the DFT’s organization must be adjusted to include on-chip
current sensors (OCCSs), as shown in Fig. 4.27. Note that OCCSs do not have the
same sizing as OCVSs and, therefore, must be properly designed to monitor cur-
rent.

4.6. TEST SOLUTIONS OUTLOOK
The test solutions proposed during this Ph.D. project advance the state of the art by
proposing test solutions that focus on sensitizing and detecting HTD faults. Table 4.2
summarizes the existing solutions, following the framework previously presented in Sec-
tion 4.2. Furthermore, the table also identifies each test solution’s stressing conditions,
HTD fault coverage, and limitations. Based on the previously discussed and the pro-
posed DFTs, one can conclude that there is no single optimal test solution covering
all HTD faults; each test solution has a specific target. Fig. 4.28 illustrates this lack of
appropriate test solutions. The figure categorizes the considered test solutions among
their algorithm-related stress (BT, BT+AO+AD+AB), their environmental-related stress
(No Environmental Stress, Voltage, Time, Temperate), and their faults coverage of Func-
tional HTD (R Read, U State) and Parametric HTD (BLS, Power Consum., SNM/RNM)
faults. A green background denotes full detection; yellow background denotes partial
detection, while a gray background denotes that no test solutions use that combination
of stresses to target a specific fault. Considering the limitations of existing test solutions
and the number of possible combinations that are still gray, it is safe to assume that
more high-quality test solutions targeting HTD faults (i.e., with a high fault coverage and
as minimal limitations as possible) can still be developed. Next, we identify and discuss
some of these approaches that memory test engineers can explore to improve HTD fault
coverage during manufacturing testing.

• New and PV-tolerant techniques for parametric test solutions: parametric test
solutions have the potential to provide the highest HTD fault coverage as they
delve into the impact of manufacturing defects in these parameters. Hence, these
test solutions can detect defects that do not sensitize functional faults. However,
parametric tests have many drawbacks. PV immensely affects their detection,
leading to yield loss and test escapes. Furthermore, they also have a high area
overhead. Therefore, these test solutions may not be feasible. Nevertheless, they
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Table 4.2: SRAM Test Solutions

Test
Target

Fault
Observation

Fault
Identification

Solutions
Stressing Conditions HTD Faults Coverage

Algorithm Environment Func. Param.
Limitations

BT AO AD DB Volt. Time Temp.
R

Read
U

State
BLS PC

SNM
RNM

Yield
Loss

Post-Silicon
Calibration

HW
Mod.

Ad-hoc Tests [166] 3 3 3 3 3 P No N.A. None
March Tests [166] 3 3 3 3 3 P No N.A. None

Func. Read Op. Expected Output Self-timed Circuits [167] 3 3 3 3 3 3 P P Yes Yes Marginal
Weak-Read [61], [62] 3 3 F No Yes Marginal

Weak-Write [63] 3 3 P F No No Marginal

Param.
Voltage Mon.

Dynamic Ref. OCVSs [65] 3 F F Yes No Severe
Pre-Defined Ref. BL Swing Monitoring [170] 3 F F Yes No Marginal

Current Mon.
Dynamic Ref. OCCSs [64] 3 P F Yes No Severe

Pre-Defined Ref. IDDQ [171], [172] 3 P F No N.A. Marginal
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Figure 4.28: Space of existing test solutions for SRAMs.
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could become a powerful test solution if new monitoring schemes resilient to PV
effects are proposed.

• Further exploration of SCs’ impact: the previously discussed SCs can be further
explored to improve HTD faults coverage. It is known that the industry uses volt-
age, time, and temperature during manufacturing tests [166] and that these SCs
significantly impact the detection of functional ETD faults [133], [176] as well as
HTD faults [62], [63]. Unfortunately, no published works used experimental data
to relate SCs to HTD faults. Thus, analyses with actual data are still needed to
explore further SC’s impact on HTD fault detection. New types of stressing condi-
tions might also be identified as efficient ways for testing SRAMs throughout such
experiments.

• Public experimental data is still lacking: the design and test of SRAMs is critical
information for companies. Therefore, it is understandable that there is no pub-
licly available data about the FinFET (SRAM) technology’s most critical defects and
the relation between SCs and fault coverage. If this type of data were publicly avail-
able, test engineers could develop realistic defect models and, consequently, accu-
rate fault modeling and test solutions using appropriate SCs. Only then would it
be possible to design FinFET-specific, high-quality test solutions for SRAMs.

• Relation between functional and parametric HTD faults: it is straightforward to
connect some functional HTD faults to other parametric HTD faults. For example,
defects that lead to a BLS parametric fault also lead to a functional random read
fault, either ETD or HTD. Nevertheless, the link between some faulty behaviors
may be less straightforward. A reduced SNM/RNM could indicate an undefined
state functional HTD fault. Nevertheless, it is unknown the extent to which this
statement is valid. This relation might exist for some defects, but not all. Thus,
a more extensive analysis of the correlation between functional and parametric
HTD faulty behavior is still necessary.

• Test solutions for noise margin faults are missing: no test solution guarantees the
detection of the SNM/RNM parametric HTD faults. The lack of appropriate test
solutions can negatively impact applications that require a high-reliability level,
such as the aerospace and the automotive market [177]. SNM faults could be de-
tected by test solutions that directly apply stress in every array cell; yet, such an
approach’s high costs make it unfeasible. Additionally, it might be possible to im-
prove the detection of RNM faults by using test solutions similar to weak-write
test mode, in which reduced stress is applied to the cell during write operations. A
more detailed analysis of these faults’ characteristics is still necessary to develop
efficient test solutions that target SNM/RNM parametric HTD faults.

• Combining test solutions to improve overall coverage: some dedicated DFT cir-
cuits use the same SCs to detect different faults. For example, the DFTs for RRFs
and USF proposed in this thesis use voltage stress. Combining somewhat simi-
lar test solutions would increase the overall HTD faults coverage. However, com-
bining test solutions could also mean combining their limitations and overheads;
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ideally, these combined test solutions would maximize HTD fault coverage while
minimizing overheads.
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HIERARCHICAL MEMORY

DIAGNOSIS FOR FINFET SRAMS

5.1 DETECTION VS. DIAGNOSIS

5.2 DIAGNOSIS SCHEMES CLASSIFICATION

5.3 NEED FOR A NEW APPROACH

5.4 HIERARCHICAL MEMORY DIAGNOSIS

5.5 EXPERIMENTAL SETUP

5.6 HMD FOR ETD FAULTS

5.7 HMD FOR HTD FAULTS

5.8 DISCUSSION & COMPARISONS

Test solutions are not developed to provide fault information, e.g., fault model, fault lo-
cation; this is usually provided by memory diagnosis. Diagnosis is a critical enabler for
scaled memories as they accelerate yield learning and reduce time to market. They also
help understand test escapes, customer returns, and no-trouble-found (NTF) devices.

This section presents an efficient Hierarchical Memory Diagnosis (HMD) approach
that accurately diagnoses faults in the entire memory. First, we discuss the difference be-
tween detecting and diagnosing a fault. Second, we present a classification for diagnosing
schemes. Third, we discuss why a new diagnosing approach is needed for scaled memories.
Then, we present the proposed diagnosis scheme. We validate the approach by diagnosing
both ETD and HTD faults. We conclude this section by discussing the proposed scheme
and comparing it to existing diagnosis schemes.

Parts of this chapter have been accepted for publication at ETS’22 and submitted for publication at TVLSI
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5.1. DETECTION VS. DIAGNOSIS
The assessment of a memory chip can be carried out mainly in two ways: memory test-
ing and memory diagnosis. Memory testing applies appropriate and efficient stress con-
ditions to detect a fault. This procedure is usually applied to all memory chips once they
are fabricated; therefore, they must be fast and incur as little cost as possible. Further-
more, their outcome is summarized in a pass or fail result. Thus, they do not provide
much information regarding the detected fault – or are developed to do so.

Contrarily, memory diagnosis focuses on providing insightful information regard-
ing faulty behavior as much as possible. Memory diagnosis can occur throughout the
memory development cycle, from prototyping to customer returns inspection. When
prototyping a memory and manufacturing the first chips, it is desired to have satisfying
quality and reliability issues alongside a fast yield learning curve. Thus, it is not sufficient
to only screen memories for faults; precisely identifying the memory blocks affected by
defects becomes a must. Such information is of high value to manufacturing companies,
as it facilitates the correction of the manufacturing process, consequently enabling yield
ramp up within minimum time.

Moreover, memory diagnosis can also be carried out during manufacturing tests. By
diagnosing sample circuits now and then, one can control the quality of the manufac-
turing process and assure that mass production is not affecting the expected quality of
the memory. Finally, diagnosis can also be performed on memory devices returned to
the manufacturer due to faulty behavior. These devices are known as customer returns;
they have passed the manufacturing test but failed on the field. They undergo a manu-
facturing test and, if they pass once again, they are classified as no-trouble-found (NTF)
devices. NTFs are the perfect candidate for memory diagnosis as they represent precisely
what the manufacturing test is not covering; they can provide valuable information that
can be used to improve manufacturing tests and minimize test escapes.

The final outcome of the diagnosis, regardless of when it is applied in the memory
development cycle, is the identification and understanding of failure root causes. After
diagnosis, the design, manufacturing process, or test program will be tuned to improve
yield, quality, and reliability. Therefore, a well-established memory diagnosis process
is essential to reduce the ever-increasing test cost of newer ICs. A complete diagnosis
process requires on-chip and off-chip analysis using several algorithmic sequences. It
includes a set of diagnostic test algorithms and a method or tool to analyze the collected
diagnostic data. This data is further processed to generate a detailed fault report for
failure analysis.

5.2. DIAGNOSIS SCHEMES CLASSIFICATION
Memory fault diagnosis has not been given as much importance as the testing of mem-
ory chips. However, the growing need for a faster yield ramp-up and shorter time-to-
market has heightened the importance of memory fault diagnosis. Due to the confi-
dentiality in which companies surround their diagnose schemes, not much informa-
tion about the existing memory diagnosis procedures in the industry is openly available,
thus hindering drawing experience from existing approaches. Nevertheless, some ap-
proaches have been published. They rely on different underlying techniques and prin-
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ciples of operation that can be classified into three categories:

• Probability-based diagnosis: these are nondeterministic methods introduced dur-
ing the early stages of memory diagnosis research. They are based on applying
random experiments and generating statistical pass/fail information.

• Signature-based diagnosis: they are the most common approach to memory di-
agnosis. A signature is generated for each fault based on the output of specific
diagnostic algorithms; faults are identified by comparing signatures with the ob-
tained output. These techniques make use of fault models and march tests for the
diagnosis.

• Design-for-Diagnosis (DFD): these techniques use additional hardware for mem-
ory diagnosis. They apply diagnostic march algorithms alongside the dedicated
hardware to help diagnose the fault and identify the fault location.

We discuss each of the above classes in the remainder of this section. We present
their methodologies, provide examples of diagnostic solutions, and highlight their limi-
tations and drawbacks.

5.2.1. PROBABILITY-BASED DIAGNOSIS
Probability-based fault analysis methods for memory diagnosis were introduced in the
nineties during the onset memory diagnosis research [26], [51], [178], [179]. They rely on
applying a large number of random experiments to the memory. Fault locations are nar-
rowed down by appropriately overlapping faulty addresses, and faults are distinguished
by comparing the pass/fail data with statistically generated fault probabilities. The first
step in a probability-based diagnosis is to apply random tests to different memory cell
blocks, i.e., words.

Each experiment consists of initializing an area, testing the said area, and estimat-
ing the probabilities of each of the targeted faults. If results are uncertain, further ex-
periments can be performed to obtain more information. Probability-based diagnosis
can guarantee with a degree of confidence that a specific fault type exists in the device
being diagnosed. Some diagnosing solutions are also able to determine the fault loca-
tion for a limited number of faults [51]. Nevertheless, these random methodologies have
high complexity, i.e., O(n2), which leads to high test application times. In summary,
they do not have a deterministic nature, have a low fault coverage, and are rather time-
consuming in terms of the test time. Furthermore, the fault type and fault location can
be identified only for a small set of faults. Therefore, these methods did not find a wide
application and were soon replaced by other diagnosis techniques.

5.2.2. SIGNATURE-BASED DIAGNOSIS
Signature-based diagnosis methods apply diagnostic March tests and use the results to
identify the fault [53], [55], [56], [180]–[188]. They inherit the benefits related to March
tests, i.e., linear test time and proven fault coverage. Diagnostic march tests are march
tests that provide unique signatures for targeted faults. Traditionally, the number of bits
in a signature equals the number of read operations in the march test; the address in
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Table 5.1: Fault signature dictionary for March C-.

Fault Model 1st read 2nd read 3rd read 4th read 5th read Signature

S0F1 1 0 1 0 1 10101
S1F0 0 1 0 1 0 01010
W1TF0 0 1 0 1 0 01010
W0TF1 0 0 1 0 1 00101

which read operations failed is also recorded. A failed read operation is denoted as a ‘1’
in the signature bit of that particular read operation for that particular memory cell. A ‘0’
in signature denotes that no fault was detected, meaning that either the cell is fault-free
or that the fault cannot be detected through the applied test. The resulting signatures for
different memory faults are grouped in a fault dictionary; all faults with a unique signa-
ture can be distinguished, while faults with the same signature require further processing
or cannot be distinguished from each other.

We demonstrate the underlying principle of the signature-based diagnosis by gen-
erating the fault dictionary of the well-known March C- algorithm [30]. This algorithm
is described as m (w0); ⇑ (r 0, w1); ⇑ (r 1, w0); ⇓ (r 0, w1); ⇓ (r 1, w0); m (r 0). In this exam-
ple, we focus on four FPs: S0F1, S1F0, W1TF0, and W0TF1; these faults were previously
defined in Section 3.2.1. Note that fault signatures can be derived for all the fault mod-
els covered by March C-. The signatures for each of the analyzed faults are shown in
Table 5.1; each signature is divided based on the read operation order. Furthermore, a
‘0’ denotes that the read operation returned the expected value, while ‘1’ denotes the
opposite, i.e., an incorrect read output. For example, the S1F0 fault, i.e., the cell is per-
manently storing ‘0’, is detected by all r 1 operations. Consequently, the march syndrome
for SF0 is “01010”. Comparing these signatures with the obtained signatures during the
test can identify the fault type causing the memory to fail. Nevertheless, note that not all
algorithms lead to unique signatures; both S1F0 and W1TF0 have the same signature for
March C-.

Furthermore, the scope of the existing approaches is also limited as most of the exist-
ing signature-based solutions target only the diagnosis of static faults. Moreover, these
solutions are generally unable to distinguish between faults from the entire memory.
Thus, it is impossible to determine which memory component is defective. For exam-
ple, a signature-based diagnosis approach would indicate that a memory is affected by
a transition fault. However, it does not provide any information on the faulty memory
block in which the malfunction is caused; it could be caused by a defect in the memory
cell in the WD. Such information is helpful for the yield ramp-up and repair schemes.

5.2.3. DESIGN-FOR-DIAGNOSIS CIRCUITS

Additional circuits can also be used to improve diagnosis coverage. Such circuits, named
design-for-diagnosis (DFD), are dedicated hardware with the sole purpose of facilitating
diagnosis and providing additional information regarding the detected faults. They are
usually applied in a specific memory block, e.g., the write driver [58], [59], decoders [57].
Despite their benefits, DFDs also present drawbacks. Adding hardware solutions to tar-
get all static and dynamic faults in each memory system component would surely lead
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to a considerable area overhead and a surge in power consumption. Furthermore, they
do not provide any insight into the nature of the fault in the faulty block.

5.3. NEED FOR A NEW APPROACH
Fast yield learning is a crucial aspect of developing scaled memories. An essential tool to
accelerate yield learning is a high-quality diagnosis, as it allows the characterization of
the root causes of failures. It is also a powerful tool to investigate customer returns as it
enables a fast understanding of failure roots in test escapes and NTFs. This information
is later provided back to manufacturing companies to eliminate or alleviate these root
causes by correcting their design, manufacturing process, and test procedures. Without
an adequate memory diagnosis approach that can detect a broad scope of faults, iden-
tifying and removing the root causes of failures may significantly increase production
costs.

However, new and more complex faults have become more relevant with technology
miniaturization. For example, dynamic faults are more likely to occur in scaled mem-
ories, such as FinFET SRAMs [57]. Furthermore, HTD faults, whose detection is not
guaranteed by simply writing and reading the cell, become more likely to occur with
the supply voltage downscaling of scaled memories. Therefore, any high-quality mem-
ory diagnosis methodology for scaled memories must also cover these emerging faults.
Ideally, a memory diagnosis approach suitable for scaled memories should:

• Target faults in all parts of a memory chip; it not only targets faults in the main
memory cell array but also faults in all other circuits surrounding the array, such
as decoders, write drivers (WDs), sense amplifiers (SAs), and pre-chargers (PCs).

• Cover the entire fault space, i.e., all possible faults. It should cover faults with dif-
ferent sensitizing conditions, e.g., static, dynamic, single-cell, and coupling faults,
and faults with different detecting conditions, e.g., ETD and HTD faults.

• Be flexible, i.e., the approach can be adapted to the manufacturer’s need, and eas-
ily extensible, i.e., new diagnosis capabilities are easily integrated with existing
ones. New diagnosis capabilities must not impact the existing ones, and signa-
tures must not be recompiled every time a new fault is included in the fault scope.

• Be platform-independent, i.e., it can be applied to any memory. Therefore, it must
be suitable for traditional, e.g., planar CMOS, FinFET, and emerging memories,
e.g., STT-MRAM, ReRAM. Ideally, it also does not require any specific implemen-
tation, such as additional hardware DFD circuits, such as column twisters [57].

Table 5.2 presents a summary of the most well-known diagnosis schemes; it is clear
that the presented solutions fail to cover all of the requirements previously discussed.
They will inaccurately diagnose faults, leading to the incorrect characterization of fail-
ures’ root causes. Consequently, any feedback received by the manufacturing company
will be unreliable, and modifications made because of this feedback may impact yield
learn negatively. Thus, an appropriate diagnosis solution for scaled, embedded memo-
ries is still missing.
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Table 5.2: Existing Diagnosis Approaches’ Limitations

Property [186]–[188] [56] [57]

Covers the Entire Memory 7 7 7

Covers Dynamic Faults 7 7 3

Easily Extensible 7 3 7

Platform-Independent 3 3 7

5.4. HIERARCHICAL MEMORY DIAGNOSIS
In the previous sections, we have discussed the drawbacks and shortcomings of tradi-
tional memory diagnosis approaches; there is undoubtedly a need for a new method-
ology that targets faults in all memory blocks and not only in the memory cell array.
Therefore, we propose a new approach, namely Hierarchical Memory Diagnosis (HMD),
to overcome current shortcomings. In this section, we describe the proposed approach.
We first discuss its methodology. Then, we present the fault space definition. Subse-
quently, we describe its three diagnosis levels.

5.4.1. METHODOLOGY & FLOW

The concept behind HMD is to diagnose memory faults and memory blocks in a hier-
archical order, as shown in Fig. 5.1. HMD aims at narrowing down the possible faulty
component and applying diagnostic tests accordingly so that the effort put into fault
diagnosis is in a well-directed way. In turn, this cuts down the time required for the di-
agnosis and ensures a fast yield ramp up.

The first step in the HMD methodology is to define the targeted faults, i.e., defining a
fault space. This consists of identifying all the possible faults in all memory blocks. Fur-
thermore, the fault space will be used as the foundation to generate all the diagnosing
algorithms. Once the fault space is defined, a series of diagnosis routines, i.e., diagno-
sis levels, is performed hierarchically. Each level obtains details regarding the sensitized
faults and accurately points the diagnosis procedure to the next level. First, given a faulty
memory, Diagnosis Level 1 defines the fault location, i.e., the faulty block. Then, Diag-
nosis Level 2 defines the fault nature, i.e., static or dynamic. Finally, Diagnosis Level 3
third defines which fault from the fault space affects the memory, i.e., the fault model.
More details regarding the fault space and diagnosis levels are given next.

5.4.2. FAULT SPACE DEFINITION

A fault space is the set of faults that could occur in a given circuit. It is used as the set of
targeted faults when developing a testing algorithm, i.e., the test algorithm ideally covers
– sensitizes and detects – all faults in the space. As HMD aims to diagnose faults in the
entire memory chip, its fault space consists of faults in all memory blocks. Table 5.3 lists
the HMD fault space; it includes static (i.e., faults sensitized by at most one operation)
and dynamic (i.e., faults sensitized by more than one operation) faults from the entire
memory. Note that row and column decoder faults are grouped as they represent the
same faults affecting two distinct groups of cells. Moreover, faults related to a PC are
“considered” to belong to the write path as it shares the same column as a WD. Finally,
all memory array faults could be single-cell or coupling.
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Figure 5.1: Hierarchical Memory Diagnosis Methodology.

The faults listed in Table 5.3 represent a mix of ETD and HTD faults. While ETD
faults are faults whose detection is guaranteed by writing and reading the memory, HTD
faults require additional test effort, e.g., particular stressing conditions or DFT circuits,
for a guaranteed detection. Thus, when diagnosing HTD faults, the algorithms applied
in each diagnosis level must be adjusted appropriately. To better introduce and explain
each diagnosis level, we first only consider the occurrence of ETD faults. Later in this
chapter, we provide a more in-depth discussion regarding the appropriate adjustments
that must be applied to the HMD approach to enable the diagnosis of ETD and HTD
altogether.

5.4.3. DIAGNOSIS LEVEL 1 – FAULT LOCATION
The first diagnosis level identifies the fault location; HMD assumes five faulty blocks:
Row Decoder, Column Decoder, Write Path, Read Path, and Memory Array. To accurately
identify the faulty block, diagnosis level 1 must sensitize and detect all faults in the fault
space, static and dynamic. To do so, we developed Alg. 1, which makes use of march
notation [26]: ⇑, ⇓, and m denote increasing, decreasing, and irrelevant address access
order, respectively. w0, w1, r 0, r 1 represent the operations write ‘0’, write ’1’, read ‘0’, and
read ‘1’, respectively. The algorithm includes all conditions to detect all static array faults
[190]; it also contains bursts of 8 read operations (i.e., n = 8) to guarantee the detection of
realistic dynamic array faults [57]. Furthermore, it incorporates consecutive, opposite,
i.e., back-to-back, memory operations required to detect write and read path dynamic
faults [143]. The algorithm is executed twice to ensure the detection of both static and
dynamic decoder faults: once with a linear addressing method to cover static faults, and
a second time with special addressing methods based on hamming distance such as H=1
and fast-row [165] to cover dynamic faults.

Once the faults are sensitized, diagnosis level 1 moves on to identify the faulty block;
this is achieved by creating a bitmap of each memory block, i.e., the pattern of faulty
cells, and comparing them to the bitmap generated with the pass/fail information from
the March HMD-LVL1 algorithm. Naturally, the bitmap depends on the memory organi-
zation; nevertheless, memories generally have a very standard organization, and generic
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Table 5.3: HMD Fault Space

Location Nature Fault Model

Decoder

(Row or

Column)

Static [26]

No Cell, No Address (AFnca )

No Cell, Multiple Cell (AFnmc )

No Address, Multiple Address(AFnma )

Multiple Cell, Multiple Address (AFmca )

Dynamic [165]

Activation Delay (ActD)

Deactivation Delay (DeactD)

Activation + Deactivation Delay (ActD+DeactD)

Write

Path

Static [24]
Stuck-at-1 (WD-S-a-1)

Stuck-at-0 (WD-S-a-0)

Dynamic [143]
Slow Write Driver Fault (SWDF)

Slow Precharger Fault (SPCF)

Read

Path

Static [24]
Stuck-at-1 (SA-S-a-1)

Stuck-at-0 (SA-S-a-0)

Dynamic [143] Slow Sense Amplifier Fault (SSAF)

Memory

Array

Static [189]

(Single-Cell

and Coupling)

State Fault (SF)

Write Transition Fault (WTF)

...

Read Destructive Coupling Fault (CFrd)

Disturb Coupling Fault (CFds)

Dynamic [57]

(Single-Cell

and Coupling)

dynamic Read Destructive Fault (dRDF)

...

dynamic Disturb Coupling Fault (dCFds)
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Algorithm 1 March HMD-LVL1
M1: {m (w1);
M2: ⇑ (w0, r 0, r 0, r 0, r 0, r 0, r 0, r 0, r 0, w0, w1, w1);
M3: ⇑ (r 1, r 1, r 1, r 1, r 1, r 1, r 1, r 1, w1, w0, w0);
M4: ⇓ (r 0, r 0, r 0, r 0, r 0, r 0, r 0, r 0, w0, w1, w1);
M5: ⇓ (r 1, r 1, r 1, r 1, r 1, r 1, r 1, r 1, w1, w0, w0);
M6: ⇓ (w1, r 1, r 1, r 1, r 1, r 1, r 1, r 1, r 1, w0);
M7: ⇑ (r 0, r 0, r 0, r 0, r 0, r 0, r 0, r 0)}

bitmaps can be derived. Fig. 5.2 shows some of the possible bitmaps; green cells have
passed the algorithm, while striped red cells have failed. Each faulty block manifests
itself on the memory bitmap in the following manner:

• Faulty row decoder on the bitmaps of Fig. 5.2a or b; it representes failures in bits
of words coming from a single or multiple rows.

• Faulty column decoder on the bitmaps of Fig. 5.2c, d, e, or f; it represents failures
in bits of words coming from a single or multiple columns. More specifically, Figs.
5.2c and 5.2e show a local failure, i.e., a single or multiple physical columns are
faulty, while Figs. 5.2d and 5.2f show a global failure, i.e., a single or multiple logical
column are faulty.

• Faulty write path on the bitmap of Fig. 5.2c; it represents faults in a single physical
column.

• Faulty read path on the bitmap of Fig. 5.2g; the entire column group shares the
same faulty SA, and therefore they all fail.

• If there are no matches, it is assumed that the faulty block is the memory array; an
example of a possible bitmap is shown in 5.2h.

A bitmap can be either complete, i.e., all cells in the row/column fail, or incomplete,
i.e., not all cell fails. An incomplete bitmap can have a random pattern due to inac-
cessible cells leading to random read outputs, or a partial pattern due to broken lines
preventing full access to the row/column, resulting in a bitmap in which only part of the
cells in the row or column has failed. These behaviors do not generate the clustered cell
patterns of Fig. 5.2h, which are due to coupling faults from neighboring cells.

Note that the bitmap of Fig. 5.2c (single faulty column) can represent two different
faulty blocks: faulty column decoder or faulty write path; a faulty local column mux will
hinder access to a given physical column, while a faulty write path will either prevent the
column from being pre-charged or write incorrect values in the cells. Thus, additional
effort is necessary to distinguish between these two blocks. This is solved by applying the
March sequence {m (w0);m (r 0, w1);m (w1,r 1)} to the faulty column only; this leads to a
complete single column bitmap shown in Fig. 5.2c if and only if the write path is faulty.
If the column decoder is faulty, this algorithm leads to an incomplete random bitmap or
simply no bitmap.
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(a) Single faulty row (b) Multiple faulty rows

(c) Single faulty column, local (d) Single faulty column, global

(e) Multiple faulty columns, local (f) Multiple faulty columns, global

(g) Faulty columns sharing SA (h) Single and clustered faulty cells

Figure 5.2: Memory Bitmaps showing healthy (light) and faulty (dark) cells.

5.4.4. DIAGNOSIS LEVEL 2 – FAULT NATURE

Diagnosis level 2 identifies whether the fault is static or dynamic. This is achieved by
applying custom diagnostic algorithms to sensitize static faults in the addresses that
failed in level 1. If no static faults are sensitized, it is assumed the faulty block suffers
from dynamic faults. As the faulty block is already known, it is no longer necessary to
sensitize faults in the entire memory. Therefore, each memory block has its custom-
designed diagnostic algorithm.

Table 5.4 lists the developed algorithms targeting only faults within one block. Except
for the memory array’s algorithm, all algorithms have been developed and tailored for
the HMD approach. They are only applied to specific addresses based on the failing
addresses information from level 1; this comprises only the failing rows and columns for
decoders, write path, and read path. However, if the memory array was identified as the
faulty block, then March SS [155] must be applied to the entire memory to ensure that
coupling faults are also covered. Note that March SS may also sensitize and detect some
dynamic faults. If that does happen, no faults will be identified during diagnosis level 3.
The HMD then assumes an incorrect diagnosis occurred during level 2, and re-applies
level 3 considering dynamic faults.

5.4.5. DIAGNOSIS LEVEL 3 – FAULT MODEL

While diagnosing the fault model might be redundant for small fault spaces, it does pro-
vide valuable information for large fault spaces. Thus, level 3 is essential for better un-
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Table 5.4: Algorithms applied on Diagnosis Level 2.

Faulty Block Algorithm

Row Decoder {m (w0);⇑ (r 0, w1,r 1)}
Column Decoder {m (w0);⇑ (r 0, w1,r 1)}
Write Path {m (w0,r 0);m (w1,r 1)}
Read Path {m (w0,r 0);m (w1,r 1)}
Memory Array March SS [155]

Table 5.5: FC and TC Space for Dynamic Write Path Faults

FC Faults TC

FC1 SWDF {m (w0); ⇑FR (wD1); ⇓ (r D1)}

FC2 SPCF {m (w0); ⇑FR (r D2, wD2); ⇓FR (r D2, wD2)}

derstanding the faults causing failures. It diagnoses fault models using Fault Classes (FC)
and Test Classes (TC) [56]. An FC contains faults with the same sensitizing and detecting
conditions that are externally indistinguishable, e.g., it is impossible to distinguish a de-
structive from a non-destructive incorrect read fault. A TC is an algorithm designed to
detect a particular FC. Therefore, each FC has a specific TC that targets the FC’s faults.
Once each TC is executed, a unique signature is generated based on the pass/fail infor-
mation of each TC. The FC (and consequently the fault model) can be inferred based
on the unique signature. Some TCs may detect more than one FC; in these cases, a sys-
tematic analysis is required to assess whether all faults have a unique signature. Fur-
thermore, optimizations can be performed by ignoring the TCs of FCs that have similar
detection conditions to other FCs. For example, it is unnecessary to execute the TCs for
some read-related FCs as these FCs will compulsorily be covered by other write-related
FCs.

To demonstrate how FCs and TCs are generated, we present the case of diagnos-
ing dynamic faults in the write path such as Slow WD Fault (SWDF) and Slow PC Fault
(SPCF) [143]. Both are sensitized by performing consecutive (i.e., back-to-back [143])
operations to different addresses in the same column but with inverse data values (D,D).
SWDF requires two transition write operations, wD after wD, to different cells in the
same column; in this case, wD will fail [143]. Similarly, SPCF is detected when perform-
ing r D after a wD (back-to-back). They are externally distinguishable and thus divided
into two different FCs with appropriate TCs.

Table 5.5 lists the FCs and TCs for dynamic write path faults; FC1={SWDF} is associ-
ated with TC1, FC2={SPCF} with TC2. The addressing method of the back-to-back sen-
sitizing operations is set to fast-row (FR) [143], as required by these faults. TC1 uses a
checkerboard data background [143] D1 = “0101...”, while TC2 uses a solid background
D2 = “0000...” [143]. Their coverage, i.e., the FC x TC dictionary, is shown in Table 5.6; ‘1’
represents a detected fault, ‘0’ denotes no fault. While TC1 only covers FC1, TC2 covers
FC1 and 2. Nevertheless, even though TC2 covers both FCs, both FCs’ signatures are still
unique as TC1 only covers FC1. Hence, the fault model can be diagnosed accurately. At
the end of diagnosis level 3, the HMD approach has identified the fault location, nature,
and model.
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Table 5.6: FC x TC Dictionary for Dynamic Write Path Faults

FC TC1 TC2 Signature

FC1 1 0 10
FC2 0 1 01

5.5. EXPERIMENTAL SETUP
To validate the HMD approach, we have used a Static Random Access Memory (SRAM)
netlist in SPICE. Unlike the previous memories described in 14 nm, we have used a 7 nm
FinFET library [146]; the transistor model is still the same, i.e., BSIM-CMG [145]. We
have also adjusted the memory’s organization. The memory array comprises 64 rows
and 32 physical columns divided into eight 8-bit logical words; hence, four interleaved
neighboring physical columns share a single SA. Capacitive loads are applied to BLs and
WLs to emulate a 1 kB memory. The memory also includes decoders, WDs, PCs, and tim-
ing circuits to generate the controlling signals; a self-timing signal enables and disables
WLs. The memory operates on a nominal supply voltage of 0.7 V and a clock frequency
of 2.5 GHz.

Resistive opens, shorts, and bridges have been injected into all parts of the memory,
one at a time. Once the faults triggered by a defect are verified through electrical sim-
ulations, the HMD approach is applied to the faulty memory to assess whether it can
accurately diagnose the fault location, fault nature, and fault model.

5.6. HMD FOR ETD FAULTS
ETD faults always lead to incorrect functionality. They are sensitized and detected by
applying a write operation to a specific address or cell and later reading the same address
or cell. Thus, they are easily detected by simply writing and reading the memory. If the
value at the read output does not match the expected value, i.e., the logic value the cell
is supposedly holding, a fault is flagged. As ETD faults do not require special sensitizing
or detecting conditions, no DFT is required. Thus, the algorithms for diagnosis levels 1
and 2 do not have to be adjusted or modified.

In this section, we use HMD to diagnose ETD faults through SPICE circuit simula-
tions. We discuss multiple study cases, demonstrating the efficacy and accuracy of the
HMD approach.

5.6.1. DYNAMIC ROW DECODER FAULTS

Dynamic row decoder faults include Activation (ActD) and Deactivation Delay (DeactD).
ActD hinders WLs’ activation, i.e., the WL is delayed and not fully activated, while De-
actD hinders the WLs’ deactivation, leading to simultaneously activating two WLs. These
faults are address-sequence dependent, i.e., they are sensitized only in specific address
transitions.

Fig. 5.3 illustrates how WLs are affected by these faults due to a partial open defect
in a pre-decoder. The faulty behavior comes from the pre-decoders failing to decode
the address in due time; a timing signal deactivates WLs between operations. In the first
operation, WLx is correctly generated. However, when moving from x to y in the second
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Figure 5.3: An ActD and DeactD Row Decoder Fault.

cycle, WLy suffers from ActD. Although the subsequent access of WLy in the third cycle
passes correctly, two WLs are activated in the fourth cycle when moving from y back to
x: WLx , which is correctly accessed, and WLy , which suffers from DeactD; hence, the
simultaneous access of two addresses.

In the presence of the above defect in the pre-decoder under investigation (and hence
the dynamic row decoder faults), we apply and validate the HMD methodology as fol-
lows:

1. Level 1: this level identifies the faulty block. March HMD-LVL1 uses a hamming-
distance-based addressing method with fast-row to trigger and detect dynamic
row decoder faults. ActD is sensitized and detected by M2 if x < y or by M6 if
x > y. DeactD is sensitized and detected by M6 and M7, respectively, if x < y, or by
M2 and M3 if x > y. This algorithm generates the fault bitmap shown in Fig. 5.2a,
indicating the correct identification of the faulty block. It is a complete bitmap as
fast-row addressing order was used; it would have been partial if fast-column was
used. Thus, the faulty block is correctly identified as the write path.

2. Level 2: this level identifies the fault nature. We apply Table 5.4’s row decoder
algorithm with linear addressing method to the faulty row only to sensitize static
faults. Simulations showed no faults as there were no row transitions, indicating
that the faulty block suffers from dynamic faults.

3. Level 3: this level identifies the fault model. Table 5.7 shows the FCs for dynamic
row decoder faults and their TCs; FC3 does not require a TC as TC1 and TC2 cover
it. The TCs are described by sequences of operations in rows x and y; operations
that sensitize the targeted fault are underlined.

Fig. 5.4 shows the simulation of TC1, which targets ActD. The figure shows WLx and
WLy (faulty row), and the contents of cells in rows x and y. ActD is sensitized by w1y (3rd

operation), and the transition write operation fails. The following r 1y operation detects
the fault as it returns ‘0’.

The simulation of TC2, which targets DeactD, is shown in Fig. 5.5; it shows both WLs,
as well as the contents of cells in row sy and the read output. DeactD is sensitized in w1x

(3rd operation); WLy ’s is still enabled when accessing x. Note that DeactD is detected
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Figure 5.5: Applying TC2 on a memory suffering an ActD and DeactD fault.

in the subsequent read operations. Two read operations are necessary as the first one
may be affected by an ActD; the read operation does not access the cell and returns the
same value from the last read operation. With the pass/fail results of both TCs, the FC x
TC signature dictionary for dynamic row decoder faults can be generated, as shown by
Table 5.8. HMD successfully diagnosed the presence of both ActD and DeactD as both
TCs failed.

5.6.2. STATIC COUPLING FAULTS

A (two-cell) coupling fault involves an aggressor and a victim cell. The Fault Primitive
(FP) notation describes such faults as 〈Sa ;Sv /F /R〉; Sa is the aggressor cell’s state or sen-
sitizing operation, and Sv is the state of or the operation applied to the victim cell; for
a more in-depth discussion regarding these faults, please refer to Section 3.2.1. Static

Table 5.7: FC and TC Space for Dynamic Row Decoder Faults

FC Faults TC

FC1 Only ActD w0y , w0x , w1y ,r 1y

FC2 Only DeactD w0y ,r 0y , w1x ,r 0y ,r 0y

FC3 Both ActD and DeactD Detected by TC1 and TC2
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Table 5.8: FC x TC Dictionary for Dynamic Row Decoder Faults.

FC TC1 TC2 Signature

FC1 1 0 10
FC2 0 1 01
FC3 1 1 11

coupling faults in the memory array were triggered by injecting resistive bridge defects
[60] connecting different nodes of two adjacent cells. We validate the HMD approach for
such faults in the following manner:

1. Level 1: running March HMD-LVL1 on the memory under investigation results in
the bitmap of Fig. 5.2h (only single cell); this indicates that the faulty block is the
memory array.

2. Level 2: to identify the fault nature, we applied March SS [155], as shown in Table
5.4. The algorithm failed, indicating the most likely presence of static faults.

3. Level 3: to identify which fault model is causing the faulty memory array, we de-
velop appropriate FCs and associated TCs for all static memory array faults. They
consist of single-cell and coupling faults [189]; These were classified into 8 and 56
FCs, respectively. Table 5.9 lists all the 64 FCs related to static functional mem-
ory array faults, and their related TCs. “av” and “va” denote the address relation
between aggressor and victim, i.e., Aa < Av and Aa > Av , respectively; FCs 57
to 64 are single-cell faults, and therefore do not have this address relation. More-
over, FCs whose TC is “–” do not require a TC as multiple TCs of other FCs cover
them. Once these TCs are applied to the memory, they generate unique signatures.
Table 5.10 illustrates the FC x TC signature dictionary. 26 TCs are necessary to dis-
tinguish the 64 FCs, leading to a signature with the pass/fail result of these 26 TCs.
The HMD methodology successfully generated a unique signature for each FC, en-
abling an accurate diagnosis of static coupling faults. If no faults are identified in
level 3, the methodology assumes an incorrect diagnosis at level 2. It then moves
to diagnose dynamic faults from the same faulty block.
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Table 5.9: FC and TC space for Static Coupling Faults

FC Fault Primitives TC

FC1 〈0;0/1/−〉av, 〈0;r 0/0/1〉av, 〈0;r 0/1/1〉av -
FC2 〈0;1/0/−〉av, 〈0;r 1/1/0〉av, 〈0;r 1/0/0〉av -
FC3 〈1;0/1/−〉av, 〈1;r 0/0/1〉av, 〈1;r 0/1/1〉av -
FC4 〈1;1/0/−〉av, 〈1;r 1/1/0〉av, 〈1;r 1/0/0〉av -
FC5 〈0;0w1/0/−〉av -
FC6 〈0;1w0/1/−〉av -
FC7 〈1;0w1/0/−〉av -
FC8 〈1;1w0/1/−〉av -
FC9 〈0;0w0/0/−〉av -
FC10 〈0;1w1/1/−〉av {m (w1);⇑ (w1,r 1, w0)}
FC11 〈1;0w0/0/−〉av {m (w0);⇑ (w0,r 0, w1)}
FC12 〈1;1w1/1/−〉av -
FC13 〈0;r 0/1/0〉av {m (w0);⇑ (w0,r 0,r 0)}
FC14 〈0;r 1/0/1〉av {m (w0);⇓ (w1,r 1,r 1)}
FC15 〈1;r 0/1/0〉av {m (w1);⇓ (w0,r 0,r 0)}
FC16 〈1;r 1/0/1〉av -
FC17 〈0;0/1/−〉va, 〈0;r 0/0/1〉va, 〈0;r 0/1/1〉va -
FC18 〈0;1/0/−〉va, 〈0;r 1/1/0〉va, 〈0;r 1/0/0〉va -
FC19 〈1;0/1/−〉va, 〈1;r 0/0/1〉va, 〈1;r 0/1/1〉va -
FC20 〈1;1/0/−〉va, 〈1;r 1/1/0〉va, 〈1;r 1/0/0〉va -
FC21 〈0;0w1/0/−〉va -
FC22 〈0;1w0/1/−〉va -
FC23 〈1;0w1/0/−〉va -
FC24 〈1;1w0/1/−〉va -
FC25 〈0;0w0/0/−〉va -
FC26 〈0;1w1/1/−〉va {m (w1);⇓ (w1,r 1, w0)}
FC27 〈1;0w0/0/−〉va {m (w0);⇓ (w0,r 0, w1)}
FC28 〈1;1w1/1/−〉va -
FC29 〈0;r 0/1/0〉va -
FC30 〈0;r 1/0/1〉va {m (w0);⇑ (w1,r 1,r 1)}
FC31 〈1;r 0/1/0〉va {m (w1);⇑ (w0,r 0,r 0)}
FC32 〈1;r 1/0/1〉va {m (w1);⇑ (w1,r 1,r 1)}
FC33 〈r 0;0/1/−〉av -
FC34 〈r 0;1/0/−〉av {m (w1);⇑ (r 1, w0,r 0)}
FC35 〈r 1;0/1/−〉av {m (w0);⇑ (r 0, w1,r 1)}
FC36 〈r 1;1/0/−〉av -
FC37 〈0w0;0/1/−〉av {m (w0);⇑ (r 0, w0)}
FC38 〈1w0;0/1/−〉av {m (w0);⇑ (r 0, w1, w0)}
FC39 〈0w1;0/1/−〉av -
FC40 〈1w1;0/1/−〉av {m (w0);⇑ (r 0, w1, w1)}
FC41 〈0w0;1/0/−〉av {m (w1);⇑ (r 1, w0, w0)}
FC42 〈1w0;1/0/−〉av -
FC43 〈0w1;1/0/−〉av {m (w1);⇑ (r 1, w0, w1)}
FC44 〈1w1;1/0/−〉av {m (w1);⇑ (r 1, w1)}
FC45 〈r 0;0/1/−〉va -
FC46 〈r 0;1/0/−〉va {m (w1);⇓ (r 1, w0,r 0)}
FC47 〈r 1;0/1/−〉va {m (w0);⇓ (r 0, w1,r 1)}
FC48 〈r 1;1/0/−〉va -
FC49 〈0w0;0/1/−〉va {m (w0);⇓ (r 0, w0)}
FC50 〈1w0;0/1/−〉va {m (w0);⇓ (r 0, w1, w0)}
FC51 〈0w1;0/1/−〉va -
FC52 〈1w1;0/1/−〉va {m (w0);⇓ (r 0, w1, w1)}
FC53 〈0w0;1/0/−〉va {m (w1);⇓ (r 1, w0, w0)}
FC54 〈1w0;1/0/−〉va -
FC55 〈0w1;1/0/−〉va {m (w1);⇓ (r 1, w0, w1)}
FC56 〈1w1;1/0/−〉va {m (w1);⇓ (r 1, w1)}
FC57 〈0/1/−〉 ,〈0r 0/0/1〉 ,〈0r 0/1/1〉 -
FC58 〈1/0/−〉 ,〈1r 1/1/0〉 ,〈1r 1/0/0〉 -
FC59 〈0w1/0/−〉 -
FC60 〈1w0/1/−〉 -
FC61 〈0w0/1/−〉 -
FC62 〈1w1/0/−〉 -
FC63 〈0r 0/1/0〉 -
FC64 〈1r 1/0/1〉 -
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Table 5.10: FC x TC Dictionary for Static Coupling Faults

FC TC10 TC11 TC13 TC14 TC15 TC26 TC27 TC30 TC31 TC32 TC34 TC35 TC37 TC38 TC40 TC41 TC43 TC44 TC46 TC47 TC49 TC50 TC52 TC53 TC55 TC56 Signature

FC1 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 1 0 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 00100010101011010001111100
FC2 1 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 0 0 10010000001000010001001000
FC3 0 1 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 01001000000100100010000000
FC4 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 00000101010100101110000111
FC5 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 0 0 0 00010000000001000001011000
FC6 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 0 0 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 00000000101001010000010000
FC7 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 00000001000100101000000010
FC8 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 00001000000000001010000110
FC9 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 00100010000010010000100000

FC10 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 10000000000000000000001000
FC11 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 01000000000000000000000100
FC12 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 00000100010000100100000001
FC13 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 00100000101000000000000000
FC14 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 00010000000000000001000000
FC15 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 00001000000000000010000000
FC16 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 00000001010100000000000000
FC17 0 1 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 0 1 0 0 01101000000111100010110100
FC18 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 00000101000100100010000100
FC19 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 0 0 00000010100100010001001000
FC20 1 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 10010000011000011101001011
FC21 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 00000001000101100000010000
FC22 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 1 0 0 00001000000001000010010100
FC23 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 1 0 00010000000000001001001010
FC24 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 00000000101000011000000010
FC25 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 0 01100000000010000000100100
FC26 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 00000100000000100000000000
FC27 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 00000010000000010000000000
FC28 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 10000000010000000100001001
FC29 0 0 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 00101000000000000010000000
FC30 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 00000001000100000000000000
FC31 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 00000000101000000000000000
FC32 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 00010000010000000001000000
FC33 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 00000000000111100000000000
FC34 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 00000000001000000000000000
FC35 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 00000000000100000000000000
FC36 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 00000000001000011100000000
FC37 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 00000000000010000000000000
FC38 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 00000000000001000000000000
FC39 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 00000000000101100000000000
FC40 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 00000000000000100000000000
FC41 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 00000000000000010000000000
FC42 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 00000000001000011000000000
FC43 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 00000000000000001000000000
FC44 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 00000000000000000100000000
FC45 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 00000000000000000001111000
FC46 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 00000000000000000010000000
FC47 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 00000000000000000001000000
FC48 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 00000000000000000010000111
FC49 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 00000000000000000000100000
FC50 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 00000000000000000000010000
FC51 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 0 0 0 00000000000000000001011000
FC52 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 00000000000000000000001000
FC53 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 00000000000000000000000100
FC54 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 00000000000000000010000110
FC55 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 00000000000000000000000010
FC56 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 00000000000000000000000001
FC57 0 1 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 01101010101111110011111100
FC58 1 0 0 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 10010101011100111111001111
FC59 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 0 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 0 1 0 00010001000101101001011010
FC60 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 0 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 0 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 0 00001000101001011010010110
FC61 0 1 1 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 0 01100010000010010000100100
FC62 1 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 10000100010000100100001001
FC63 0 0 1 0 1 0 0 0 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 00101000101000000010000000
FC64 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 0 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 00010001010100000001000000
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Table 5.11: FC & TC Space for Static Read Path Faults

FC Faults TC

FC1 SA-SA1 {m (w0);m (r 0)}

FC2 SA-SA0 {m (w1);m (r 1)}

Table 5.12: FC x TC Signature Dictionary for Static Read Path Faults

FC TC1 TC2 Signature

FC1 1 0 10

FC2 0 1 01

5.6.3. STATIC READ PATH FAULTS
Dynamic row decoder faults include Activation (ActD) and Deactivation Delay (DeactD).
ActD hinders WLs’ activation, i.e., the WL is delayed and not fully activated, while De-
actD hinders the WLs’ deactivation, leading to simultaneously activating two WLs. These
faults are address-sequence dependent, i.e., they are sensitized only in specific address
transitions.

Static faults in the read path are related to the value outputted by a logic column’s
SA. It includes the traditional faults stuck-at-‘1’ (SA-SA1) and stuck-at-‘0’ (SA-SA0); they
cause the SA or the output latch to output a fixed logic value, regardless of the cell’s
content or the amplified analogic value. Due to their simple sensitizing and detection
requirements, static faults in the read path can be easily diagnosed with HMD’s three
diagnosis levels.

1. Level 1: when running March HMD-LVL1, SA-SA1 is sensitized and detected in the
second March element, i.e., M2: ⇑ (w0, r 0, r 0, ...). On the other hand, SA-SA0 is
sensitized and detected in the first read operation of the third March element, i.e.,
M3: ⇑ (r 1, r 1, ...). Because the faulty read path affects an entire logical column (and
thus multiple physical columns), the fault bitmap generated by running March
HMD-LVL1 will be the one shown in Fig. 5.2g.

2. Level 2: the March algorithm for write path faults described in Table 5.4 includes
the conditions to detect SA-SA1, i.e., m (w0,r 0), and SA-SA0, i.e., m (w1,r 1). There-
fore, static faults are detected. Note that the algorithm does not contain includes
the sensitizing sequences to detect dynamic read path faults, i.e., (w1,r 0) and
(w0,r 1), and thus cannot detect dynamic faults.

3. Level 3: this level discerns the two possible faults, i.e., SA-SA0 and SA-SA1. As
these two faults are externally distinguishable, they are divided into two FCs. Table
5.11 shows the FC space for static read path faults, alongside the appropriate TC
for each FC. Since each TC only covers the faults within its own FC, the FC x TC
signature dictionary generation is straightforward, as shown in Table 5.12. Only
one TC will lead to faults; thus, the fault model can be easily diagnosed by applying
both TCs and verifying which detected faults.
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5.6.4. DYNAMIC SINGLE-CELL FAULTS
With the aggressive down-scaling of embedded memories, dynamic single-cell faults
have become even more relevant [133]. Sensitizing a memory cell dynamic fault is no
trivial task, as only specific operation sequences performed in the same cell trigger these
faults. Dynamic faults will not be sensitized if the applied algorithm is not appropriately
designed, leading to test escapes and an inaccurate diagnosis. Therefore, companies
must diagnose dynamic faults and understand their root causes.

Dynamic single-cell faults can be described using the FP notation. The particular-
ity of dynamic faults comes from S, which takes the form of S = x0O1x1...On xn , where
xi ∈ {0,1}, i ∈ {0,1, ...,n}, O ∈ {r, w}, and n ≥ 2. According to recent studies [57], it has been
stated that a sequence of 8 consecutive read operations (i.e., n = 8) can cover the major-
ity of dynamic faults in scaled, embedded memories such as FinFET SRAMs. Thus, we
assume a burst of read operations with n = 8. For a burst of write operations, we consider
n = 2. We validate the HMD approach for such faults in the following manner:

1. Level 1: March HMD-LVL1 can detect single-cell dynamic faults due to its long
operation sequences. While it sensitizes write-related dynamic faults in elements
M2, M3, M4, and M5, it only detects in M3, M4, and M5. It sensitizes read-related
dynamic faults in all elements but M1.

2. Level 2: March SS [155] is used to sensitize single-cell static faults. This algorithm
is tailored for static faults, so it is unlikely to trigger dynamic faults. If no faults are
detected, it will move to level 3 to diagnose dynamic faults. Nevertheless, it may
sensitize read-related dynamic faults detected with two operations. If that does
indeed happen, HMD will move on to diagnose static faults instead of dynamics
in level 3. However, since no faults will be sensitized, it will assume an incorrect
diagnosis in level 2. Therefore, it will reapply level 3, but now considering dynamic
faults.

3. Level 3: there are six possible sensitizing sequences for dynamic read-related faults:
0r 08, 1r 18, 0w0r 08, 0w1r 18, 1w0r 08, 1w1r 18, where r 08 and r 18 denote a se-
quence of eight consecutive read operations. Furthermore, there are eight sensi-
tizing sequences for write-related faults: 0w0w0, 0w0w1, 0w1w0, 0w1w1, 1w0w0,
1w0w1, 1w1w0, and 1w1w1. Each of the sequences mentioned above constitutes
an externally indistinguishable FC, as shown in 5.13. Some TCs will compulsorily
cover other FCs besides their own; thus, not all FCs have TCs of their own. The FC
x TC signature dictionary is shown in 5.14; the final signature is composed of the
results of the ten TCs, i.e., a 10-bit signature. We can see that each FC has a unique
signature distinguishable from other FCs’ signatures. Therefore, by applying the
ten TCs, it is possible to distinguish the fourteen FCs accurately.

5.7. HMD FOR HTD FAULTS
This section shows how to use DFT circuits and the HMD approach to diagnose HTD
faults. We discuss two study cases, namely the diagnosis of HTD faults in the column
decoder and the memory array.
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Table 5.13: FC & TC space for Dynamic Single-Cell Faults

FC Fault Primitives TC

FC1 〈r 08/0/1〉, 〈r 08/1/1〉, 〈r 07/1/0〉, 〈r 08/0/1〉, 〈r 08/1/1〉 -

FC2 〈r 18/1/0〉, 〈r 18/0/0〉, 〈r 17/0/1〉, 〈r 18/1/0〉, 〈r 18/0/0〉 -

FC3 〈0w0r 08/0/1〉, 〈0w0r 08/1/1〉, 〈0w0r 07/1/0〉, 〈0w0r 08/0/1〉, 〈0w0r 08/1/1〉 {m (w0);⇑ (w0,r 08)}

FC4 〈1w0r 08/0/1〉, 〈1w0r 07/1/1〉, 〈1w0r 08/1/0〉, 〈1w0r 08/0/1〉, 〈1w0r 08/1/1〉 -

FC5 〈0w1r 17/1/0〉, 〈0w1r 18/0/0〉, 〈0w1r 18/0/1〉, 〈0w1r 18/1/0〉, 〈0w1r 17/0/0〉 -

FC6 〈1w1r 18/1/0〉, 〈1w1r 18/0/0〉, 〈1w1r 18/0/1〉, 〈1w1r 17/1/0〉, 〈1w1r 18/0/0〉 {m (w1);⇑ (w1,r 18)}

FC7 〈0w0w0/1/−〉 {m (w0);⇑ (w0, w0,r 0)}

FC8 〈0w0w1/0/−〉 {m (w0);⇑ (w0, w1,r 18)}

FC9 〈0w1w0/1/−〉 {m (w0);⇑ (w1, w0,r 08)}

FC10 〈0w1w1/0/−〉 {m (w0);⇓ (w1, w1,r 18)}

FC11 〈1w0w0/1/−〉 {m (w1);⇓ (w0, w0,r 08)}

FC12 〈1w0w1/0/−〉 {m (w1);⇑ (w0, w1,r 18)}

FC13 〈1w1w0/1/−〉 {m (w1);⇑ (w1, w0,r 08)}

FC14 〈1w1w1/0/−〉 {m (w1);⇑ (w1, w1,r 1)}

Table 5.14: FC x TC Signature Dictionary for Dynamic Single-Cell Faults

FC TC03 TC06 TC07 TC08 TC09 TC10 TC11 TC12 TC13 TC14 Signature

FC1 1 0 0 0 1 0 1 0 1 0 1000101010

FC2 0 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 0 0 0101010100

FC3 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 1000001000

FC4 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 0 0000100010

FC5 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 0 0 0001000100

FC6 0 1 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0100010000

FC7 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0010000000

FC8 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0001000000

FC9 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0000100000

FC10 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0000010000

FC11 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0000001000

FC12 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0000000100

FC13 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0000000010

FC14 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0000000001
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Unlike ETD faults, HTD faults do require additional stressing conditions, e.g., DFT
circuits, to guarantee – or at least improve – their detection and enable an accurate dis-
tinction between HTD and ETD fault. To validate HMD’s capabilities regarding HTD
faults, we focus on diagnosing random read faults. As previously explained, this HTD
behavior occurs when the SA’s input during a read operation is significantly reduced so
that it is not possible to predict what the SA’s output will be; it could be either correct or
incorrect.

To accurately diagnose the random read HTD faulty behavior using the HMD ap-
proach, we employ the DFT circuit discussed in Section 4.4.3, which biases the SA to-
wards a specific logic value. This DFT effectively detects random read outputs by im-
proving the SA’s likelihood of outputting an unexpected logic value, e.g., if the SA is bi-
ased towards ‘1’ when performing a r 0 with a small input, the SA will likely output ‘1’
instead of the expected ‘0’. In contrast, the DFT can also improve the SA’s likelihood of
outputting the expected logic value by biasing the SA accordingly, thus disguising the
random read output. Both modes of operation are used when applying the HMD ap-
proach to either improve or mask the occurrence of HTD faults. Therefore, the DFT is
adjusted to bias towards ‘1’ or ‘0’ during a read operation, depending on the cell’s con-
tent and purpose, i.e., detecting or masking the random read.

Finally, we do not deal with undefined state faults as the existing DFTs to deal with
this HTD behavior cannot be easily integrated into the HMD approach. DFTs for unde-
fined states detect fault by identifying cells that have not failed, unlike DFTs for random
reads, which detect faults by pointing out which cells have failed. This distinction causes
a direct impact on the generation of failure bitmaps and signatures. Therefore, we do not
focus on diagnosing undefined state faults for simplification.

5.7.1. STATIC HTD COLUMN DECODER FAULTS

Static Column Decoder faults occur whenever a given address is accessed, regardless of
the previously accessed addresses; they have been previously described in Section 3.2.2
and summarized by Fig. 3.3. Such faults are easily sensitized by simply accessing the cell
in the corresponding faulty address. Generally speaking, they are also easily detectable;
a simple read-write-read sequence is, most of the time, sufficient to detect any static
column decoder fault. However, such a sequence becomes inefficient if a read opera-
tion returns a random output because two cells with different logic values are accessed
simultaneously. This faulty behavior occurs when the column decoder is affected by an
AFmca , and cells Cx and Cy store different logic values. When accessing address Ay , both
Cx and Cy will be accessed simultaneously. Since they store opposite logic values, each

cell will discharge a different BL: one will discharge BL, the other will discharge BL. Even
though these cells are connected to different BL pairs, they will ultimately be connected
to the same SA. Their BLs will eventually annul the SA’s input, leading to a random read
output. If the output does not match the content’s of Cy , the fault will be detected and
consequently be inaccurately diagnosed as an ETD fault. On the other hand, if the out-
put does match Cy ’s content, the fault will not be detected, thus leading to a test escape.
A random read output means that both these scenarios could happen, which would lead
to a nondeterministic and inaccurate diagnostic. Therefore, adjustments should be ap-
plied to diagnose these HTD faulty behaviors.
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Table 5.15: FC & TC Space for Static Column Decoder Faults

FC Faults TC

FC1
AFnca

AFnmc , Ax < Ay

AFnmc , Ax > Ay

{m (w0);⇑ (w0,r 0, w1,r 1)}
DFT is not enabled

FC2 AFnma , Ax < Ay Covered by TC4

FC3 AFnma , Ax > Ay Covered by TC5

FC4 AFmca , Ax < Ay
{m (w1);⇓ (r 0, w1)}
DFT set to bias the SA towards ‘0’

FC5 AFmca , Ax > Ay
{m (w1);⇑ (r 0, w1)}
DFT set to bias the SA towards ‘0’

1. Level 1: static faults occur whenever the faulty column is being accessed. More
specifically, the HTD faulty behavior from AFmca is sensitized by writing ‘1’ to Cx

then expecting to read ‘0’ from Cy , or the same sequence with opposite logic val-
ues. This scenario can occur at M3, M4, and M5. To improve the detection of
AFmca faults that may lead to random reads, the DFT is enabled throughout the
algorithm execution and configured to detect RRFs rather than mask them.

2. Level 2: the March algorithm for static column decoder faults described in Table
5.4 includes the conditions to detect static column decoder faults. Once again, the
DFT is enabled throughout the March execution to improve RRF detection.

3. Level 3: to diagnose the fault model, we use the DFT configured to mask the occur-
rence of RRFs. The FC & TC space is shown in Table 5.15. The DFT is not enabled
when applying TC1 as this TC does not diagnose any HTD faulty behavior. On the
other hand, the DFT is enabled when applying TC4 and TC5 to detect the HTD
faulty behavior caused by faults in their respective FCs. By biasing the SA towards
‘0’ to mask the HTD fault, we create a clear distinction between FCs related to
AFnma and AFmca , leading to unique signatures. The FC x TC signature dictionary
for static column decoder faults is shown in Table 5.16. Unlike other faulty blocks,
static faults in decoders may be detected in two different addresses, i.e., Ax and Ay .
Therefore, each TC will have a signature composed of two parts: the first half from
Ax , and the second from Ay . We can see that because the DFT is set to mask the
behavior of the HTD faulty behavior, i.e., the random read output, TC4 and TC5 do
not detect any failure at address Ay . If the DFT were set to improve the detection
of the HTD faulty behavior, TC4 would detect FC5 at Ay , while TC5 would detect
FC4 at Ay . Consequently, FC2 and FC4 would have the same signature, therefore
externally indistinguishable; the same applies to FC3 and FC5. Furthermore, if
there were no DFT, it would be impossible to determine the signatures of FC4 and
FC5 deterministically; they could either have a unique signature or the same as
FC2 and FC3, leading to an inaccurate and nondeterministic diagnosis. Therefore,
including the DFT into the HMD approach enabled the accurate and complete
diagnosis of static faults in the column decoder.
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Table 5.16: FC x TC Signature Dictionary for Static Column Decoder Faults

FC
TC, Ax TC, Ay Signature

TC1 TC4 TC5 TC1 TC4 TC5

FC1 1 0 0 0 0 0 100/000

FC2 0 1 0 0 0 1 010/001

FC3 0 0 1 0 1 0 001/010

FC4 0 1 0 0 0 0 010/000

FC5 0 0 1 0 0 0 001/000

5.7.2. STATIC HTD SINGLE-CELL FAULTS
Single-cell static faults occur whenever a given cell is accessed; their single-cell nature
indicates that they are not sensitized based on the logic state of other neighboring cells,
while their static nature indicates that they are sensitized by at most one operation. They
can also be HTD if their detection is not guaranteed by only writing and reading memory
cells. Therefore, using a DFT to bias the SA (as used previously to diagnose HTD faults
in the column decoder) is also beneficial in diagnosing HTD static faults in the memory
array. The HMD approach diagnoses static single-cell faults, including the random read
HTD faulty behavior, in the following manner:

1. Level 1: to sensitize HTD faults, the DFT is enabled throughout the execution
of HMD-LVL1; it is configured to improve RRF detection rather than masking it.
Faults can be detected at any read operation.

2. Level 2: March SS [155] covers all static faults. Its fault coverage is increased by
enabling the DFT to improve RRF detection. Therefore, any RRFs are also detected.

3. Level 3: the FC and TC space for Single-Cell HTD static faults is shown in Table
5.17. The faults are described using the FP notation; random read HTD faults are
represented by a ‘?’ for the Relement, i.e., the read output. To distinct HTD from
ETD faults, the DFT is adjusted to either improve or mask the detection of HTDs.
When applying TC2 and TC4, the DFT is set to bias the SA towards the opposite
expected logic value, thus improving the likelihood of detecting an HTD behavior.
When applying the other TCs, the DFT is set to bias the SA towards the expected
logic value. Therefore, only ETD faults are detected, enabling a deterministic dis-
tinction between them and other HTD faults. Table 5.18 lists the FC x TC signature
dictionary for Single-Cell HTD static faults. Because ETD and HTD faults are di-
vided in a deterministic manner, FC1 and FC2 have unique signatures; the same
applies to FCs3 and FC4. Without the DFT, it would be impossible to determinis-
tically predict the signatures of FC2 and FC4, as other TCs might also detect them.
Thus, including the DFT circuit allowed the accurate diagnosis of static random
read faults in the memory array.

5.8. DISCUSSION & COMPARISONS
The HMD approach provides many benefits to memory diagnosis. Nevertheless, it is
necessary to evaluate and compare it to existing approaches. This section discusses the
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Table 5.17: FC & TC space for Static HTD Single-Cell Faults

FC Fault Primitives TC

TC1 〈0/1/−〉, 〈0r 0/0/1〉, 〈0r 0/1/1〉 Covered by TC2, TC4, TC7, & TC9

TC2 〈0r 0/0/?〉, 〈0r 0/1/?〉 {m (w1);m (r 1, w0,r 0)}
DFT is set to bias the SA towards ‘1’

TC3 〈1/0/−〉, 〈1r 1/1/0〉, 〈1r 1/0/0〉 Covered by TC2, TC4, TC8, & TC10

TC4 〈1r 1/1/?〉, 〈1r 1/0/?〉 {m (w0);m (r 0, w1,r 1)}
DFT is set to bias the SA towards ‘0’

TC5 〈0w1/0/−〉 Covered by TC4 & TC10

TC6 〈1w0/1/−〉 Covered by TC2 & TC9

TC7 〈0w0/1/−〉 {m (w0);m (w0,r 0)}
DFT is set to bias the SA towards ‘0’

TC8 〈1w1/0/−〉 {m (w1);m (w1,r 1)}
DFT is set to bias the SA towards ‘1’

TC9 〈0r 0/1/0〉 {m (w1);m (w0,r 0,r 0)}
DFT is set to bias the SA towards ‘0’

TC10 〈1r 1/0/1〉 {m (w0);m (w1,r 1,r 1)}
DFT is set to bias the SA towards ‘1’

Table 5.18: FC x TC Signature Dictionary for Static HTD Single-Cell Faults

FC TC2 TC4 TC7 TC8 TC9 TC10 Signature

FC1 1 1 1 0 1 0 111010

FC2 1 0 0 0 0 0 100000

FC3 1 1 0 1 0 1 110101

FC4 0 1 0 0 0 0 010000

FC5 0 1 0 0 0 1 010001

FC6 1 0 0 0 1 0 100010

FC7 0 0 1 0 0 0 001000

FC8 0 0 0 1 0 0 000100

FC9 0 0 0 0 1 0 000010

FC10 0 0 0 0 0 1 000001
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Table 5.19: Comparison of Diagnosis Methodologies

Property [182], [186]–[188] [56] [57] HMD

Scheme Coverage Array Array Array Entire Memory

Dynamic Faults Coverage No No Array Entire Memory

Easily Extensible No Yes No Yes

Platform-Independent Yes Yes No Yes

implications of using the HMD approach. We discuss the approach’s main benefits, ad-
vantages over other approaches, and limitations.

ADDED VALUE

The HMD approach provides significant gains. It can be applied during memory charac-
terization to improve the design and manufacturing process, thus boosting manufactur-
ing yield and speeding yield learning and time to market. It can also be applied during
customer returns inspection if address manipulation is allowed by the embedded in-
struction set; this helps understand test escapes, customer returns, and NTF devices.

KEY DIFFERENTIATORS

Table 5.19 shows a comparison of different diagnose methodologies. Compared to exist-
ing diagnosis methodologies, the HMD approach improves memory coverage by shift-
ing the diagnosis focus from the memory cells to the entire memory chip, including pe-
ripherals and decoders. It also includes dynamic faults, thus enabling the diagnosis of
dynamic faults coming from all memory components. The approach is also easily ex-
tensible; new diagnosis capabilities can be easily integrated into existing ones without
recompiling signatures to guarantee their uniqueness. Furthermore, HMD is platform-
independent. While we have validated the approach using 7 nm FinFET technology,
HMD can be applied to all sorts of memories organizations and technologies, traditional,
e.g., planar CMOS, deep-scaled FinFET, or emerging, e.g., RRAM, STT-MRAM. Moreover,
HMD does not require any additional diagnosis circuits, i.e., DFD circuits; yet, existing
DFTs circuits can be used to extend HMD’s fault coverage.

Finally, the HMD approach also alleviates the pass/fail requirements compared to
other approaches. Typically, they require each read operation’s status [186], [187], lead-
ing to excessive data processing. Furthermore, this information is not available on every
memory test platform [56]. The HMD approach only requires each algorithm’s pass/fail
information rather than each read operation’s, significantly alleviating the data process-
ing needed. Moreover, this pass/fail requirement also dismisses the need for applying
the Stop On Nth Error [57] loop methodology, reducing the time spent applying the al-
gorithms.

LIMITATIONS

To generate the bitmaps of diagnosis level 1, HMD requires memory scrambling infor-
mation, i.e., the peripheral circuitry distribution. Nevertheless, scrambling is required
in all high-quality memory testing and diagnosis methodologies – fault coverage is sub-
stantially reduced when scrambling is not considered [191].
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A second limitation of the approach is that it cannot indicate the aggressor cell’s lo-
cation, only the address relation between aggressor and victim; galloping-pattern algo-
rithms [25] are necessary to obtain the precise location of aggressor cells. A more in-
depth analysis is required to evaluate how they can be aggregated into the HMD method-
ology.



6
CONCLUSION

6.1 SUMMARY

6.2 FUTURE RESEARCH DIRECTIONS

This dissertation addressed fault modeling, test solutions, and a memory diagnosis strat-
egy for FinFET SRAMs. First, the fault space of the entire memory has been determined
and compiled into functional fault models. This fault space has been divided based on
fault sensitization characteristics, e.g., functional vs. parametric, static vs. dynamic. A
fault space validation methodology was proposed; fault space for memory array faults
has been verified using the proposed methodology. Based on the simulation results, real-
istic fault models have been introduced. These have been used to derive efficient, high-
quality test solutions. The proposed test solutions focused on hard-to-detect faults, i.e.,
faults whose detection is not guaranteed by writing and reading the memory. Moreover,
they were divided into functional and parametric test solutions. A diagnosis methodology
was proposed with the knowledge obtained during the fault modeling and test solution
development. This methodology aims at diagnosing all faults in the entire memory hier-
archically; it uses adequate stressing conditions to ensure fault detection.

This chapter summarizes the comprehensive investigations and achievements of this
dissertation. First, it summarizes the main conclusions presented in each chapter. Then,
it proposes future research directions.
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6.1. SUMMARY

Chapter 1, “Introduction”, establishes the importance of testing and explains some fun-
damental concepts in this field. It introduces the different testing phases and describes
two key aspects related to testing, i.e., test escapes and yield loss. Further, it introduces
the state of the art regarding memory testing and memory diagnosis and highlights that
technology downscaling brought significant challenges to memory testing and diagno-
sis – some of which are still unsolved. Adequate fault models, which have to be verified
through electrical simulation, need to be established. High-quality test solutions with
low test time and high fault coverage still have to be developed. DFT techniques have
to be designed to improve fault coverage even further. Finally, diagnosis solutions that
cover a vast fault space and include faults from all parts of the memory fault are still
missing.

Chapter 2, “FinFET SRAM Technology & Models”, presents the background related to
the FinFET technology. It introduces the FinFET transistor and its critical physical pa-
rameters, e.g., its fin’s height (HFIN) and width (TFIN), its gate (and channel) length (Lg ),
and the number of fins (NFIN). These parameters define the FinFET device’s structure
and are the manufacturers’ guidelines during manufacturing. The manufacturing pro-
cess can be divided into four key steps: preparing the substrate, etching the fin, forming
the gate, and raising the source/drain contacts. Each step can lead to different struc-
tural defects, which will impact the transistor’s performance. This chapter also surveys
SRAMs and how FinFETs can significantly improve the performance of SRAMs. Further-
more, the versatility of the FinFET technology also enables the design of different SRAM
cells. It is expected that the FinFET technology will still maintain miniaturization until
2025. Beyond that point, new multi-gate structures are expected to take over the semi-
conductor industry. The most prominent structure is the gate-all-around (GAA) transis-
tor; such a transistor consists of a channel surrounded by the gate on all its sides. While
this new structure will enable downscaling even further, it is expected to lead to many
new issues, both in the near term and long term.

Chapter 3, “Fault Modeling for FinFET SRAMs”, establishes the complete framework
for memory faults. Different memory classifications based on faults’ sensitization and
impact are proposed. In summary, three distinctions have been defined: based on the
fault’s impact, i.e., functional vs. parametric; on the fault’s nature, i.e., static vs. dy-
namic; and on the number of cells involved in the fault’s sensitization, i.e., single-cell
vs. coupling. The fault primitive (FP) concept, which is a compact notation for precisely
describing a functional fault, has been introduced. This concept is used to analytically
establish a complete framework with which the space of functional fault models can be
analyzed. On the other hand, parametric faults are defined using fault models. The fault
space for SRAMs is presented using the proposed classifications, divided into static fault
space and dynamic fault space. Each fault space contains faults coming from the mem-
ory array, decoders, and write and read path. Moreover, the memory array fault space
is expanded into single-cell, coupling, and parametric faults. A fault space validation
methodology is proposed to assess the fault spaces. This methodology consists of per-
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forming electrical simulations with defect injection, measuring the memory’s parame-
ters, and classifying the behavior into different fault models. The validation methodol-
ogy is applied to the single-cell fault space; it results in a list of all functional, parametric,
static, and dynamic single-cell faults sensitized in the analyzed defective memory. This
type of experiment provides test engineers with precious information regarding the ac-
curacy of the fault space, i.e., which faults are likely to occur in real SRAMs.

Chapter 4, “Test Solutions for FinFET SRAMs”, presents different test solutions to de-
tect memory faults. Two distinct types of faults can be identified based on their detec-
tion requirements. The first one, easy-to-detect (ETD) faults, are faults whose detection
is guaranteed by simply writing and reading the memory. They have been extensively
studied in the past due to their direct impact on a test solution’s outcome. The second
one, hard-to-defect (HTD) faults, are faults whose detection is not guaranteed by writing
and reading the memory. Parametric HTD faults are severe parametric deviations that
cause the memory cell to fail one or more of its specifications; thus, they do not impact
memory cells’ functionality. From the logic functionality point of view, these faults are
undetectable, as all operations pass correctly. Functional HTD faults, on the other hand,
may impact the memory’s functionality; they are related to random read outputs and
undefined cell state. Considering that random effects such as process variation (PV) im-
pact the outcome of functional HTD faults, it is statistically expected that March tests will
detect only part of these faults due to incorrect logic behavior. The remaining faults that
do not cause incorrect logic behavior will result in test escapes and compromise the cir-
cuit’s reliability. Only special testing solutions can guarantee the detection of parametric
and functional HTD faults.

Nevertheless, existing test solutions are not developed targeting HTD faults. There-
fore, their HTD fault coverage is limited. With that in mind, we propose different test
solutions for HTD faults. We focus mainly on functional HTD faults; in total, five test
solutions are proposed. The first relies on applying appropriate algorithms to sensi-
tize and detect random read faults RRFs. However, applying algorithms is not enough.
Therefore, two two design-for-testability (DFT) circuits are proposed. Both focus on the
memory’s sense amplifier (SA); while one focuses on the SA’s sensing phase, the other
focuses on the SA’s amplification phase. While both improve RRF detection, the DFT
focusing on the SA’s amplification requires less additional hardware; therefore, it is the
recommended test solution for RRFs. The remaining two functional test solutions focus
on undefined state faults (USFs). Again, it was observed that using algorithms only does
not lead to a satisfactory detection rate. In fact, without any additional DFT, USFs can
only be detected if the defect generating the USF also leads to RRFs outputting incorrect
values. Therefore, we propose a DFT to manipulate the cell’s content and facilitate the
identification of cells in undefined states.

Finally, a brief discussion over a proposed parametric test solution is presented. The
solution introduces on-chip sensors to monitor parameters during memory operations.
While the proposed test solution seems feasible and promising at first, an evaluation of
PV impact on the solution’s detection capabilities showed that on-chip sensors are not
appropriate to monitor the parameters of scaled memories. Nevertheless, the method-
ology could be employed if other types of monitoring structures were to be used. A test
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solutions outlook is discussed, considering the previously existing test approaches and
the solutions proposed in this project. While the proposed solutions significantly aggre-
gate to the space of memory test solutions, it is safe to assume that more high-quality test
solutions targeting HTD faults can still be developed. Therefore, some of the approaches
memory test engineers can explore to improve HTD fault coverage during manufactur-
ing testing are identified and discussed.

Chapter 5, “Hierarchical Memory Diagnosis for FinFET SRAMs”, introduces a new mem-
ory diagnosis methodology. First, the different types of memory diagnosis are intro-
duced: probability-based, signature-based, and design-for-diagnosis circuits. Probability-
based diagnoses were proposed at the onset of memory diagnosis research; they did not
find a wide application and were soon replaced by other diagnosis techniques. Signature-
based techniques are the most common diagnosis methodology; they generate unique
signatures for each fault for a given diagnostic algorithm. Finally, DFD circuits improve
diagnosing capabilities and reduce diagnosis efforts. Nevertheless, they all have limita-
tions; thus, a new diagnosis approach is necessary. The hierarchical memory diagnosis
approach aims at narrowing down the possible faulty component and applying diagnos-
tic tests accordingly so that the effort put into fault diagnosis is in a well-directed way. In
turn, this cuts down the time required for the diagnosis and ensures a fast yield ramp up.
The HMD approach is validated for a total of six case studies – four for ETD faults and
two for HTD faults. The proposed methodology successfully diagnosed faults in all parts
of the memory, enabling the precise identification of failure roots responsible for yield
loss. The approach can be used at characterization to speed up yield learning and time
to market and during customer returns’ inspection to investigate test escapes and NTFs.

6.2. FUTURE RESEARCH DIRECTIONS
In this dissertation, fault modeling, efficient test solutions, and a comprehensive mem-
ory diagnosis have been proposed. Nevertheless, many topics on SRAM testing still need
to be explored. These topics include but are not limited to the following.

1) Test of GAA SRAMs: GAA transistors are expected to be the structure semiconduc-
tor manufacturers use to replace FinFETs. Such a structure consists of a silicon sheet or
wire covered by the gate on all sides. While such a transistor brings many benefits to
the performance, its delicate structure will also be prone to new, complex manufactur-
ing defects. These defects may lead to unexpected faulty behaviors and thus faults that
have yet to be modeled. Accordingly, these faults may also require new and improved
test solutions that can guarantee the detection of these emerging faults. In summary, all
the investigations carried out for the FinFET technology and FinFET SRAMs specifically
must also be carried out for GAAs and GAA SRAMs.

2) Device-aware testing for CMOS: manufacturing defects have been traditionally mod-
eled as linear resistors; this has been the defect injection methodology industry and
academia have adopted for decades. When performing defect injection in SRAM cells,
these resistors are placed between cell nodes rather than only the memory’s inputs and
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Figure 6.1: Device-aware testing’s (DAT) defect modeling methodology [192].

outputs. Such a technique is better known as cell-aware testing (CAT); it assumes there
are defects within a standard cell structure. However, with the development of emerg-
ing memories, e.g., STT-MRAM, ReRAM, with new, more complex materials and mech-
anisms, the injection of linear resistors to model the effects of manufacturing defects
became questionable. Mainly, it has been argued that resistors cannot model the physi-
cal behaviors of these defects. Therefore, using linear resistors to model defects in these
technologies will lead to inaccurate fault modeling and low-quality test solutions.

Device-aware testing (DAT) proposes to go one step deeper than CAT; it proposes to
develop defect models based on the physical equations of the device. Therefore, it aims
to improve the fault modeling and thus obtain realistic fault models that can be used to
develop high-quality test solutions. The DAT methodology consists of three steps: (1)
defect modeling, (2) fault modeling, and (3) test development. While steps 2 and 3 are
similar to the fault modeling and test development performed in this dissertation, step
1 represents a significant change for FinFET SRAMs. The defect modeling methodology
is shown in Fig 6.1 [192]; it consists of developing defect models based on technology
parameters and electrical equations while fitting the model to physical defect character-
istics and defect measurement of real, defective devices. Naturally, companies do not
want to disclose the electrical behaviors of their defective transistor devices. Therefore,
not much information is publically available regarding the electrical behavior of defec-
tive FinFETs. Thus, DAT has not yet been applied to FinFET technology. Nevertheless,
DAT has a great potential to improve the quality of FinFET (and GAA) SRAM testing, as-
suming that one has the necessary characterization and measurement data.

3) Fault space validation for coupling faults: in this dissertation, we validated the fault
space of single-cell faults. Due to time constraints, we could not validate the fault space
for coupling faults. Therefore, this investigation is still missing. While the fault space
for coupling faults can be validated with the proposed validation methodology, some
modifications are necessary. Mainly, two aspects must be reviewed: (1) the defect set and
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(2) stimulus generation. The first relates to the defects that will be injected to sensitize
faulty behaviors. For single-cell faults, defect injection is straightforward; defects should
be injected between all cell nodes. Therefore, only single-cell faults would be sensitized.
However, defects must be injected across multiple cells to sensitize coupling faults, i.e.,
a bridge defect connecting nodes of two different cells. Accordingly, the defect set must
be adapted to include all possible defect scenarios.

The second aspect relates to stimulus generation. The sensitizing sequence must
cover at least two cells for coupling faults, i.e., the aggressor and the victim. While this
implies a small space of possible Scombinations when considering static faults, this
space becomes much more extensive and complex for dynamic faults. All possible com-
binations of operations, sequences, and states should be analyzed for a complete in-
vestigation. However, as the number of operations increases, this becomes unfeasible.
Therefore, it is necessary to establish a proper methodology to generate the sensitizing
sequence.

4) Industrial analysis with environment-related stress: when testing a circuit, one can
apply multiple algorithm- and environment-related stressing conditions (SCs). While the
detection capabilities of many testing algorithms have been evaluated in real chips, not
much has been disclosed about environment-related SCs. For example, changing the
operating temperature, frequency, and supply voltage will significantly impact fault sen-
sitization and detection. However, each SC may have a different impact. Therefore, ex-
periments evaluating the impact of SC could be performed in real chips. Efficient test
solutions could be derived based on the measurement data.

5) PV-tolerant on-chip sensors: detecting parametric faults is not as trivial as detecting
functional faults. While the latter can be detected by performing write and read opera-
tions, the former cannot be detected by applying operations. Therefore, special testing
solutions are required to cover the detection of parametric faults. In this dissertation,
we have proposed using on-chip sensors to monitor voltage and current. These sen-
sors can generate unique pulses that enable identifying cells with deviated parameters
in a PV-free scenario. Nevertheless, once one considers PV effects, each sensor will out-
put different signals, thus hindering the identification of parametric deviations. While
the methodology is effective, the implementation needs to be improved. This drawback
could be alleviated by either designing an on-chip sensor tolerant to PV or proposing
a new methodology to monitor the memory’s parameter. Both solutions require an in-
depth PV analysis and extensive simulations.
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